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Abstract 
The present neutrino oscillation data are compatible with tri-bimaximal mixing, to 
leading order. The addition of an A4 family symmetry and extended Higgs sector to 
the Standard Model can generate this mixing pattern, assuming the correct vacuum 
expectation value alignment of Higgs scalars. The effect of deviating this alignment is 
studied, for different types of A4 models, with a phenomenological emphasis: the effect 
of perturbations on the model predictions for the neutrino oscillation and neutrino 
mass observables. 
The standard theoretical description of neutrino oscillations is presented, along with 
a summary of the past, present and future experimental efforts aimed at measuring 
the neutrino mixing parameters. Additionally, the current constraints on the sum of 
absolute neutrino masses and the amplitude for neutrinoless double beta decay, which 
is yet to be observed, are discussed. These constraints provide a model-independent 
test of family symmetery models. 
The Standard Model is reviewed, and e:>..'tensions to the Standard Model such as the 
seesaw mechanism(s) are discussed: these are designed to endow neutrinos with mass, 
and can be incorporated into A4 symmetry models. 
Models with different A4 particle assignments are analysed for deviations from tri-
bimaximal mixing. There are nine models presented in Chapter 5, with lepton doublets 
transforming as ~ and right-handed charged leptons transforming as l, 1', 1"; five of 
these include right-handed neutrinos transforming as ~~ and make use of the seesaw 
mechanism. Chapter 6 contains the analysis of six models that assign all leptons to 
the ~ representation, with four of these utilising the seesaw mechanism. 
The models are tested for any degree of fine tuning of the parameters that define 
the mass matrices. The effect of perturbations on the mixing angle observables, in 
particular sin2 813 and sin2 823 , is studied, as well as the effect on the Jarlskog invariant, 
JcP· Investigations of the (mee) - 2: mv parameter space allow for comparison with 
current data, and can lead to the possible exclusion of a particular model by constraints 
from future data. 
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The scientific theorist is not to be envied. For Nature, or more precisely 
experiment, is an inexorable and not very friendly judge of his work. It 
never says "Yes" to a theory. In the most favourable cases it says "Maybe," 
and in the great majority of cases simply "No." If an experiment agrees 
with a theory it means for the latter "Maybe, " and if it does not agree it 
means "No." Probably every theory will someday experience its "No" -
most theories, soon after conception. 
Albert Einstein 
in "Albert Einstein: The Human Side" 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The idea of neutrino mixing dates back to Pontecorvo in the 1950's [1, 2]: the oscil-
lation of active neutrinos into sterile ones was thought to be an explanation for the 
solar neutrino problem [3] . However, his ideas came before the discovery of the sec-
ond and third families of charged leptons and their associated neutrinos. In 1998, the 
Super-Kamiokande experiment (4-6] presented the first model-independent signature 
of atmospheric neutrino oscillations. The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) [7-9] 
gave the corresponding evidence for solar neutrino oscillations in 2002. These results 
encouraged further investigations into the origins and descriptions of neutrino oscilla-
tions (see, for example, the reviews in Refs. [10-17]). 
The evidence of neutrino oscillations implies massive neutrinos, which contradicts 
the predictions of the Standard Model (SM). While the seesaw mechanism, be it of 
type I, II or III, is believed to explain the smallness of neutrino mass, more physics 
input is required to explain the peculiar features of the mixing. Although two of the 
three neutrino mixing angles have been measured, the third mixing angle and the 
CP violating Dirac phase have not been measured and the absolute masses and mass 
hierarchy of neutrinos are not known. There are currently many experiments (see the 
reviews in Refs. [15, 17- 22]) focussed on precise measurements of the neutrino mass 
and mixing parameters: neutrino physics can be said to haYe entered the "precision 
era''. 
Global fits to the latest neutrino oscillation data (23-26] show that the lepton 
mixing mat rix is very close to the tri-bimaximal mixing (TBM) matrix, first propm;ed 
in Ref. [27]. Since the allowed deviations from TBM can only be small (10-15%), this 
mixing pattern represents at least a zeroth order approximation to lepton mixing. This 
is completely different to the mixing in the quark sector, and has motivated extensive 
research into models of family symmetries [28]. 
1 
2 
There are two approaches [29] in the literature: (i) t he "bottom-up" approach, 
which starts from the observations of neutrino masses and mixings and attempts to 
look for a symmetry basis in which flavour (family) symmetry is realised; and (ii) the 
"top-down" approach, which starts with a general symmetry, perhaps even a Grand 
Unified Theory (GUT), with motivations outside of neutrino physics, and attempts to 
go from this bigger picture dov.-n to the observed properties of neutrinos. It is evident 
that both approaches are complementary and helpful in characterising the physics of 
flavour. 
The website Neutrino Unbound [30] is an archive of thousands of papers in t he 
field of neutrino physics. The "Models" page lists all papers that propose models for 
neutrino masses and mix.ings, from 1972 to the present day, and contains some 900 
papers. Among this plethora of models there are many that employ discrete family 
symmetries in an attempt to explain the TBM scheme. In essence, the addition of a 
family symmetry to the SM constrains the form of the lepton mass matrices, reducing 
the number of parameters and thus providing more predictive power. Unfortunately, 
this is not without the addition of extra Higgs scalars (more parameters), with non-zero 
vacuum expectation values (VEVs) that break the family symmetry and lead to TBM. 
Some of the discrete family symmetries used in the literature are: A4 [31-35], 
S3 [36-39], S4 [40- 46], T' [47- 51], ~(27) [52- 55), and ~(81) [56-58]; there are also 
models that employ continuous symmetries such as SU(3) [59- 61], S0(3) [62, 63], and 
S0(5) [64]. Very often the TBM scheme is obtained only approximately, or with the 
cost of fine tuning and/or various assumptions, such as unexplained VEV alignment 
or radiative corrections. This is a crucial point: the vacuum expectation values of the 
various scalar fields must be aligned in order to make the models work. 
An attractive theory is one that is economical in terms of parameters, and one that 
makes predictions that can be verified. Although some authors [65] disagree, the A4 
models have a very economical structure in terms of group representations and field 
content [66,67]. This characteristic, combined with the relative abundance of A4 models 
in the literature has motivated the study of A4 models in this work. One could indeed 
analyse other flavour symmetry models using the same criteria, but that is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 
Ma & Rajasekaran [34] were the first to use the A4 symmetry to construct models of 
neutrino mass. Ma later refers [68, 69] to A4 as "Plato's fire" , with reference to a Greek 
theory matching the four basic elements to the perfect geometric solids. In the original 
model [34] the seesaw-induced neutrino masses are degenerate, so that the model does 
not fit with the neutrino oscillation data. Babu et al. [70] proposed a supersymmetric 
3 
solution to this problem, where radiative corrections lift the degeneracy. At this stage 
TBM had not yet been suggested, and it was only after the work of Harrison et al. [27] 
that TBM was considered seriously as an alternative. 
Ma proposed [31] the first A4 model that could reproduce t he TB11 pattern. The 
seesaw mechanism is absent in this model - the key difference is the introduction of new 
Higgs scalars, which transform as triplets and singlets under A4 , for which symmetry 
breaking gives the required mass matrix. In order for this model to work, the Higgs 
triplets must have a certain VEV alignment, which is somewhat ad-hoc; it is not 
justified in the original paper. 
Altarelli and Feruglio [32] then expanded upon Ma's original model, in an attempt 
to solve the vacuum alignment problem. In their model, the Higgs scalars are gauge 
singlets (not doublets, as in Ma's model [31]) , and the alignment problem is solved using 
extra dimensions. Yet the mass matrix leading to TBM takes the same form. Another 
way to solve the vacuum alignment problem is presented in Ma's supersymmetric seesaw 
model [71], where there are three Higgs doublets transforming as ,a, three heavy neutrino 
singlets transforming as _a and one Higgs doublet transforming as 1. This "naturally" 
produces the alignment proportional to (1 , 0, 0) in the neutrino sector, so that the heavy 
neutrino mass matrix has the right form to give TBM using the seesaw mechanism. 
Other authors [72-74] propose models with the VEV alignment of Higgs triplet 
scalars proportional to (0, 1, 0). In those models the combination of charged lepton 
and neutrino mixing still gives TBM, but the neutrino sector looks slightly different. 
The vacuum alignment problem is still present, with the authors often introducing 
additional symmetries or invoking supersymmetry (SUSY) [73] in order to solve it. 
Chen, Frigerio and t-..la [75, 76] were the first to propose a model where the right-
handed lepton singlets t ransform as ,a, since all of the previous models had them 
transforming as A4 singlets. The introduction of more Higgs doublets transforming 
as l , l', l" results in a diagonal charged-lepton mass matrix, but exact TBM is not 
achieved. 
As was shown in Refs. [77, 78], even with both left-handed doublets and lepton 
singlets transforming as ,a, it is still possible to achieve TBM. Thus models combining 
A4 with the GUT groups SU(5) [79] and 80(10) [80- 82] could be constructed, since all 
leptons could now transform as _a under A4 . 
All of the above models employ the same basis for A4 ; this is often termed the "Ma-
Rajasekaran basis". In an attempt to connect A4 models with the modular symmetry 
and thus the larger framework of string theory, Altarelli and Feruglio [33] employed a 
different basis for A4 , where the generator Tis diagonal, the so-called "Altarelli-Feruglio 
4 
basis". The two bases1 are related by a phase change, and the main difference is that 
the alignment of the Higgs fields that generate the charged lepton and neutrino mass 
matrices are effectively "swapped" , so that the charged leptons immediately come out 
as diagonal in the A-F basis. There is still the problem of different vacuum alignments in 
the charged lepton and neutrino sectors, and the authors present [33] a supersymmetric 
solution, as well as studying the effects of higher order terms on the mass matrices. 
Other types of models have been presented with, for example, lepton doublets 
transforming as A4 singlets [83], right-handed neutrinos transforming as A4 singlets 
[76, 84], or both right-handed leptons and neutrinos transforming as A4 singlets [85]. 
Herein the analysis will focus on the models that give TBM, but a complete list [66,67] 
of all published A4 models is included. 
More recent models include: (i) the use of A4 1>< (Z2 ) 3 [86], which provides a different 
way to solve the VEV alignment problem, and (ii) models in which the right-handed 
charged lepton singlets all transform as 1 under A4 [87, 88], instead of as 1, 1', 1". In 
the latter case, the VEV alignment of the Higgs field in the charged lepton sector is 
proportional to (0, 1, 0) , providing a different way to explain the charged lepton mass 
hierarchy. 
In summary, this thesis presents a phenomenological analysis of those A4 flavour 
symmetry models that reproduce the TBI'vf pattern. The effect of deviating the \'EV 
alignments in these models is studied, with an emphasis on the neutrino oscillation 
and mass dependent observables measured by current and future experiments. In 
Chapter 2 the neutrino oscillation formalism is outlined, and there is a summary of 
experimental work in the field. Chapter 3 reviews the SM and the extensions to the SM 
required to accommodate massive neutrinos; Chapter 4 is an introduction to discrete 
family symmetries. Chapters 5 and 6 contain the analytical and numerical results that 
compare fifteen different A4 models from the literature, and Chapter 7 presents the 
conclusions. 
1 A discussion of the two bases is given in Appendix A. 
Chapter 2 
Neutrino Oscillations 
The standard theory of neutrino oscillations is well-developed and explains the exper-
imental data adequately [17, 89]. However, the nature of the propagation of neutrinos 
is still to be understood, and various approaches exist to describe it. The standard 
approach [17] is to treat neutrinos as plane waves and then use a relativistic approx-
imation to obtain the neutrino oscillation probability. Other approaches employ a 
more rigorous quantum mechanical treatment, using: (i) wave packets to describe the 
neutrinos as they propagate through space [20, 90], or (ii) a quantum field theoretical 
description, with neutrinos as ((virtual particles'' on the internal line of a Feynman 
diagram [91, 92] . Ref. [93] presents an in depth model of neutrino oscillations, treating 
the neutrinos as wave-packets and following a field theoretical approach. 
2.1 Standard approach: the plane wave approxima-
tion 
Using the notation of Refs. [17, 20], the leptonic charged current is given by 
·P 2 "' - P/1 Jw,L = .f-t Va.L/ {.a.L 
o.= e ,JJ.,r 
= 2 I: I: u~kvkL ,p Ra.L , (2.1) 
a.==e,Ji.,T k 
where Vo.L and £0tL are neutrino and charged lepton flavour states, respectively, vkL 
is a neutrino mass eigenstate, and U~k is an element of the mixing matrix. Eq. (2.1) 
is valid for both Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. This generates a superposition of 
massive neutrinos, as long as t he energy and momenta of the particles involved in the 
5 
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production and detection processes have sufficient uncertainty to prevent an energy-
momentum conservation determination of t he neutrino mass, which is indeed the case 
in neutrino oscillation experiments [20, 90]. 
Consider the decay w+ --+ £t + v, and assume that a neutrino with flavour a and 
momentum p can be described by the flavour state 
Iva)= 2: u~kivk) (a=e,J.L,r) , (2.2) 
k 
which is a superposition of mass eigenstates Ilk. The dependence of Eq. (2.2) on the 
production and detection processes can be shown to be negligible [20] . The inverse of 
Eq. (2.2) is 
ivk) = 'L U!Jkivp) 
/3 
({3 = e, J.L, r) . (2.3) 
In Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) there are three active flavour neutrinos, but the number of 
massive neutrinos may in fact be more. If there are more than three massive neutrinos 
then their counterparts in the flavour basis do not have a charged lepton partner and 
are termed "sterile", as these neutrinos do not participate in 8~1 interactions (see 
Section 3.2.3). 
Neutrino oscillations are a quantum mechanical process, and the amplitude for os-
cillation depends on the coherence of different states. The method out lined in Ref. [20] 
involves neutrino flavour states propagating in time, whereas the approach in Ref. [17) 
takes into consideration the work of Ref. [94), describing neutrinos propagating in space. 
2 .1.1 Propagation in time 
The Schrodinger equation for massive neutrino states is 
(2.4) 
and if one assumes a definite momentum p , referred to as the "equal momentum 
assumption", the energy eigenvalues are 
(2.5) 
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where mk is the mass of lvk)· The neutrino states are assumed to be plane waves, 
which evolve in time as 
(2.6) 
From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6) , the time evolution of a flavour neutrino state lva-(t)) may 
be written as 
lva-(t)) = L u~ke-iEktl vk) , 
k 
with lva-(t = 0)) = Iva-)· Substituting Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.7) giYes 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
so that a neutrino of definite flavour at t = 0 becomes a superposition of different 
flavour states as time progresses, unless U is diagonal. The amplitude for the oscillation 
!I Q --t !I {3 is 
Av0 ->vp(t) =: (v(jl lla-(t)) 
_ ~ U* U e-iEkt 
- ~ ak (jk ' 
k 
so that the oscillation probability becomes 
Pv0 ->Vf3 = 1Ava-+11f3(t)l 2 
= L u~kUekUaju;je-i(Ek-Ej)t. 
k,j 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Since observed neutrinos are ultrarelath·istic particles, with !PI » m, Eq. (2.5) can be 
approximated by 
m2 
Ek ~ E + 2~ , (2.11) 
where E = IPI is the neutrino energy. Hence the probability in Eq. (2.10) becomes 
(2.12) 
where 6.m%i = m~ - mJ and E = !PI· mk and m 1 represent the masses of the kth and 
ph neutrino, respectively. 
One more assumption is used: the "light-ray approximation". Ultrarelativistic 
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neutrinos travel at almost the speed of light, so that t ~ L, where L is the oscillation 
length, from which one can make the approximation: 
(2.13) 
2 .1 . 2 Propagation in space 
Complementary to the description of propagation of neutrinos in time is the description 
of propagation of neutrinos in space. Refs. [94-96] assume that neutrinos with the same 
energy and different momenta lead t.o oscillations. In this method: the relative phases 
of the propagation amplitudes are taken into account, and a neutrino detector must 
be able to detect the relative phases of different components. The amplitude for the 
oscillation v0 --+ Vf3 is the coherent sum 
A vet-+Vp = L u~k Prop(vk) u{Jk· 
k 
(2.14) 
The propagation amplitude, Prop(vk), is e - imkrk, where Tk is the proper time that 
elapses during propagation in the vk rest frame. By Lorentz invariance, 
(2.15) 
with L the source-detector distance and Ek and Pk the energy and momentum of the 
kth neutrino, in the lab-frame. 
Since the probability is given by the amplitude squared, only the relative phases 
have physical consequences. The relative phase is 
(2.16) 
To a good approximation [94], t ~ Ljv in Eq. (2.16), where 
(2.17) 
is an approximation to the average of the velocities of the vk and vi components of the 
neutrino beam. Hence, 
2 2 E2 E2 L r,~.. Pk -Pi L k - .Ji L ( 2 2) 
u'+'ki ~ - ~ m . - mk - . 
Pk + Pi Pk + Pi 3 2E . 
(2.18) 
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where E ~ Pk ~Pi for ultrarelativistic neutrinos. The amplitude in Eq. (2.14) becomes 
A _ """U* e-i (mV2E)LU Vo-+VB - L...t ak fJk I (2.19) 
k 
so that the probability for the oscillation 1/01 --+ VfJ is 
(2.20) 
which is the same as Eq. (2.13). 
In neutrino oscillation experiments the distance L and the neutrino energy E are 
measured, and determine the oscillation phase [Eq. (2.18)). That can also be written 
as 
(2.21) 
The phase shows a dependence on the mass-squared differences, whereas the amplitude 
of oscillations is given by the elements of the mixing matrix U. Hence, oscillation 
experiments are used to find the values of the constants .6.m%i and Uak· 
From the unitarity of U, Eq. (2.20) can be split accordingly, as 
(2.22) 
In the case of antineutrinos the kinematics are unaltered and the standard derivation 
of the oscillation probability holds [20]. Following the same procedure outlined above, 
the probability for the oscillation 1J o --+ 1J (3 is 
(2.23) 
Since CPT invariance is a property of all local quantum field theories [20), the 
relation 
(2.24) 
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holds. Comparing Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23), the only difference is the sign of the term 
depending on the imaginary parts of the quartic products of elements of U. If there 
is no CP violation then the mixing matrix is real, the second line of each equation 
vanishes, and the equations are identical. 
2. 2 Oscillations with wave packets 
In the standard derivation of the neutrino oscillation probability in Section 2.1, the neu-
trinos are considered to be plane waves with definite energy and momentum. However, 
a wav&-packet description of oscillations is necessary as: (i) plane waves are periodic 
and cannot describe the localised events of neutrino production and detection; and 
(ii) in order to produce different massive neutrinos, an amount of uncertainty in the 
production and detection process is required. By the uncertainty principle, this implies 
a spread of momentum in the propagating neutrinos. 
Ref. [97] describes an experiment in which pions decay \·ia 1r+ ---+ p,+v'"", and the 
detector looks for electron neutrinos. By adding an apparatus which measures the 
momenta of the pion and the muon, the mass squared of the neutrino, rn~, may be 
found, identifying the v flavour produced. This effectively destroys the oscillation 
pattern at the detector: the more accurately the pion momentum is measured the 
more uncertain its position will be, and the production process is not localized. Thus 
the neutrino oscillations cannot be observed unless the neutrino source is localised 
within a region much smaller than the oscillation length [97] . 
There are a number of quantum mechanical models of neutrino oscillations [20, 90, 
97,98]. In most practical cases the plane-wave approximation may be used to derive the 
neutrino oscillation probability, and one might wonder why a wave-packet treatment 
is necessary at all. However, it is important to take into account the localisation of 
the production and detection processes and the associated momentum uncertainties. 
The only way to verify the existence of massive neutrino wave packets experimentally 
is to measure the transition probability as a function of both the distance and the 
time interval between production and detection. For a discussion of coherence effects 
in neutrino oscillations see Ref. [99). 
2.3 Standard three-neutrino mixing scenario 
The mixing matrix U [Eq. (2.22)] is often referred to as the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata (PMNS) matrix [2, 3, 100). In the standard parameterisation [17], UPMNS is 
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divided into a unitary mixing matrix U0 and a diagonal unitary phase matrix DM 
[19, 20], viz. 
Upr.rNS = U0 DM 
= (R23HI13R12)D(>.2 , >-a) 
(~ 0 0)( c13 0 s13e-;') ( c12 812 ~)(~ 0 i) - ~3 523 0 1 0 -812 c12 ei>-2 
-823 -io 0 c13 0 0 0 c23 -813e 
( C12C13 812C1a s13e-;') (~ 0 .~,) ·o io ei>.2 - -812C2a - C1282381aE1 C12C23 - 812823813e 82aC13 io io C23C1a 0 812823 - c12c2as1ae -c12823 - S12C23S1ae 
(2.25) 
where Cij :: COS (Jij, 8ij :: sin (Jij and fJ12 , 813 : fJ2a (0 ~ 8ij ~ 7r / 2) are the three mixing 
angles. There are three phases in Eq. (2.25): o is the CP violating Dirac phase, and 
>.2 and >.3 are the Majorana phases, with 0 ~ 8, >.2, >.a ~ 21r. R23 and R12 are real 
rotations in the 2 - 3 and 1 - 2 planes, respectively, and W13 is a complex rotation in 
the 1 - 3 plane. 
The factorised form in the third line of Eq. (2.25) is useful for interpreting the 
data: the first matrix contains t he parameter 82a, relevant for atmospheric and accel-
erator neutrino oscillations, the second matrix the parameter 813 , accessible to short 
baseline reactor experiments, and the third matrix contains the parameter 012 , which 
is measured in solar neutrino experiments. The CP violating phase, o, is associated 
with the parameter 81a . Note that the Majorana phases, .A2 and >.a , do not affect the 
neutrino oscillation probability. Indeed, these phases have physical consequences only 
if neutrinos are Majorana particles,1 influencing the amplitude for neutrinoless double 
beta (Ovf3f3) decay, discussed in Section 2.5.2 below. 
In order to quantify the magnitude of CP violation in a rephasing-invariant [20] 
way. one can define the Jarlskog invariant [101 , 102] 
(2.26) 
1See Section 3.2.2. 
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which in the parameterisation of Eq. (2.25) becomes 
Jcp = c12s12c2ss2sd3s1s sin6 
= ~ sin 2B12 sin 2B23 cos B1s sin 2813 sin 6 . (2.27) 
Note that since the Dirac phase always appears as the combination sin 813e-i6 in 
Eq. (2.25) , a sufficiently small value of 813 can always mask any CP violating effects. 
In the case of three-neutrino mixing, there are three independent mass-squared 
differences [Eq. (2.22)], with 
(2.28) 
and t he massive neutrinos can be labelled such that 
(2.29) 
Since the sign of ~m~TM is not known, there are two possible arrangements for the 
neutrino mass hierarchy, as shown in Fig. 2.1. In the "normal" hierarchy, the smallest 
mass-squared difference is between the two lightest neutrinos, and a natural neutrino 
mass hierarchy can be realised, whereas in the "inYerted" hierarchy, the smallest mass-
squared difference is between the two heaviest neutrinos, which become almost degen-
er ate. Note that oscillations only yield information on the mass-squared differences, 
not the absolute masses themselves. Instead, information on the masses may be ob-
tained from beta decay and Ov{3{3 decay, as well as from cosmological considerations. 
2 .4 Experimental evidence for oscillations 
The different oscillation experiments can be classified according to the ratio L j E 
[Eq. (2.21)], which defines the range of ~m2 to which an experiment is sensitiYe. There 
are three types: (i) short-baseline (SBL) experiments, (ii) long-baseline (LBL) and at-
mospheric experiments, and (iii) very long-baseline (VLBL) and solar experiments. 
It is more convenient to classify the experiments in terms of the mixing angles 
measured [Eq. (2.25)] with solar and VLBL experiments measuring 812, atmospheric 
and LBL experiments measuring 823, and reactor and LBL experiments measuring 813 . 
There are several recent analyses of the global neutrino oscillation data [20, 24- 26, 104], 
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Figure 2.1: (From Ref. [103).) The two distinct neutrino mass hierarchies that fit all 
of the current neutrino data. The colour coding indicates the fraction IUail of each 
distinct flavour l.la. a= e, f..L, T contained in each mass eigenstate 1.1k , k = 1, 2, 3. 
constraining the values of the three mixing angles and two mass-squared differences. 
The data from Ref. [25), shown in Table. 2.1, were used in this work. 
Table 2.1: Best-fit values and allowed na ranges for the global three flavour neutrino 
oscillation parameters, from Ref. [25]. 
Parameter 6.~1 (10-s eV2) sin2 B12 sin2 B13 sin2 ()23 Llm~1 (10- 3 eV2) 
Best fit 7.67 0.312 0.016 0.466 2.39 
10" range 7.48-7.83 0.294- 0.331 0.006-0.026 0.408-0.539 2.31-2.50 
20" range 7.31 -8.01 0.278 - 0.352 <0.036 0.366 - 0.602 2.19 - 2.66 
30" range 7.14-8.19 0.263 - 0.375 <0.046 0.331 - 0.644 2.06-2.81 
2.4.1 Solar neutrinos and KamLAND 
In the late 1960's, the Homestake experiment [105, 106] began to detect solar neutrinos 
from the decay of 7Be and 8B, and continued taking data for about 30 years. The 
radiochemical detector recorded a deficit in the flux of electron neutrinos, compared to 
that predicted by the standard solar model [107]; this was called "the solar neutrino 
problem" . The Hornestake result was confirmed by the water Chcrenkov Kamiokande 
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experiment [108- 111], which detected 8B neutrinos, as well as its upgrade, the Super-
Kamiokande experiment [112- 118], on the same site. 
Since the Kamiokande experiments were only sensitive to the higher energy 8B 
solar neutrinos, the GALLEX [119- 123] and SAGE [124- 126] collaborations conducted 
complementary radiochemical tests, targeting the lowest energy solar neutrinos, and 
thus confirming the Homestake results.2 The GALLEX experiment was upgraded to 
GNO [128, 129], with similar results. 
The first definit ive, model-independent proof of solar neutrino oscillations came 
from t he SNO detector [7-9], which employed charged-current (CC) and neutral-current 
(NC) reactions to measure the electron neutrino and total neutrino flux, respectively. 
The first "D20 phase" [130] of the experiment was improved upon by the "salt phase" 
[131, 132], and t he recent "third phase" [133] gave a more accurate measurement of the 
NC process. The ratio [133] 
•SNO ~~~0 = 0.301 ± 0.033: 
IPNC 
(2.30) 
where ¢~FcP is the flux of electron neutrinos, and ¢~tt0 is the total flux of active neu-
trinos, confirms that solar electron neutrinos oscillate into muon and/or tau neutrinos 
on their way to earth. 
The KamLAND VLBL reactor experiment [134- 136] confirmed the Large Mixing 
Angle (LMA) MSW solut ion to the solar neutrino problem, and placed further con-
straints on the parameter .6.m~1 , as shown in Fig. 2.2. The Borexino [137, 138] low 
energy solar neutrino experiment gave further confirmation of this solution. 
2.4.2 Atmospheric neutrinos, K2K and MINOS 
An independent confirmation of the t heory neutrino oscillations came from t he observa-
tion of at mospheric muon neutrino disappearance in the Super-Kamiokande experiment 
in 1998 [4-6] . This confirmed t he earlier results from the Il\1B collaboration [139-141] 
and Kamiokande [142, 143], both of which found a deficit in the atmospheric muon 
neutrino flux. Super-Kamiokande discovered the up-down asymmetry of high-energy 
events generated by atmospheric muon neutrinos, which provided a model-independent 
proof of the oscillation of atmospheric neutrinos. 
The LBL accelerator experiment KEK to Super-Kamiokande (K2K) [144) confirmed 
2 These results also confirmed the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (l\1SW) effect [127], which de-
scribes matter enhanced neutrino oscillations. 
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Figure 2.2: (From Ref. [26].) Determination of the leading "solar" parameters, with 
data from artificial and natural neutrino sources. The best fit points of the solar, 
KamLAND and global data are denoted by the dot, star and diamond, respectively. 
the neutrino oscillation interpretation of the atmospheric neutrino data, observing the 
disappearance of accelerator muon neutrinos over 250 km. Fig. 2.3 presents the current 
constraints on the "atmospheric parameters" 823 and ~m~1 , with the combination of 
Super-Kamiokande and K2K data, along with the recent results from the Main Injector 
Neutrino Oscillation Search (MINOS) experiment [145- 147]. 
In another effort to complete the global neutrino oscillation picture, future experi-
ments such as the OPERA [148] and ICARUS [149] experiments of the CERN to Gran 
Sasso (CNGS) program will attempt a direct measurement of vJ.t. --+ Vr oscillation, over 
a baseline of about 730 km. The Tokai to Kamioka (T2K) experiment [150] also aims 
to improve the precision of the atmospheric parameters. 
2.4.3 Reactor neutrinos, CHOOZ and 813 
The CHOOZ reactor experiment looked for the disappearance of electron antineutri-
nos at a distance of about 1 km, and the negative result [151- 153] showed that the 
oscillations of electron neutrinos at the atmospheric scale of ~m2 are small or zero 
(solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillations are practically decoupled). This implies 
that 813 must be quite small, which means that observation of the CP violating phase 
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Figure 2.3: (From Ref. [26].) As for Fig. 2.2, but for "atmospheric" parameters. The 
best fit points of the atmospheric, MINOS and global data are denoted by the dot, star 
and diamond, respectively. 
6 is rather difficult [Eq. (2.25)]. 
A recent analysis of neutrino oscillation data [25, 104], including the MINOS re-
sults [145- 147], reveals two independent hints of e13 > 0 at the 10' limit.3 Ref. [155] 
demonstrates that a non-zero value of e13 could account for the observed difference 
between the best fit values of the solar neutrino and KamLAND data. Future ex-
periments, such as Double-CHOOZ [156, 157], T2K [150], NOvA [158, 159] and Daya 
Bay [160] will aim to measure e13 with greater precision, as well as try to probe the 
value of the CP phase, 5. 
2.4.4 LSND and M in iBooN E 
The experimental results discussed so far are compatible with the standard three-
neutrino mixing scheme presented in Section 2.3. However, the Liquid Scintillator 
Neutrino Detector (LSND) experiment claimed to observe SBL TJJ.t --t ve oscillations at 
the /:1m2 rv 1eV2 scale [161, 162]. The related KArlsruhe Rutherford Medium Energy 
Neutrino experiment (KARMEN) experiment [163] did not see any indication for this 
3 Note that Ref. [154] regards the indication for 813 > 0 found in Ref. [104] as the result of statistical 
variations, which may or may not be confirmed by future experiments. 
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oscillation, but did not exclude the entire portion of the neutrino parameter space 
favoured by LSND. 
The LSND result is not compatible with the two mass-squared differences in Ta-
ble 2.1 and Fig. 2.1, and there have been various attempts to explain the LSND result 
with sterile neutrinos [164- 166]. However, the recent MiniBooNE experiment [167- 169] 
excludes the two-neutrino oscillation interpretation of LSND at 98% C.L. In spite of 
this, MiniBooNE also has an unexplained excess of low-energy events, and some pro-
posed explanations include heavy neutrino decay [170], or sterile neutrinos [171]. Other 
ideas include models of energy dependent masses and mixings [172]. Ref. [171] finds 
that models with 3 + 2 sterile neutrinos may be favoured by both MiniBooNE and 
LSND, but there is significant tension between appearance and disappearance data, 
and Ref. [173] states that: "allowing for mixing with multiple sterile neutrino states 
or CP violation does not seem sufficient to allow incorporating all SBL e:>.."J)eriments 
within a CPT-conserving, sterile neutrino oscillation framework." 
2.5 Absolute neutrino mass 
As stated in Section 2.3, the absolute neutrino mass scale is still an open question. 
The most sensitive ways to probe these masses are: (i) the observation of the end-
point part of the electron spectrum in j3-decay, (ii) the search for neutrinoless double 
beta decay and (iii) the observation of large-scale structures in the early universe. The 
past, present and future experimental efforts in this regard are reviewed below, with 
emphasis on the constraints these parameters place on neutrino mass models. 
2.5 .1 Beta decay 
Studies of the electron energy spectrum in ,B-decay allow one to probe the quantity 
3 
1n[J = L 1Uek!2rn~ , (2.31) 
k=l 
where Uek are the elements of the first row of the PMNS matrix in Eq. 2.25, and mk 
are the light neutrino masses. m{J is referred to as t he "effective electron neutrino 
mass in ,B-decay". The results of the Mainz [174] and Troitsk [175] Tritium ,3-decay 
experiments, with the combined analysis in Ref. [23, 176], give the upper limit (at the 
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2o- limit) of 
m/3 < 1.8 eV . (2.32) 
The upcoming KATRIN experiment [177], with a sensitivity of m/3 rv 0.3 eV, will 
aim to constrain the absolute neutrino mass spectrum even further. Note that the 
"direct" search for neutrino mass in ,B-decay experiments is not sensitive to their Dirac 
or Majorana nature (see Section 3.2). 
2.5.2 Neutrinoless double beta decay 
Observation of the lepton number violating Ov(3f3 decay (N(A, Z) -. N (A, Z +2)+2c-) 
would imply that neutrinos are Majorana particles.4 The amplitude for this process is 
proportional to the effective Majorana mass 
3 
(mee) = 2:: u;k mk (2.33) 
k=l 
with Uek and mk as defined in Eq. (2.31) . However, this definition depends on the nature 
of the physics beyond the SM, so that in principle other contributions to the term in 
Eq. (2.33) are possible. The Heidelberg-Moscow (HM) [178-180] and IGEX [181, 182] 
groups conducted experiments with 76Ge, and the result ing upper limit for (mee) was 
between about 0.3 eV and 1.3 eV. The CUORICINO [183] experiment (with 130Te) 
gives the improved upper bound at 2o- of [25]5 
(mee) < 0.23- 0.85 eV . (2.34) 
Although part of the HM collaboration claims a positive signal for Ov{3{3 [179], this is 
still considered somewhat controversial [184, 185], and requires independent confirma-
tion. Future experiments such as CUORE [186, 187], GERDA [188], NE110 [189-191] 
and Majorana [192, 193] will attempt to improve the sensitivity of these measurements, 
down to about (mee) rv 0.05 eV. 
4 Refer to Section 3.2.2 for a discussion of 11ajorana neutrinos. 
5 The large uncertainty range comes from uncer tainties in the nuclear matrix elements. 
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2.5.3 Neutrino masses from cosmology 
The standard theory of large scale structure formation in the early universe places a 
strong bound on the sum of absolute neutrino masses 
(2.35) 
since neutrinos suppress the growth of fluctuations on scales below the horizon when 
they become non-relativistic [20, 24]. The contribution of relic neutrinos to the density 
of the universe also places a limit on 2: m,, though not as stringent as t.he bound from 
structure formation. 
The latest data from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [194, 
195] constrains the sum of neutrino masses to 2: mv < 0.67 eV, which, when combined 
with the observed mass-squared differences, gives an upper bound of about 
lmkl ;S 0.2 eV (k = 1, 2, 3) (2.36) 
for each individual neutrino mass. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [196] reports 
a bound of 2: mv < 0.94 eV, at 95% C.L. 
2.5.4 Limits on mass parameters 
The parameters (mee) and 2: m,, discussed above, provide a model-independent test of 
neutrino mass models. Since these quantities both depend on che neutrino oscillation 
data, it is possible to find bounds in (mee) - 2: mv parameter space (see Fig. 2.4). 
Combining this with limits from cosmological data and Ovf3 f3 decay experiments gives 
a well-defined region that is allowed. The variation between the solid (best fit) lines in 
Fig. 2.4 comes from the Major ana phases, with t he additional variation (dashed and 
dotted lines) from the 3a variation in oscillation data. 
The analysis in Ref. [25] considers five different combinat.1ons of cosmological data 
in constraining 2: mv; three of these are included as vertical lines in Fig. 2.4. The 
blue line represents cosmic microwave background (CMB) ar,isotropy data from the 
WMAP 5y [194, 195], ACBAR [197], VSA [198], CBI [199) and .BOOMERANG [200) 
experiments; the green line includes the above CMB data plus datLa from the Hubble 
space telescope (HST) [201] as well as the luminosity distance SN-Ya data [202]; the 
violet line is a combination of CMB, HST, SN-Ia and BAO [203] data, as well as the 
primordial spectrum from Lyman-alpha (Lya) forest clouds [204, 205]. 
The horizontal lines in Fig. 2.4 correspond to the HM Ov.A(J decay claim, which is 
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Figure 2.4: Allowed bands in the (mee) - 2::: mv parameter space, using the best fit 
(solid lines) and 3a (dashed/dotted lines) values of the oscillation data, for normal 
(red) and inverted (green) neutrino mass hierarchies. Vertical lines show the cosmolog-
ical constraints on the sum of neutrino masses, 2::: mv, taken from different data sets; 
horizontal lines give the range allowed by the Heidelberg-Moscow Ov{3{3 claim (25]. 
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subject to uncertainties in nuclear matrix elements (25]. A combination of the weakest 
limit on 2:: m 11 (i.e. just the C11B data), the HM Ov(3(3 claim and the global oscillation 
data reveals a small allowed region in (mee)- 2:: m 11 parameter space. The addition of 
further cosmological data (the green line in Fig. 2.4) constrains this allowed region even 
further, and with the Lya data (the violet line in Fig. 2.4) , this overlap disappears. 
Chapter 3 
Neutrino Mass and the Standard 
Model 
3.1 Electroweak interactions in the Standard Model 
Using the notation of Ref. [20], the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is based 
on the symmetry group SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l )y, where C, LandY denote colour, 
left-handed chirality and weak hypercharge, respectively. The number of vector gauge 
bosons is determined by the generators of the group, with eight massless gluons, three 
massive bosons (W± and Z) and a massless photon ('y) coming from the generators of 
SU(3)c, SU(2)L and U(l)y respectively. However, the Z boson and the photon are 
in fact linear combinations of the gauge bosons of SU(2)L and U(l)y , mixed by the 
Weinberg angle, Ow. For this reason the electromagnetic and weak interactions are 
unified into the electroweak theory, based on the symmetry group SU(2)L x U(l)y. 
Since there is no mixing between the SU(3)c and 8U(2)L x U(l )y sectors, the elec-
troweak interactions can be studied separately from the strong interactions. Neutrinos 
are leptons, so that they do not participate in strong interactions, and can be described 
by the SM electroweak theory. 
The elementary fermions in the standard model are divided into two categories: 
quarks and leptons, and these in turn form three generations, shown in Table 3.1. 
Quarks participate in all the interactions of the SM (strong, weak, electromagnetic and 
gravitational), whereas leptons participate in all but strong interactions. Each fermion 
has a corresponding antifermion, with the same mass but opposite electric charge, and 
all are spin 1/2 particles. 
The three generations of fermions can be defined as left-handed weak isospin dou-
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Table 3.1: Classification of fcrmions in the Standard Model [20]. 
Generation Quarks Leptons 
pt u (up) d (down) Ve (electron neutrino) e (electron) 
2nd c (charm) s (strange) vf.J. (muon neutrino) J.i (muon) 
3 rd t (top) b (bottom) v.,. (tau neutrino) e (tau) 
blets 
Ll = (v~L) eL- ' el L L l = (1/~L) nL- l ,.. J.i~ L l = (1/~L) -rL- ' Tf, 
I - UL ( I) QlL = d~ l 1 - CL (') Q2L = s~ ' 1 _ (t~) Q 3L = b~ ' 
and right-handed singlets 
£' - I 
eR = eR' 
f_' - I 
f.J.R = J.iR ' 
R.' - I 
-rR = 7R• 
IU - I qiU- cl IU - tl quR = UR , cR = R ' qtR = R • 
ID- dl 
qdR = R ' qiD - sl sR = R ' 
ID- bl 
qbR = R · 
The electroweak SM Lagrangian is 
.!L = fermion kinetic terms + gauge boson kinetic terms 
+ gauge boson self-couplings + Higgs Lagrangian 
+Riggs-fermion Yukawa coupling terms. 
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(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The last line in Eq. (3.6) comprises mass terms for the quarks and leptons: the lepton 
mass terms are given by 
2H,L =- L (Y~~L~L<I>e~R + Y~~f(m<I>tL~L) , 
cx,/3=e,J.1.-r 
where the SM Higgs field is represented by the doublet 
<I> (x) = (¢+(x)) , 
q}(x) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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and Y~~ is a matrix of Yukawa coupling constants. The Higgs doublet in Eq. (3.8) 
contains two complex scalar fields: the charged field ¢+(x) and the neutral field ¢0(x) . 
The Higgs part of the electroweak Lagrangian in Eq. (3.6) is 
(3.9) 
where J.L is a mass-like coefficient and ). is the coefficient of the quartic self-couplings 
of the Higgs fields. Although the Higgs Lagrangian in Eq. (3.9) is invariant under 
the symmetry SU(2)Lx U(1)y, the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking can 
generate mass terms for the Higgs field as well as for the gauge bosons and fermions. 
The vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the Higgs field is electrically neutral and is 
given by1 
(3.10) 
where v = g. The squared mass-like coefficient f..L2 is assumed to be negative, 
J.L2 < 0, in order to generate a nonzero VEV. This causes the symmetry breaking 
SU(2)£ x U(1)y ~ U(1)Q , (3.11) 
where U(1)Q is the unbroken symmetry group of the electromagnetic interactions. Thus 
the symmetry is broken by the vacuum. The Higgs doublet in the unitary gauge is 
written as 
<T?(x) _ _ 1 ( 0 ) 
- ../2 v+ H(x) ' (3.12) 
with the physical Higgs field dcsribed by H(x). Upon spontaneous symmetry breaking, 
the coupling of the field in Eq. (3.12) with the fermion fields results in the masses of 
the charged fermions and the VV and Z gauge bosons. 
The fermion mass terms in Eq. (3. 7) contain left- and right-handed fields ,2 and 
since there are no right-handed neutrino fields in the SM [Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5)], it follows 
that neutrinos remain massless in this model. However, this contradicts the evidence of 
neutrino oscillations presented in Chapter 2, and the SM must be extended to include 
massive neutrino fields. Although these have never been observed, they are introduced 
into most unified models [206]. 
1The VEV (4>) of the Higgs field corresponds to the lowest energy state of the Higgs potential, 
V(4>) = I-L2q>tq> + .>.(q>tq>)2. 
2Indccd. all fermion mass terms must involve a coupling of left- and right-handed fields. 
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3.2 Massive neutrinos 
In the SM, the flavour neutrino fields Ve, v~-', Vr are defined in order to couple with the 
corresponding charged lepton fields in the charged weak current in Eq. (2.1). Since 
t he neutrinos are assumed to be massless. these flavour neutrino fields are also mass 
eigenstates (any linear combination of massless fields is also massless). However, due 
to the observed phenomenon of neutrino oscillations, the flavour neutrino fields become 
a mixture of mass eigenstates (Sections 2.1 and 3.2.6). These massive neutrinos can 
be either Dirac or Majorana particles, but the exact origin of this mass is not known. 
3.2.1 Dirac neutrinos 
Chirality, or handedness, is an important property of fermions. A spinor field ~~~ can 
be decomposed into its chiral components such that 
(3.13) 
'!fJR and 1/JL denote right-handed and left-handed fields , respectively, which are obtained 
from the field 1/J using the projection operators 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
The chiral fields are also called Weyl spinors. Using the properties of the chirality 
matrix, 15 , the Dirac Lagrangian may be written as [20] 
2 = 1/Jn i EP 'I/Jn + '!fJL i fP'!/JL- m (~'R 1/JL + '!fJL~1'R) , (3.16) 
showing that the chiral fields are coupled only in the mass term, and the field equations 
become 
'i$1/Jn = m?/JL 
ifP?/JL = m7./1R · 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
The Weyl spinors have only two independent components: assuming the chiral 
representation of the Dirac 'Y matrices, the four-component spinor may be expressed 
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as 
so that 
where XR and XL are two-component spinors. 
In terms of XR and XL, the Dirac equation is 
( 
m - i(8o +a. V)) ( XL ) = 0 
i( Oo - a . \7) m XR 
For m = 0, the field equations become 
i~'l/Jn=O, 
if/J'l/JL= O, 
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(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3 .22) 
(3.23) 
and only one chiral field is needed to describe the massless fermion. In this case it is 
evident that chirality is equal to helicity, and it can be shown that a massless right-
handed (left-handed) chiral field with definite four-momentum has positive (negative) 
helicity. Since the neutrino was originally considered to be massless, and as neutrinos 
are neutral particles, the helicity is the only property that enables one to dist inguish 
between neutrinos (negative helicity) and antineutrinos (positive helicity). 
Studies of inverse beta decay [207] have shown that neutrinos occur with spin an-
tiparallel to momentum (negative helicity), whereas antineutrinos have spin parallel 
to momentum (positive helicity). This empirical evidence, combined with the theory 
of massless chiral fields, leads to the conclusion that neutrinos are massless. Note 
that the statement, "neutrinos are always left-handed" is strictly correct only if the 
rest-mass is exactly zero [207]. A non-zero neutrino mass allows one to find a. Lorentz 
transformation that transforms a left-handed neutrino into a right-handed one. 
3.2 .2 Majorana neutrinos 
The operation of charge conjugation transforms the spinor field 1/1 as 
C c -T 
'ljJ(x) ~ 'ljJ (x) = ~cC'l/J (x), (3.24) 
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where C is the charge conjugation operator, with the defining property 
C-y~c-1 = --yJ.L ==} ct = c-1 and cT = - C . (3.25) 
The coefficient ~c is a phase which represents the intrinsic charge parity of the field. 
It was shown in Section 3.2.1 that it is possible to describe a massless field in terms 
of one chiral spinor with two components [Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23)]. Using the properties 
of the field under charge conjugation. Majorana showed [208] that a four-componenet 
spinor is not necessary to describe a massless field. In this case, Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) 
become 
(3.26) 
known as the Majorana equation. 
Since 'l/;R = C¢LT, the Majorana condition is 
(3.27) 
where 'l{;c is just the charge conjugated field defined in Eq. (3.24). This implies that 
t he particle and antiparticle are now indistinguishable. Neutrinos are the only neutral 
fundamental ferrnions, and may be candidates for Majorana particles. The Majorana 
theory has half the degrees of freedom of the Dirac theory, and thus most theories 
beyond the SM incorporate massive neutrinos as Majorana particles. Note that neu-
trino oscillations cannot determine the Dirac or Majorana nature of neutrinos; the 
only experimental signature of Majorana neutrinos is Ov/3/3 decay, the search of which 
is continuing, and has yet to be observed (Section 2.5.2). 
3 .2.3 Dirac mass terms 
A fermion mass term must contain left-handed and right-handed fields (Section 3.1). 
This means that Dirac masses can in theory be generated by the SM Higgs mechanism, 
with the addition of right-handed neutrino fields, Vo:R (a= e, f.L, T). These right-handed 
fields are singlets of SU(3)c x SU(2)L, with hypercharge Y = 0. Therefore, they do 
not participate in weak interactions and are termed "sterile" (their only interaction 
is gravitational), whereas the SM left-handed neutrino fields do participate in weak 
interactions and are termed "active". Ref. [209] distinguishes between "fully sterile·' 
and "weakly sterile" neutrinos: the former feel no gauge interactions, including forces 
postulated in theories beyond the SM, while the latter do not feel SM interactions. 
Since these particles have no real interactions one can also speculate whether t hey 
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are heavy or light. The seesaw mechanism favours heavy sterile neutrinos, whereas 
light sterile neutrinos could have implications for cosmology: a significant light sterile 
neutrino component would increase the standard expansion rate of the universe during 
Big Bang N ucleosynthesis (BBN) [209]. 
It is interesting to note that, in principle, an arbitrary number of sterile right-
handed neutrino fields could be added to t he SM. Since these fields are singlets they 
are not constrained by the symmetries of the SM. The "minimally extended Standard 
Model" contains three right-handed neutrino fields , but in fact only one such neutrino 
need be added. There are also models with two [210], four [211 , 212] or five [213] heavy 
neutrinos. 
To generate Dirac masses in the minimally extended SM, another term is added to 
the Riggs-lepton Yukawa Lagrangian in Eq. (3.7), so that 
(3.28) 
et,/3=e,J-L,T a,/3=e,!J.,T 
where Y'v is a matrix of Yukawa couplings for the neutrino. The term ~ = icr2 ~* 
appears in Eq. (3.28) to ensure invariance under the electroweak symmetry. To find 
the massive fields: the matrices Y'f and Y'v must be diagonalised, viz. 
VLety'evRe = y e, 'th ye e £ ( (3 ) Wl o./3 = YaPa:/3 a , = e, p,, T 
and VLvty'vyRv __ yv, 'th yv v £ ( (3 ) Wl Ct/3 = YaUaf3 a , = e, j.L , T ' (3.29) 
with the 3 x 3 unitary matrices Vf, VA, V£ and Vjf. 
By defining the arrays of left- and right-handed leptons 
(eL) £~ - ~~ , £~ = Ct) · (3.30) 
(' ) (' ) 1/eL 1/eR I- 1/~L ' v ' - 1/~R ' V L = R= 
1/r£ 1/TR 
(3.31) 
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and arrays of massive leptons 
0 - v tt ol = ~R- R ~R -
the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.28) can be written (in t he unitary gauge) as 
.fL'H,L = - (V~) [£LYlln + n LY 11nn] + h.c. 
-(" ~t) ["~·' y~t"Len + t ykv.Lvkn] + h.c. 
The charged lepton masses are 
(a = e, /-L, T) : 
and with the Dirac neutrino fields defined as 
(k = 1, 2:3), 
the neutrino masses are given by 
(k = 1, 2,3). 
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(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
This shows that, with the addition of right-handed neutrinos, both charged leptons 
and neutrinos can have Dirac mass terms. Since the SM Higgs mechanism does not 
set any value for the Yukawa couplings with the Higgs particle for all particles, there 
is no explanation as to the values of the quark and lepton masses. The smallness of 
neutrino masses points to new physics beyond the SM, and the see-saw mechanism 
(Section 3.2. 7) is one way to explain t his. 
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3.2.4 Majorana mass terms 
Defining the right-handed charge conjugated neutrino field 
the Lagrangian becomes [20] 
G-e-T 
11L = 11£ ' 
which is Lorentz invariant and desribes the Majorana field with the equation 
The mass term 
can also be written as 
· 2 c-r t cp 11£ = m 11L . 
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(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
It is important to note that 11f is right-handed, so that the coupling 11f 11£ does not 
vanish and forms part of the mass term (remember that fermion mass terms require a 
coupling of left- and right-handed fields). 
If three generations of massive Majorana neutrinos are assumed, it is possible to 
write the three-generation Majorana Lagrangian as 
(3.43) 
with the column of massive neutrino fields 
(3.44) 
and M the diagonal mass matrix, obtained by diagonalising the original symmetric 
mass matrix in the flavour basis. This process is similar to the one outlined in Sec-
tion 3.2.3, where a unitary matrix can be chosen to diagonalise the symmetric mass 
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matrix. It is this unitary matrix which changes the basis and leads to neutrino mixing 
between the flavour and mass eigenstates. 
Note that in the case of both Dirac and Majorana neutrinos, the leptonic charged-
current of Eq. (2.1) can be ·written as 
·P 2-ut Pli Jw L = n L "/ .f-L , 
1 
with the mixing matrix U given by 
U - vttvv 
- L L · 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
This shows that the mixing originates from both the charged lepton and neutrino 
sectors. 
3.2.5 Effective Majorana mass 
Since the Majorana mass term in Eq. (3.41) only involves the left-handed chiral field 
vL, one may ask whether it is possible for Majorana masses to be accommodated in the 
SM. A closer look at the term vf VL reveals that it has the third component of weak 
isospin h = 1 and hypercharge Y = - 2, which is not acceptable in the framework of 
the SM (there is no weak isospin triplet withY= 2 in the Standard Model). 
It is possible, however, to construct a non-renormalisable Lagrangian term that is 
invariant under SU(2)L x U(1)y and generates Majorana neutrino mass [19, 20]. The 
lowest dimensional term is the lepton number violating term 
(3.47) 
where g is a dimensionless constant and M is a constant with dimension of mass. 
The doublet LL is the Sl\.1lepton doublet in Eq. (3.1), and <I> is the Higgs doublet in 
Eq. (3.8). 
Electroweak symmetry breaking (Section 3.1) generates the Majorana mass term 
(3.48) 
which gives the field VL the Majorana mass 
(3.49) 
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The Lagrangian in Eq. (3.47) is not renormalisable, so that it cannot exist in the SM. 
It can, however, be accommodated in theories that regard the SM as an effective low-
energy theory: the product of the symmetry breaking of a high-energy unified theory. 
The Lagrangian is then referred to as an "effective dimension-five operator" [19]. This 
shows that the physics of neutrino masses provides an accessible "low energy window" 
on new physics beyond the SM [20]. We note that the Majorana mass in Eq. (3.49) is 
similar in structure to the mass obtained via the seesaw mechanism, to be discussed in 
Section 3.2.7 - the heavier the mass M , the lighter the neutrino mass m. 
3.2.6 Dirac-Majorana masses and mixing 
It is possible to construct Dirac and Majorana mass terms for the neutrino, respectively, 
as was shown in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. Right-handed neutrino singlets were added 
in the Dirac model [Eq. (3.31)], while in the Majorana case the right-handed charge 
conjugated field was assumed [Eq. (3.38)]. In the general case the Dirac-Majorana 
mass term can be formed, viz. 
cL'D+l\1 wL wR cL'D 
...z;mass = ...z;mass + .4-mass + .4-mass , (3.50) 
with the two Majorana mass terms 
CL'L 1 ~ rrctML , h 
..z.mass = 2 L..J lloL o{JLIBL + .C. , 
a ,{J=e,Jt,T 
(3.51) 
R 1 ~ £'mass = 2 L..J 
S,S1=SJ, ... 1SN6 
(3.52) 
and the Dirac mass term 
(3.53) 
s,s'=s1 , ... ,SNa a =e,JJ..T 
Since the right-handed fields are sterile singlets, it is possible to add an arbitrary 
number Ns of right-handed neutrinos llsR (s = s1 , ... , sN.) to the SM without creating 
anomalies (see Section 3.2.3). The three matrices ML, MR and MD are complex, and 
the Majorana mass matrices ML and MR are symmetric (20]. ML is a 3 x 3 matrix, 
MR is an Ns x N 5 matrix and MD is an N 8 x 3 matrix. 
In order to find the neutrino fields with definite masses, the Dirac- lajorana mass 
term£;;>~~ must be diagonalised. The column matrix of N = 3+Ns left-handed fields 
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is defined as 
N ' = (v~) L- C ' 
VR 
(3.54) 
with v£ defined in Eq. (3.31) and the column matrix of right-handed sterile neutrinos 
(3.55) 
After some matrix algebra, the Dirac-Majorana mass term can be written in the 
form 
2'~~1 = ~N'[Ctl\1D+MN~ + h.c. , 
2 
with theN x N symmetric mass matrix 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
In order to diagonalise the Dirac-Majorana mass term, a unitary matrix V{ is 
chosen, so that the left-handed fields in Eq. (3.54) can be written in terms of the 
components of fields with definite mass, 
(3.58) 
and V£ diagonalises the matrix MD+M, viz. 
(3.59) 
where Mkj = mk8kj (k , j = 1, ... , N), and mk are real and positive neutrino masses. 
Using this procedure the Dirac-Majorana mass term in Eq. (3.56) can be rewritten as 
(3.60) 
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which is a sum of Majorana mass terms for the massive Majorana fields 
(k = 1, ... , N) , (3.61) 
satisfying the constraint 
(3.62) 
This shows that by diagonalising a general Dirac-Majorana mass term one arrives at 
the Majorana condition: in this case the massive neutrinos are Majorana particles. 
The SM does not accommodate neutrino mixing (since neutrinos are massless), and 
so the mass and flavour eigenstates are equivalent. In the case of massive neutrinos, 
however, the leptonic charged-current of Eq. (2.1) becomes 
·P 2-ut p o JwL = n L 'Y -t.L , , 
with the mixing matrix U given by 
Uok = ~ (V}_t)af3(VL){3k . 
f3=e,J.L,T 
(3.63) 
(3.64) 
The matrix Vf is the unitary 3 x 3 matrix defined in Eq. (3.29), whereas the matrix V£ 
is a unitary N x N matrix. This makes the mixing matrix U in Eq. (3.64) a rectangular 
3 x N matrix, which is not unitary. 
From Eqs. (3.54), (3.55) and (3.58), it is evident that active-sterile mixing is possi-
ble: this is given by 
N 
VaL= ~ UakVkL (a = e, P,, r), (3.65) 
k=l 
N 
v;;R = I)vnskVkL (s = S], ... : SNs). (3.66) 
k= l 
In some models of neutrino mass the charged lepton mass matrix is considered to be 
diagonal [214], so the matrix V}_t falls away in Eq. (3.64), and the mixing comes solely 
from the neutrino sector. The addition of an arbitrary number of sterile neutrinos is 
a purely theoretical idea [215], but a symmetric extension to the SM should contain 
only three such right-handed neutrino singlets. In this case and with the possibility of 
active-sterile mixing, N8 = 3 and N = 6, so that the mixing matrix U in Eq. (3.64) is 
a 3 x 6 matrix and the mass matrix in Eq. (3.57) is a 6 x 6 matrix. 
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3.2.7 The seesaw mechanism 
The Dirac-Majorana mass matrix in Eq. (3.57) with l'vJL = 0 is 
(3.67) 
and with the assumption 
(3.68) 
the elements of the Dirac mass matrix are much smaller than the elements of the 
right-handed Majorana mass matrix. This is the type I seesaw mechanism [216-220]. 
A Majorana mass term for left-handed neutrinos is forbidden by the SM, hence 
M L = 0 may be assumed. Since Dirac masses are generated by the Higgs mechanism, 
the elements of flfD are expected to be of the order of the electroweak symmetry 
breaking scale (102 Ge V) , so that Dirac masses are protected by the SM symmetries. 
The right-handed fields are singlets of the SM, implying that the elements of MR are 
not protected by the SM symmetries, and the masses of the right-handed neutrinos 
may be generated by new physics beyond the SM. 
Ref. [20] shows that the mass matrix in Eq. (3.67) can be diagonalized by blocks, 
up to corrections of the order (MR) - 1 MD: 
(3.69) 
with 
(3.70) 
After diagonalization, a light 3 x 3 mass matrix, Mught , and a heavy N8 x N 8 mass 
matrix, fll[heavy, are obtained, viz. 
(3.71) 
The eigenvalues of MR give the masses of the heavy neutrinos, whereas the eigen-
values of Mught are the light neutrino masses. The light masses are suppressed with 
respect to the elements of MD by the factor M0 r . The expression for M1ight in Eq. (3. 71) 
is similar to that obtained in Eq. (3.49) with the dimension-five operator. In an al-
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ternative derivation of the see-saw mechanism [20, 214], the right-handed chiral field 
can be integrated away from a standard Dirac-Majorana mass term with !vfL = 0, 
leading to a dimension-five operator and ultimately the same see-saw formula as in 
Eqs. (3.49) and (3.71). 
It is also possible to generate the dimension-five operator in Eq. (3 .4 7) by the 
exchange of heavy Higgs triplets, 6. "' (1, 3, 1) of SU(2)L, without introducing new 
right-handed neutrino states. These can be written in the matrix representation as 
[221, 222) 
(3.72) 
This case is referred to as the type II see-saw mechanism [29). The neutrino mass term 
comes from the Lagrangian 
(3.73) 
where the scalar potential contains additional interaction terms. The non-zero VEV of 
~ gives a neutrino mass term of the form 
(3.74) 
In this case, the elements of !IJL are non-zero, but much smaller than the other elements 
of .l\,f0 +M, resulting in the light neutrino mass matrix 
(3. 75) 
Another alternative is the type III seesaw mechanism [223], in which heavy triplet 
fermions couple with the SM lepton doublets, generating light seesaw neutrino masses. 
In this model the SM Higgs sector is unchanged, and a set of self-conjugate SU(2)L 
triplets of exotic leptons is introduced. 
The seesaw mechanisms described above can be incorporated into flavour symmetry 
models of neutrino mass. 
3.3 Neutrino mixing 
As discussed in Section 3.2.6, the addition of massive neutrinos to t he SM creates the 
phenomenon of neutrino mixing: the charged-current in Eq. (3.63) contains the mixing 
matrix U defined in Eq. (3.64). This mixing is analogous to the mixing observed in 
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the quark sector , and the matrix U can be likened to the CKM mat rix. Henceforth , 
the active-sterile mixing in Eqs. (3.65) and (3.66) will not be considered , so t hat the 
matrix U is assumed to be a 3 x 3 unitary matrix mixing active neutrino states, as in 
Eq. (3.46). 
The mixing matrix U can be parameterised in terms of three mixing angles and 
one Dirac phase [Eq. (2.25)], and the oscillation experiments described in Section 2.4 
measure these mixing angles. There are certain special cases of neutrino mixing, which 
will be relevant for the subsequent discussion of flavour symmetry models of neutrino 
mass. 
If the absolute values of all the elements of the mixing mat rix U are equal, the 
mixing is termed "trimaximal" . Since U is unitary, 
(3.76) 
k Q 
which means that the absolute value of every element is 
(3.77) 
Wolfenstein [224] shows that a real mixing matrix cannot satisfy the requirement in 
Eq. (3.77) - CP violation is necessary for t rimaximal mixing. This can be obtained 
for el2 = e23 = 7r/4, 813 = 1/v-3 and sin£513 = ± 1, which in the parameterisation of 
Eq. (2.25) is [20] 
( 1 
1 ~F,) ( I 1 ~i) ../3 ../3 D 1 . 1 i 
....!... = _1_ e'fiS1r / 6 e'fi7r/6 1 ) u = -2 =f 2./3 2 =f 273 
../3 V3 
1 i 1 i ....!... e'fi7r / 6 e=ri57r/ 6 1 2 =f 2../3 -24=2../3 
../3 
(3.78) 
where U D is t he Dirac part of the mixing matrix. 
In this case, there is maximal CP Yiolation, and the Jarlskog invariant in Eq. (2.26) 
is given by 
1 
Jcp = ± rr; ' 6v3 
(3.79) 
so that IJcPI takes its maximal value. Ref. [20] describes the permutation symmetry of 
a trimaximal Dirac mixing mat rix: it is physically invariant under cyclic permutations 
of the columns and of the rows, but the exchange of two columns or two rows t ransforms 
one matrix into another , with the opposite Jarlskog invariant. 
If t here is maximal mixing in both the 2-3 and 1-2 sectors, then the mixing matrix 
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is termed "bimax.imal", defined by 
(3.80) 
where UN and Ufi are the matrices of the maximal (7r/4) rotations in the 2-3 and 1-2 
subspaces respectively. This gives the mixing matrix [29] 
(
-1 ~ 0) 
U - 1 1 1 BM = -2 2 ,f2 . 
1 1 1 
2 -2 ,f2 
(3.81) 
The original trimaximal model is inconsistent with t he atmospheric neutrino data 
(Section 2.4), which points to "twofold" maximal v f.i - Vr mixing. Combining the 
results of solar, atmospheric and reactor experiments, the following assumptions give 
an adequate description of t he data [27]: 
(3 .82) 
These three values, combined with the unitarity and orthogonality of U, constrain the 
matrix to t he tri-bimaximal mixing (TBM) form, 
A)· 
-../2 
(3.83) 
In this mixing scheme the v3 is bimaximally mixed and the v2 trimaximally mixed, 
hence "tri-bimaximal" mixing. Ref. [27] presents a simple model of mass matrices to 
generate TBM. 
The form of the TBM matrix in Eq. (3.83) implies that the mixing angles are 
independent of the mass eigenvalues, which means that the neutrino mass matrix must 
be "form-diagonalisable": the diagonalisation matrix depends only on the form of the 
mass matrix [225-227]. Indeed, mass matrices of the form 
(
X y y ) 
Mv = y X+ V y- V 
y y - v x+v 
(3.84) 
generate TBM [228], a unique structure that could imply an underlying symmetry. 
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This is the subject of the remainder of t his thesis. 
Chapter 4 
Symmetries and Neutrino Mass 
Models 
4.1 Introduction to flavour symmetry models 
The experimental efforts of the last decade (Section 2.4) have shown that neutrinos 
do mix, and the mixing angles have been determined to a great degree of accuracy. 
The question is whether the elements of the mixing matrix UPMNS, and ultimately 
the elements of the lepton mass matrices, are simply random numbers or whether they 
point to some deeper structure or symmetry. It is natural to imagine that there is a 
family (flavour) symmetry that links the three lepton families [74]. An early discussion 
of family symmetry can be found in Ref. [229]. 
Following Ref. [225], it is evident from Eq. (3.64) that the lepton mixing matrix 
UPMNS depends on mixing in both the charged lepton and neutrino sectors. That is 
expressed as the product, 
(4.1) 
The unitary matrices Vf and V£ diagonalise the charged lepton and neutrino mass 
matrices respectively, viz. 
vit Me VA = mabkj ' 
V_{t Mv V}i_* = mkbki 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where m 0 (a= e, p, , T) and mk (k = 1, 2, 3) are the charged lepton and neutrino masses, 
respectively. 
The SM symmetries discussed in Section 3.1 do not constrain the form of the mass 
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matrices; the matrix Me can be any 3 x 3 matrix, and for Majorana neutrinos llfv must 
be symmetric (Section 3.2.6). The addition of a family symmetry, Gramily, extends the 
SM symmetries to 
G = SU(3)c X SU(2)L X U(l)y X Grarnily , (4.4) 
which constrains the mass matrices further, requiring that the Lagrangian remain in-
variant under the following transformations of the three generations of left-handed lep-
ton doublets, right-handed charged lepton singlets and (if appropriate) , right-handed 
Majorana neutrinos: 
(4.5) 
The unitary matrices Xv, XL and Xn will belong to a representation of some symmetry 
group ( Gramily), thus constraining the form of the mass matrices by 
MR - xtMRX* v - 1.1 v v , 
M~ = XlM~Xv , 
Me= XlMeXn. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
The models in the literature look to find an underlying symmetry that can explain the 
pattern of neutrino mixing, with many employing a bottom-up approach [29,230]. The 
idea is to start with the TBM hypothesis of Ref. [27], and look for a symmetry basis 
which will .reproduce this mixing pattern. 
It is clear from the "road map" for present day neutrino mass model builders [28] in 
Fig. 4.1 that t here are many possible routes to take in finding a model, which explains 
why so many models exist in the literature. This work will not contain an exhaustive 
list of models; instead the focus will be on mass models with family symmetries, which 
lead to TBM. From Fig. 4.1: in order to get TBM one must assume that LSND is false 
(Section 2.4.4), and that neutrinos are Majorana particles. 
For reference, the TBM pattern of Eq. (3.83) is 
UTBM = (4.9) 
The model surveys in [231, 232] provide a good reference list of neutrino mass models, 
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I LSND T.~.u~_or_£~..,.ru,._e __ { Sterile v or CPTV '_! _ __J 
..--- -----''----'-'Fa...,ls,.,.e'----_ ---, Dirac I 
Dirac or Majorana? : Extra dims? 
! Majorana 
Higgs Triplets, Loops, RPV, See-saw mechanisms 
'-----+--- ---' lnv..fille.d...._.[_Symmetry e.g. L9 - 1.,. -~ ? I 
Normal 
..--- - ·--- No 
'------'--'---.--.,,.,-----' - -- -· j Anarchy, see-saw, etc.. . I 
1---- N_o_ J Alternatives? j 
'--- ~~r-~~--~ 
Degenerate I Type II see-saw? I 
I 1-- --- -1 GUTs and/or Strings? L.__:_:_ _ _ _ _ _J 
Figure 4.1: (From Ref. [28].) Neutrino mass models roadmap. 
with the emphasis on the model predictions for the oscillation parameters and not 
on the details of the models themselves. A few simple flavour symmetry models are 
introduced below, before the in-depth analysis of A4 models in Chapters 5 and 6. 
4.2 A 11 - T symmetric mass matrix 
Refs. [215, 233- 235] propose a class of models where the mass matrix is invariant under 
exchange of the ~£ and 1 elements. In the basis where the charged lepton mass matrix is 
diagonal, the light neutrino Majorana mass matrix, Mv , is diagonalised by the unitary 
mixing matrix U, viz. 
(4.10) 
The neutrino masses are given by mk , for k = 1, 2, 3. Now, if Mv is f..L- 1 symmetric 
then 
!vfv = Jvf(JJ.r) = (x~ wyz wyz) (4.11) 
and atmospheric mixing is maximal (JUJJ-3 1 = JUTJ!) . This symmetry can be represented 
by the matrix 
( 4.12) 
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so that T MvT = Mv, which is a Z2 symmetry. Diagonalising the mass matrix in 
Eq. (4.11) gives the mixing matrix [215] 
cos e12 sin el2 0 
U= _sinlh2 cos lit2 1 (4.13) 
v'2 v'2 Vi 
_sinli12 cos lit2 1 
v'2 v'2 -Vi 
up to Majorana phases. If the solar mixing angle is set to sin2 012 = ~ , a somewhat 
ad-hoc estimate, the matrix in Eq. (4.13) becomes the TBM matrix of Eq. (4.9). 
4.3 C3 and 82 X 82 symmetry 
TBM was first introduced by Harrison et al. [27], who propose a simple model based 
on two discrete symmetries. Their initial idea is elaborated upon in [36, 236], where 
the mass matrices are shown to be related to the symmetry groups c3 and s3 and their 
class operators. 
In order to reproduce TBM, one can start with mass matrices of the form [27, 225] 
(
X 0 y) 
l'vfv = 0 Z 0 , 
y 0 X 
(4.14) 
where a, b, c are related to the charged lepton masses, and x, y , z are related to three 
independent neutrino masses. The matrix Me is of circulant form, and can be generated 
by a C3 symmetry (a cyclic permutation of three objects), whereas the matrix Mv is 
generated by an S2 X S2 symmetry. 
For an Abelian symmetry, a mass matrix that is invariant under the regular rep-
resentation of the group is a linear combination of the representation matrices them-
selves [225]. In the case of C3 , the regular representation is given by 
(4.15) 
and it is obvious that the matrix Me in Eq. ( 4.14) is a linear combination of the matrices 
in Eq. (4.15). 
4.3. C3 and 82 X 82 symmetry 
The mass matrices .~1e and Mv in Eq. (4.14) are diagonalised by 
(
1 1 1 ) e e 1 2 VL = VR = J3 1 C....' w , 
1 w2 c....• ( 
1 0 1 ) -./2 - -./2 
and V{ = VR. = 1 1 1 , 
-./2 0 -./2 
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(4.16) 
respectively, where w = e21ri/3 and w2 = e-21ri/ 3 . Combining these two matrices using 
Eq. (4.1) gives TBM.1 
In the case of the C3 Abelian symmetry, the columns of the diagonalisation matrix 
Vi = VA correspond to the one-dimensional representations of the group: 
{ 1, 1, 1}, { 1, w, w2}, { 1, w2, w}. ( 4.17) 
and the matrix is normalised. Since all the irreducible representations of Abelian groups 
are one-dimensional, these representations can be obtained from the character table 
for the group, shown in Table 4.1, providing a quick way to obtain the diagonalisation 
matrix. 
Table 4.1: Character table of C3 [36,237,238]. 
Class x ' l) xC2) x C3) 
c1 1 1 1 
c2 1 w w2 
c3 1 w2 w 
In the case of the 8 2 x 82 symmetry, the representation used in [225] to generate 
the neutrino mass matrix Mv is not the regular representation, but rather 
(4.18) 
The mixing matrix vv is in this case not clearly related to the representation of the 
symmetry 82 x 82, but the mass matrix Mv in Eq. (4.14) is a linear combination of the 
matrices in Eq. ( 4.18). 
1 The matrices in Eq. (4.16) are often used in the A4 models in Chapters 5 and 6, since A4 is 
broken down to the subgroups Z3 ~ C3 and Z2. The matrix diagonalising the charged leptons is often 
referred to as the "magic matrix", and from now on will be denoted as Uw . 
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The current data favour TBM, and t he symmetries proposed above provide a simple 
way to implement this hypothesis. This model can also be extended [225] to accom-
modate mixing in the quark sector, using similar mass matrices and the same C3 
symmetry. 
However, the problem with this model is that it is not compatible with the SU(2)L 
symmetry of the standard model, with its left-handed lepton doublets [Eq. (3.1)] . Ac-
cording to Eqs. (4.15) and (4.18), the left-handed neutrinos transform in a different way 
to the left-handed charged leptons, breaking the SU(2)L symmetry. In the general case, 
"discrete unbroken generation symmetries (Abelian and non-Abelian) with the SU(2)L 
constraint ... cannot generate tri-bimaximal mixing" [225], so that Higgs scalars with 
non-zero VEVs must be introduced into the framework of neutrino mass models. It 
has also been shown [239] that an Abelian symmetry with an extended Higgs sector 
can only predict B13 = 0, leaving the other mixing angles as free parameters, which is 
clearly not compatible with TBM. 
4.4 A4 tetrahedral symmetry 
4.4.1 Why use A4? 
Assuming TBM, the neutrino mass matrix can be written as 
(4.19) 
which, combined with Eq. (4.9) gives (32] 
Mv = [~3 (~ ~ ~1) + ~2 (~ ~ ~) + 1~1 ( ~2 ~2 ~2)] . 
0 -1 1 1 1 1 -2 1 1 
( 4.20) 
The eigenvalues of Mv are m1 , m2 , m3 , with eigenvectors ( - 2, 1, 1)/.J6, (1, 1, 1)/J3 
and (0, 1, -1) / ../2, respectively, and the simplicity of these column vectors motivates 
an underlying non-Abelian family symmetry [28] . 
There have been many attempts in the literature (see Table 5.1 on page 53 for a 
list of references) to construct models of neutrino mass and mixing based on the non-
Abelian group A4 , the tetrahedral group. The natural 3-dimensional representation 
(denoted by ~) makes A4 a good candidate for describing the symmetry of the three 
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Table 4.2: Particle assignments of the Altarelli-Feruglio A4 model 
Lepton SU(2)L A4 
L 2 3 
e c 1 1 
1-Lc 1 1' 
Tc 1 1" 
Scalar 
hv. 2 1 
hd 2 1 
:p 1 3 
:p' 1 3 
~ 1 1 
families observed in nature [74] .2 
In constructing a model, different types of part icles are assigned to the irreducible 
representations of A4 , which are 1, 1', 1" and _3. The group multiplication rules 
[Eqs. (A.5) - (A.10)] and product composition rules [Eqs. (A.ll) - (A.15)] dictate 
the form of the resulting Lagrangian, which in turn gives the structure of the neutrino 
and charged lepton mass matrices. This procedure can be illustrated with a simple 
example from the literature, which will be developed further in Chapter 5. 
4 .4.2 Case study: the Altarelli-Feruglio A4 model 
In the original Altarelli-Feruglio model [32, 228], lepton doublets are assigned to the 
.3 representation, and right-handed lepton singlets to the 1, l' and 1" representations. 
There are two SM Higgs doublets, which are invariant under A4 , along with two real 
triplets :.p and cp', and a real singlet~' all three of which are gauge singlets (see Ta-
ble 4.2). 
Using the 114 multiplication rules (see Appendices A and B),3 the Lagrangian of 
the Yukawa interactions in the lepton sector can be written as 
where (33) transforms as 1, (33)' transforms as 1', and (33)" transforms as 1", and Ya, X a 
2See Appendix A for a discussion of the A4 group. 
3Note that this model is in the original, or "Ma-Rajasekaran" basis, where the S matrix is diagonal 
(Section A.2.1). 
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and xd are coupling constants. The notation in Eq. (4.21) is somewhat simplified (the 
Higgs doublet fields hu and hd, and the cut-off scale A are set to 1). The dots stand 
for higher dimensional operators - in this model these are suppressed by additional 
powers of the cut-off A, as long as the VEVs are sufficiently smaller than A. For the 
model to work, the scalar fields must develop VEVs along the directions: 
(:p) = (v ,v,v) , 
(:p') = (v' , 0, 0), 
(0 = u. (4.22) 
This vacuum alignment is a crucial part of all A4 models: the realisation of these specific 
alignments breaks the A4 symmetry in the correct way, so that TBM is achieved. In 
general, corrections to the VEV alignment can come from higher order operators or 
the tree-level exchange of heavy fermions [32].4 
Assuming the VEV alignment in Eq. (4.22), the mass matrices Mt and Mv for 
charged leptons and neutrinos are 
where 
u 
a= X a A ' 
The matrix diagonalising the charged lepton mass matrix is 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
which is the same as the matrix in Eq. (4.16) (with a phase change). This similarity 
comes from the fact that C3 is a subgroup of A4 . 
4 Thc efl:'ects of deviating the VEV alignment in A4 models will be analysed in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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The charged fermion masses are 
(4.27) 
To obtain the observed mass hierarchy among the masses in Eq. (4.27), the authors of 
Ref. (32] introduce an additional U(l)F symmetry, which only affects the right-handed 
lepton sector. In the flavour basis,5 the neutrino mass matrix is 
2 (a+ 2d/ 3 
Mf = vu - d/3 
v A 
- d/3 
-d/3 
2d/ 3 
a - d/3 
which is diagonalised by the transformation 
- d/ 3 ) 
a- d/3 , 
2d/ 3 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
with U = Ur8 M, as in Eq. (4.9). Thus TBM is achieved. Note that, in general, the 
parameters a and d are complex, i.e., with the Majorana phases still attached. 
Since the first paper by Ma [34],6 many authors have constructed models based on 
A4 . The model presented above is a simple case of the application of A4 to neutrino 
mixing, and this can be extended to more elaborate models (Chapters 5 and 6). Al-
though some at tempts have been made to categorise and/or compare these models [35], 
there are no comprehensive studies of t his type. 
The next two chapters contain a model-independent study of all A4 models in the 
literature, with a study of the observables related to neutrino oscillations, double beta 
decay and cosmology. The quark sector is not studied in t his work, nevertheless, it is 
worth mentioning the application of the group T' to quark mixing. 
4.5 T' and the quark sector 
Although the models described above achieve some success in explaining the neutrino 
mixing pattern, a truly unified theory should also include t he quark sector. Various 
5The flavour (e, p., r) basis is by definition t he basis in which t he charged leptons are diagonal. 
6It is interesting to study the history and development of A4 models (Chapter 1). The fact that 
the parameters in Mv (Eq. (4.24)) were chosen to be a and d (rather than a and b) reveals that this 
model is in fact identical to Ma's original TBM model [31], with b = c = 0. However, the authors of 
Ref. [32] study the vacuum alignment problem in much more detail, providing an extra-dimensional 
solution. 
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authors [47- 49,51 ,240,241] have considered the binary tetrahedral group T' as a natural 
extension of the A4 symmetry, since T' can accommodate quarks in the 2. representation. 
The model in Ref. [47] is identical to the Altarelli-Feruglio A4 model (Section 4.4.2) in 
all respects (Me and Mv are the same), but the additional2., 2.' and 2." representations 
allow the construction of mass matrices of the form 
A1u.,d = (0~ xxo xxo ) (4.30) 
for the quarks , which can reproduce the correct mixing pattern in the quark sector. 
Note that the inclusion of higher order operators is essential in this model, in order to 
acheive a realistic mass spectrum for the quarks. Ref. [47] shows that the corrections 
induced by these operators do not spoil the prediction of TBM in the lepton sector . 
Ref. [51] uses T' in a slightly different way, imposing the condition of renormalis-
ability [50]. T his method reduces the number of parameters in the Higgs sector, as 
well as those associated with higher-order operators. The uMinimal Renormalisable T' 
Model" in Ref. [51] is extended to a "Next-to Minimal Renormalisable T' Model" in 
Ref. [49], with further predictions for the mixing angles of quarks and leptons. 
Chapter 5 
A4 Model A nalysis: Type A & 
Type B 
5.1 Deviations from tri-bimaximal mixing 
As shown in Section 4.4.2, the A4 family symmetry can reproduce the TBM pattern, 
with suitable VEV alignments in the Higgs sectors. The development of different 
models has also led to various numerical analyses [242- 246] , which show the effect of 
higher order corrections and deviations from exact TBM. 
In general, deviations from TBM will lead to non-vanishing Ue3 and non-maximal 
823 [247, 248]. Recent developments in the global analysis of neutrino oscillation data 
[25, 104, 249] have shown that sin2 813 > 0 at the lu level, prompting Yarious studies into 
deviation from TBM in neutrino mass models (e.g. [248, 250]) . These deviations are 
phenomenologically interesting, as they provide a 'Nay to analyse and compare different 
neutrino mass models. 
5 .1.1 Explicit breaking 
Albright and Rodejohann [247] perform a model-independent analysis of TBM models, 
using an explicit breaking of the TB11 texture. This is done by adding small complex 
perturbations to the neutrino mass matrix. 
Using the definition of TBM in Eq. (4.9) , the neutrino mass matrix that gives rise 
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to TBM can be written as 
A 
= 
B B 
HA + B +D) ~(A+ B - D) 
~(A+ B + D) 
where the complex parameters A, Band Dare 
A 1 ( 2iQ) = 3 2m1 + m2e- , 
B 1 ( 2iQ ) = 3 m2e- - m1 , 
D = m3e- 2if3 , 
mk (k = 1, 2, 3) are the neutrino masses, and a and fJ are Majorana phases. 
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(5.1) 
(5.2) 
In general, deviations from TBM can be parameterised by small complex parameters 
Ei = lt:ilei<b;, for i = 1 ... 6, so that the mass matrix becomes 
M'= v 
B(1 + E3) 
~(A+ B + D)(1 + t:4) !(A+ B- D)(1 + E5) 
!(A+ B + D)(1 + c:6) 
(5.3) 
IEi l ~ 0.2 has been used previously [247], with 0 ~ cPi ~ 2rr. Varying the complex 
parameters A, B, D and Ei affects the neutrino mixing angles, which are found by 
diagonalising the matrix in Eq. (5.3), and these can be compared with the predictions 
of 50(10) GUTs [247]. 
5.1.2 Radiative corrections 
In a "modified Altarelli-Feruglio model" [242], three singlet charged scalars, which 
mediate a one-loop radiative neutrino mass, are introduced. The neutrino mass matrix 
of Eq. (4.28) becomes 
2 (a + 2d/ 3 
Mf = vu -d/3 
v A 
-d/3- € 
-d/3 
2d/ 3 
a- d/3 + E 
- d/ 3 - E) 
a - d/3 + c , 
2d/ 3 
(5.4) 
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where the € terms come from the one-loop radiative corrections. One can then perform 
a phenomenological analysis of t his mass matrix, to show the effect on the neutrino 
oscillation observables, in particular the value of Uea· 
5 .1. 3 The effects of VEV misalignment 
As has been discussed earlier, the VEV alignment of the Higgs scalars play a crucial role 
in the construction and application of A4 models to lepton mixing. In the Altarelli-
Feruglio (A-F) model in Section 4.4.2, the vacuum alignment required to make the 
model work was introduced [Eq. ( 4.22)], without an explanation of its origin. The 
Higgs triplets responsible for symmetry breaking in the charged lepton and neutrino 
sectors must take on different VEV alignments, which correspond to the minima of t he 
scalar potential. 
This problem pervades all A4 models , and different solutions have been proposed in 
the literature. Some approaches include the use of supersymmetry [33, 71 , 72, 78, 251], 
extra dimensions [32] as well as orbifolding [252]. 
The neutrino mass matrices and observables in the original A-F model [32] can 
be analysed [243] by adding different numbers of Higgs singlets, as well as altering the 
alignment of the Higgs triplet in the neutrino sector. In addition to varying the number 
of Higgs singlets, one can also [246] include the effect of deviations in the charged lepton 
sector, where the VEV alignments of both Higgs triplets are modified. This technique 
can be applied to all A4 models. 
5.2 A4 model comparison 
Table 5.1lists [66,67] the previous work on A4 models, indicating the chosen A4 particle 
assignments in each case. Type A and type B models are analysed in t his chapter, and 
type C and typeD models in Chapter 6. The former are largely motivated by a simple 
bottom-up [29] approach, whereas the latter are often formulated in the context of a 
GUT group like 80(10). Note from Table 5.1 that type B and typeD models contain 
right-handed neutrinos, and employ the seesaw mechanism; this is absent in type A 
and t. ·pe C models. A summary of the main different types of models is provided in 
Table 5.2 on page 55, Table 5.4 on page 79, Table 6.1 on page 101 and Table 6.3 on 
page 111. Those models that predict TBM are analysed in detail in t he text. 
In contrast to existing numerical studies of A4 models [84, 243,246, 259], the same 
numerical tests are performed on each different model, in order to provide a ' model-
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Table 5.1: Particle assignments of A4 models in the literature. 
Type Li ec t l/c t References 
A 3 1, 1', 1" [31- 33, 74,86, 242,243,246, 252- 255] 
B 3 1, 1', 1" 3 [33, 34,70- 73, 227,251, 256- 260] 
c 3 3 [74,77,78,244,261] 
D 3 3 3 [75, 79- 82, 262, 263] 
E 3 3 1, 1'' 1" [76,84] 
F 1, 1', 1" 3 3 [83] 
G 3 1, 1', 1" 1, 1', 1" [85] 
H 3 1, 1, 1 (3) [87, 88, 264] 
independent" comparison. In each model, the chosen VEV alignment is modified by 
random deviations, perturbing the structure of both the neutrino (Mv) and charged 
lepton (Mt) mass matrices. Diagonalisation of Mv and Mt gives t he mixing matrices (Uv 
and Ue), which combine to form the PMNS matrix [Eq. (3.64)]. Using the mixing matrix 
and eigenvalues, the neutrino mixing angles and mass-squared differences are obtained, 
along with the CP violation invariant Jcp and the mass-dependent observables (mee) 
and 2: mv (see Appendix B for details). 
Note that although all parameters defining the mass matrices should in general be 
complex, it is possible1 to absorb some of the complex phases by rephasing the neutrino 
and charged lepton fields. Therefore, w.l.o.g. , one can take some of the parameters 
to be real, thus reducing the number of parameters. Unless otherwise indicated, all 
parameters are taken to be complex, and a full list of parameters for each model is 
given in Appendix C. 
5 .3 Type A models 
In Type A models, lepton doublets transform as Q., charged lepton singlets as 1, 1', 1", 
and right handed neutrinos are absent. In this case the neutrino mass usually comes 
from dimension-5 operators (Section 3.2.5) , which is a minimalist framework [74] . 
Although Table 5.1 contains a long list of references for type A models, many of these 
works are phenomenological analyses of the same few models. Table 5.2 is a summary 
1 An explicit example is given in Appendix B. 
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of type A models: the "Ma TBM" model [31] and the "A-F TBM" model [32] are 
essentially the same (in the three singlet case) , with the only difference being the use 
of extra dimensions (in the A-F TBM model) to explain the VEV alignment problem. 
The "Altarelli-Feruglio" model [33], is also the same model, with the difference here 
being the basis used for A4 (the A-F basis). 
5.3.1 The original Ma TBM model 
In the original Ma TBM model [31], heavy Higgs triplets are introduced to give the 
neutrinos mass, but the necessary VEV alignments are not discussed. The particle 
assignments are almost identical to those described in Chapter 4 (Table 4.2) , except 
that there are three Higgs singlets introduced. The particle assignments are given in 
Table 5.3. The analysis herein follows Ref. [246], where t he effect of VEV misalignment 
is studied. 
Using the A4 product rules, the Yukawa couplings of leptons are given by the 
Lagrangian 
£y = ~ec(t.p£L)hd + ~ ff( r.ph)"hd + ~ Tc(r.pfL)'hd + ~~~(fLhu.£Lhu.) 
+ ~~('(fLhu.£Lhu.)' + ~~((fLhu.fLhu)11 + : 2 (!p'hhu.fLhu.) + h.c. , (5.5) 
where y0, xi and x are dimensionless coefficients, hu. and hd are the SM Higgs doublets 
(as in Table 5.3) , and A is the cut-off scale. This effective Lagrangian is similar to the 
one in Eq. (4.21) , with the addition of the terms containing f and C. However, the 
notation in Eq. (5 .5) is somewhat clumsier, since the SM Higgs doublets hu. and hd, as 
well as the cut-off scale A are included. The "fiavon" fields acquire VEVs, viz. 
(~) = Ua , (() = Uc, ((') = Ub , (:p) = (v1, V2, v3), (:p') = (v~, v; , v~). (5.6) 
The charged lepton mass matrix is 
h2v1 
h2wv2 
h2w2va 
hav1 ) 
haw2v2 , 
h3wv3 
(5.7) 
Table 5.2: Summary of type A A4 models. 
Model Mt Mv TBM? Commcuts (y, 0 !) (a+b +c 0 a+wLJ Need b = c for exact TBM Ma TBM Model [31, 246, 253] ex Uw ~ y,_. ex 0 a+ wb +w2c Yes Analysis in [246] 0 0 d 
Original (M-R) basis 
A-F TBM Model [32] As above As above Yes Similar model in [252, 254] 
Analysis in [242] 
( "' +b' 
0 
ab ) Zee [74] As above ex 0 a2 + 3b2 
a2 ~ b2 Yes Dirnension-5 operators ab 0 
(Y• 0 !) C+'t b - ~ :;~) Need b = c for exact TBM Altarelli-Feruglio [33] ex 0 y,, ex b- ~ c+ 2d Yes Analysis in [243] 3 0 0 c - ~ a-~ 
("+2b - b 
-b) Morisi [86] As above ex - b 2b a - b Yes Extra (Z2)3 symmetry 
- b a - b 2b 
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Table 5.3: Particle assignments of the original Ma TBM model [31 ,246]. 
Lepton SU(2)L A4 
L 2 ~ 
ec 1 1 
J-Lc 1 l ' 
T c 1 1// 
Scalar 
hu 2 1 
h d 2 1 
'{) 1 ~ 
:p' 1 ~ 
~ 1 1 
~I 1 1' 
c 1 1" 
where hi = ~ vd, and the neutrino mass matrix is 
2 (a+b+c f 
e ) vu a+ wb + u..•2 c d ) (5.8) M,= - J A 
e d a +w2b+ we 
where 
Ua Ub Uc 
a= XaA , b = XbA ' C = Xc A ' 
v' v' v' d =x ~ , 2 f =x~, (5.9) e = x A , 
with Vd and Vu t he VEVs of hd and hu, respectively. 
Assuming that v1 = v2 = v3 = v (i.e. the Higgs triplet :p has the VEV (:p) ex (1, 1, 1)), 
Me can be diagonalised by 
(5.10) 
where UL = Uw (the magic matrix) and UR is the unit matrix. With the additional 
assumpt ion that e = f = 0 (i.e. the Higgs triplet rp' has t he VEV (rp') ex (1: 0, 0)), the 
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neutrino mass matrix becomes 
or, in t he flavour ( e, p,, r) basis, 
v2 
where mo = f:· 
0 
a +wb + v.Pc 
d 
b-4 3 
c+ 2d 
3 
a-4 3 
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(5.11) 
c-s!:. ) 3 
a-s!:. 3 , 
b+ 2: 
(5.12) 
In order to give exact TBM, the condition b = c is also necessary, which means that 
the product of the VEVs of (and C (uc and ub) with their corresponding dimensionless 
constants (xc and xb) must be equal [Eq. (5.9)]. Different cases of this model have been 
studied, both analytically [253] and numerically [246]. 
The two different vacuum alignments (proportional to (1, 1, 1) and (1 , 0, 0)) in the 
charged lepton and neutrino sectors are a vital part of this and in fact all other A4 
models. Deviations from TBM may occur if this alignment is modified, which could 
be caused by higher dimensional operators [32], or the effect of renormalisation group 
evolution of the coupling constants [265]. 
In order to study this model numerically, the following definitions are used: 
(5.13) 
so that the small (in general complex) parameters Ei (i = 1, 2, 3) lead to deviations 
from TBM. Substituting Eq. (5.13) into the original neutrino mass matrix in Eq. (5.8) 
gives 
1 
( a+ 2b + bE1 
Mv=mo . 
dE3 
a+wb(w+w<=1 +1) (5.14) 
which can be diagonalised numerically (see Ref. [246] for an approximate analytical 
expression for the resulting mixing matrix). The parameters a, band dare set to be of 
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order one,2 with a real, and the parameter m0 is fixed , which defines the mass scale. One 
could in principle vary m0 , or choose different values for m0 in order to study different 
regions of the neutrino mass spectrum. However, in this analysis, m0 = 0.025 eV is 
defined for the normal hierarchy, and m0 = 0.05 eV for the inverted hierarchy, giving 
neutrinos in the hierarchical region. The parameters ~:1 and E2 are also real, but ~:3 is 
complex. IEil ~ 0.3 was taken, and this value will be used throughout this work. 
The scatter plots in Fig. 5.1 show the allowed region in a- b - d parameter space, 
obtained by diagonalising Eq. (5.14), with no perturbations applied (t:1 = €2 = t:3 = 0) , 
and using the 3u ranges of the oscillation parameters as inputs. These plots are rather 
general, and show no evidence of fine tuning of the parameters. 
In the charged lepton sector, the new Higgs VEV is defined as 
(5.15) 
so t hat the charged lepton mass matrix [Eq. (5.7)] becomes 
(5.16) 
which can also be numerically diagonalised. The mass scale for the charged leptons 
is also fixed ( vdv /A = 106 / J3 e V) , and each coefficient Yae (a = e, p.., T) is varied 
randomly, such that the charged lepton masses are within 10% of their experimental 
values. 
Combining the mixing matrices obtained from diagonalising Eqs. (5.14) and (5.16) 
gives the UPMNS matrix, from which the neutrino oscillation observables can be calcu-
lated. In Ref. [246], the different cases of this model (with differing numbers of Higgs 
singlets and/or different triplet VEV alignments) are studied separately. However, in 
this work the general case is presented, where all the deviation parameters ( <:1 , c2, c3 
and Ef\ ~:t) are non-zero, and all Higgs scalars are present. 
In this case, with all perturbations applied, the mixing angle observables fill the 
whole 3u range, as shown in Fig. 5.2, and no new insights are possible. The plot of the 
Jarlskog invariant, Jcp, against IUd [Fig. 5.3(a)), also shows a spread across the entire 
3u range, which means that for all values of IUe3 l within the 3u limit, CP violation can 
take any value from zero up to its maximum, depending on t he Dirac and Majorana 
2 These parameters come from the product of the VEVs of Higgs scalars with coupling constants, 
a.s in Eq. (5.9). 
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Figure 5.1: Scatter plots of the a-b-d parameter space forMa's original TBM model, 
for normal (a) and inverted (b) hierarchies. The parameter m 0 was set to 0.025 eV in 
the normal hierarchy and 0.05 e V in the inverted hierarchy. 
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plots of mixing angle observables forMa's original TBM model, for 
normal (red circles) and inverted (green crosses) hierarchies, with the la (solid lines) 
and 3a (dashed lines) allowed regions from Ref. [25]. 
For exact TBM, t he mass eigenvalues are independent of the mixing angles (Sec-
tion 3.3), and a plot of .6.m~1 against .6.m~1 [Fig. 5.3(b)] shows this to be the case. 
However, it is interesting to study the amplitude for Ov{3{3 decay ( (mee)) and the sum 
of the absolute neutrino masses (L mv) predicted by different models. The former 
quantity depends on the entries in the first row of the mixing matrix, which incorpo-
rates the Majorana phases, whereas the latter depends on the absolute values of t he 
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mass eigenvalues. 
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plots of (a) Jcp against IUe31 and (b) mass squared differences 
in eV, for Ma's original TBM model, with normal (red circles) and inverted (green 
crosses) hierarchy. The 10' limits are given by solid lines, and the 30' limits by dashed 
lines [25]. 
The relationship between (mee) and L mv is shown in Fig. 5.4, for both normal 
and inverted mass hierarchies. In both cases it is evident that the effect of perturbing 
the mass matrix [Eqs. (5.14) and (5.16)] is to allow for a lower value of (mee) (with a 
minimum of 0.0012 eV) than in the unperturbed case. Since the mass scale m 0 was 
fixed [Eq. (5 .14)], the sum of absolute neutrino masses lies in the hierarchical region, 
and is greater for inverted hierarchy, as expected. There are some points in the inverted 
hierarchy that are excluded by t he most stringent cosmological limit; this limit includes 
the Lya data. 
As can be seen from the results in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, if the maximum number of 
VEV alignment deviations are applied in this model, the scatter plots of mixing angle 
observables are randomly distributed, so that no conclusions can be drawn. Figs. 5.2 
and 5.3 are typical of the results obtained in the present analysis, and will be referred 
to throughout this work. 
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Figure 5.4: Scatter plot of (mee) against I: m,/ for Ma's original TB;\11 model, with 
normal (unperturbed given by black t riangles, perturbed by red squares) and inverted 
(unperturbed given by indigo circles, perturbed by green crosses) hierarchies. 
5.3.2 The Altarelli-Feruglio model 
The Altarelli-Feruglio model [33] is equivalent to the Ma model [31] (except for a basis 
change), and the numerical results in fact confirm this similarity, but it is instructive 
to give a detailed analysis, as in Refs. [243, 246]. 
The original Ma [31] and A-F [32,228] models employed the so-called 'Ma-Rajasekaran' 
basis for A4 , in which the charged lepton mass matrix is given by Eq. (5.7) and the 
neutrino mass matrix by Eq. (5.8) . In the 'Altarelli-Feruglio' basis, the charged lepton 
mass matrix becomes diagonal, which means that the neutrino mass matrix is given by 
Eq. (5.12). The two bases are simply related by a phase change, and the multiplication 
rules differ (see Appendix A). 
With the new multiplication rules, and assigning the right-handed charged leptons 
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ec, J.Lc , Tc to l , 1" and 1', 3 the Lagrangian is4 
.sfy = Yeec(:p£) + YJl.J.Lc(:pf)' + YTTc(:p f)" + Xa~(e£) + x(:p'U) 
+ Xc((U)" + xb('(Re)' + h.c. + ... , 
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(5 .17) 
where the SM Higgs doublets and cut-off scale have been omitted [as in Eq. (4.21)], 
and the dots stand for higher dimensional operators. The two terms on t he second line 
of Eq. (5 .17) come from additional Higgs singlets. 
Upon symmetry breaking, the VEVs of the Higgs triplets are 
(:p) = (v, O,O), and (:p') = (v',v' ,v'), (5.18) 
so that the VEV alignments are effectively swapped in this new basis. The charged 
lepton mass matrix is 
(
Ye 0 0) 
Me= vd ~ 0 YJ.L 0 , 
0 0 y.,. 
(5.19) 
and when only one Higgs singlet (~) is present, the neutrino mass matrix is 
-~ -~ ) 
2d a- 4 
3 3 ' 
a- 4 2d 
3 3 
(5 .20) 
with m0 = ~, a = 2xa~ and d = 2x~ . The mass matrix in Eq. (5 .20) is identical 
to the one in Eq. (4.28) , as the models are equivalent. Note that with only one Higgs 
singlet it is impossible to get the inverted mass hierarchy in this model, as shown in 
Appendix B. 
It is interesting to note that in the case of one Higgs singlet, with the mass matrix 
in Eq. (5.20), some fine t uning is required between the parameters a and d for t he 
model to give the correct neutrino mass squared differences [243]. This seems rather 
contrived, since a and d come from the products of different Yukawa couplings wit h 
the VEVs of the Higgs singlet~ and triplet <p', respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 5.5, 
if both a and d are real (as in Ref. [243]) , there is a linear relationship between the 
two parameters, but if dis complex (as in this analysis) t here is only a slightly greater 
3Note that the assignments of J-tc and Tc are swapped. 
4 The notation in Eq. (5.17) is consistent with that in Eq. (5.5): this differs from the notation in 
Refs [33, 243]. 
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allowed region in the a-d parameter space.5 There are no perturbations applied in this 
case, and the parameter m0 is set to 0.025 eV. This "fine tuning test" can be applied to 
all flavour symmetry models, by examining the allowed values of the parameters t hat 
make up the mass matrix, before perturbations are applied. 
1.20_LI _ _._ __ -,lo-=-.s --'---+o---'----=o.t.,..s-_._____J 
a 
Figure 5.5: Scatter plot showing allowed regions (for 30' ranges of the oscillation pa-
rameters) in the a- d parameter space for the original Altarelli-Feruglio model, with 
one Higgs singlet and normal hierarchy [243). 
In the framework of this model, it is also possible to achieve TBM with both two 
or three Higgs singlets [243). In the first case (two singlets), the resulting mass matrix 
is 
(5.21) 
with band c defined in Eq. (5.9), and exact TBM is achieved when b = c, as before. ote 
that only the singlets f,' and ~" give the correct result; the other possible combinations 
of two singlets (i.e. ~ and C or ~ and ~') give the wrong mixing matrix [243]. In t he 
second case (three singlets), the resulting matrix is 
r+" b-4 ::,~) Mv ~ mo b- ~ 3 c+ 2d 3 a-!! c--3 3 (5.22) 
5Note that w.Lo.g. , a can be chosen to be real. 
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and the requirement for exact TBM is that a =f. b = c. 
The three mass matrices in Eqs. (5.20), (5.21) and (5.22) are phenomenologically 
interesting, and will be numerically analysed below. Note that with additional Higgs 
singlets, the inverted mass hierarchy is possible. In Ref. [243], each case was analysed 
in turn,6 under the assumption that the Higgs triplet had t he alignment in Eq. (5.18), 
but the effect of changing this alignment was studied separately. The present anal-
ysis combines the effects of different numbers of Higgs singlets and deviated triplet 
alignment, as well as the effect of deviations in the charged lepton sector. 
The requirement b = c can be seen in the scatter plots of b - c - d parameter 
space in Fig. 5.6, in addition to the fact that the b- d parameter space is quite tightly 
constrained. In the three singlet case with b = c, there is more freedom in choosing 
parameters, as can be seen from the scatter plots of a - c - d parameter space in 
Fig. 5.7. A comparison with Fig. 5.1 shows that the A-F model with three singlets is 
equivalent to t he Ma TBM model. 
In order to study deviations from TBM, the VEV alignment of the Higgs triplets 
is pert urbed, so that 
(5.23) 
and b = c (1 + ~:3) is defined in order to study the effect of changing the relative 
alignment of the Higgs singlets. The resulting charged lepton mass matrix is 
(5.24) 
The neutrino mass matrix with one Higgs singlet is 
(5.25) 
6 Note again that the notation in Ref. [243) is different, so that the parameters b, c and d do not 
correlate with those used here. 
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Figure 5.6: Scatter plots of the b- c- d parameter space for t he A-F model with two 
Higgs singlets, for normal (a) and inverted (b) hierarchies. The parameter m 0 was set 
to 0.025 eV in the normal hierarchy and 0.05 eV in the inverted hierarchy. 
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Figure 5.7: Scatter plots of the a- c- d parameter spaces for the A-F model with 
three Higgs singlets, for normal (red) and inverted (green) hierarchies. 
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and with two Higgs singlets is 
(
2
3d C (1 + E3)- ~(1 + E2) 
M~ = mo · c + 23d(1 + e1) 
. . 
(5.26) 
The most general case (three Higgs singlets) is 
(5.27) 
where the condit ion a I= c still holds. 
It is interesting to compare the deviations from TBM for different numbers of Higgs 
singlets, with the same perturbations applied to Me in each case [Eq. (5.24)] . Fig. 5.8 
shows the results for the normal mass hierarchy (it is impossible to get t he inverted 
hierarchy with one Higgs singlet). In the case of one Higgs singlet , sin2 013 is small, 
lying below the 1u range, whereas in the case of two and three Higgs singlets it is 
larger, but with more deviation from maximal 823 . Note also from Fig. 5.8(b) that for 
Ue3 > 0.1, the three singlet case allows for a larger value of Jcp than the case with two 
singlets. 
The deviations from TBM for the normal and inverted mass hierarchy in t he case 
of two Higgs singlets are presented in Fig. 5.9. In the inverted hierarchy case, the 
value of sin2 ()12 tends to be greater than the TBM value of 1/ 3, whereas for normal 
hierarchy it is spread across the 3u range [Fig. 5.9(a)]. In the inverted hierarchy there 
is less deviation from maximal 023 than for the normal hierarchy [Fig. 5.9(b)J. One 
can see from Fig. 5.9(c) that for larger values of IUe3 1, the value of Jcp is greater in 
the inverted hierarchy than in the normal one. Note also that in the case of three 
Higgs singlets (not shown here), there is not much difference between the normal and 
inverted hierarchies. 
The mass-dependent observables allow for comparison between the three cases pre-
sented above. In Fig. 5.10, one can distinguish the different cases of one, two and three 
Higgs singlets by the scatter plots in (mee) - I: m, parameter space. The three singlet 
case [Fig. 5.10(c)] is equivalent to the Ma model, and comparison with Fig. 5.4 shows 
this to be the case. Once again, (mee) takes its maximum value in the unperturbed 
case, and the VEV alignment deviations allow for smaller values of (mee) . The devi-
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Figure 5.8: Scatter plots of (a) sin2 023 against sin2 0 13 and (b) lcp against IUd for 
the Altarelli-Feruglio model, normal hierarchy, with one (red circles), two (blue plus 
signs) and three (green crosses) Higgs singlets. 
ations from TBM allow for some overlap between normal and inverted hierarchies in 
Figs. 5.10(b) and 5.10(c). Increasing the number of Higgs singlets effectively increases 
the sum of neutrino masses, L mu - the one singlet case lies in the hierarchical region, 
whereas t he cases with addit ional singlets move into the quasi-degenerate region. 
5.3.3 Zee model 
In Ref. [74], Zee discusses the use of A4 in great detail, explaining the construction 
of dimension-5 operators and how this leads to a certain form for the neutrino mass 
matrix. This process clearly illustrates the bottom-up approach: with the usual type A 
particle assignments (Table 5.1) and one Higgs scalar ( cp) transforming as ~' the charged 
lepton mixing matrix will always be Uw , which means that t o achieve TBM the neutrino 
mixing matrix must be the matrix in Eq. (4.16): 
(5.28) 
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Figure 5.10: Scatter plots of (mee) against L mv for the original A-F model, with: (a) 
one Higgs singlet (normal mass hierarchy only); (b) two Higgs singlets and (c) three 
Higgs singlets [243]. See the caption of Fig. 5.4 for an explanation of the symbols used. 
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In order to obtain this mixing mat rix, the mass matrix must be of the form 
(5.29) 
as in Eq. ( 4.14) , which is difficult to achieve without additional Higgs scalars. 
The Higgs doublets ~ and :p' , transforming as l and ~, respectively, are introduced. 
Hence, there are three types of dimension-5 ( 0 5) operators allowed by the A4 symmetry: 
(~£)2 , (~f)(:p'£) and (c.p'£)2 . There is an additional discrete symmetry to prevent the 
other Higgs scalar ( :p) from entering into the 0 5 operators (this is a feature of most 
A 4 models, as the charged lepton and neutrino sectors are effectively "decoupled" from 
each other) . 
Examining each of the 0 5 operators in turn allows t he construction of the neutrino 
mixing matrix, as detailed in Ref. [74]. Here the VEV alignment of the triplet :p' is 
assumed to be proportional to (0, 1: 0) , which is justified by an analysis of the Higgs 
potential (see t he Appendix of Ref. [74]). By modifying this VEV alignment, so that 
(5.30) 
and analysing each term in the t hree 0 5 operators, the deviated neutrino mass matrix 
(
a
2 + b2 (1 + 3EI + E~) ab€2 + b2E1 ab + b2 t:1E2 ) 
M~ = mo · a2 + b2 (3 + EI + E~) abt1 + b2t2 
· a
2 + b2 (1 + EI + 3t:~) 
(5.31) 
can be constructed,7 where a and b come from the VEVs (0 and (c.p') respectively. The 
details of this analysis are in Appendix B. For E1 = t:2 = 0, this matrix reduces to t he 
form in Eq. (5.29), and is diagonalised by Eq. (5.28), with eigenvalues a2+ab+b2, a2+ 3b2 
and a2 - ab + b2. Thus exact TBM is achieved, and, by setting t 1 and E2 to be non-zero 
the effect of VEV misalignment can be studied. Note that with m0 = 0.025 eV and 
m0 = 0.05 eV for t he normal and inverted hierarchies, respectively, the a- b parameter 
space is constrained as shown in Fig. 5.11. 
Only one plot of mixing angle observables is displayed in Fig. 5.12, since in this case 
most of the plots cover the full 30" range. Here the effect of deviations in Eqs. (5.31) 
7 Note that here the effective coupling constants in front of the two symmetric t riplet combinations 
are assumed to be equal (see Eqs. (B.l4) and (B.l6) in Section B.l) . 
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Figure 5.11: Scatter plots of the a- b parameter space for the Zee model, for normal 
(a) and inverted (b) hierarchies. 
and (5.16) can be seen: sin2 B23 is spread evenly around its TBM value, whereas sin2 ()13 
becomes greater than zero, and can take larger values in the normal hierarchy case. 
Since the value of m 0 was fixed to 0.025 eV and 0.05 eV in the normal and inverted 
hierarchy case,8 respectively, the scatter plot in Fig. 5.13 allows only certain values 
for 'L: mv. There is not much separation in the value of (mee) between the normal 
and inverted hierarchies, as most of the points lie close to the quasi-degenerate region 
(2:.:: mv 2: 0.117 e V). This is the effect of a large value of sin2 B13 [266] . Note t hat for 
the chosen values of m0 , the value of 'L: mv can be greater for the normal hierarchy 
than for the inverted hierarchy. 
5.3.4 Morisi (Z2) 3 model 
This model [86] has the same structure as the Altarelli-Feruglio model [33] in Sec-
tion 5.3.2 above, except that the vacuum alignment problem is tackled in a somewhat 
different fashion. The flavour group is enlarged from A4 to G1 = A4 K (Ze x ZIJ. x Zr), 
which is the semidirect product of A4 with t he group (Z2) 3 = (Ze x ZJ.I. x Zr) · The 
approach is similar to that in Ref. [7 4], where charged lepton masses come from 
dimension-four operators and neutrino masses from dimension-five operators. Other 
authors [37, 267] have made use of additional Z2 symmetries in 53 models; this model 
8T hese values of m 0 were used throughout this work. 
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Figure 5.12: Scatter plot of sin2 823 against sin2 813 for the Zee model [74], for normal 
(red circles) and inverted (green crosses) hierarchy. 
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uses the same idea, but applied to a model with A4 family symmetry. 
The essential feature of this model is that each right handed field t~ is charged under 
the corresponding Z2a with a: = e, J.L, r. In addition, each scalar field 'Pi (i = 1, 2, 3) of 
the Higgs triplet 'P transforms with respect to Z2a. The (Z2)3 symmetries "glue" each 
C~ with the corresponding 'Pi, so that there are no off-diagonal terms in the charged 
lepton sector. Hence, exact TBM can be acheived with both Higgs triplets taking the 
VEV alignment proportional to (1 , 1, 1), viz. 
(:p) = (v,v,v) and (cp') = (v',v',v') . (5.32) 
With this alignment the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal and the neutrino 
mass matrix is given by 
(
a+ 2b 
Mv = mo - b 
-b 
-b 
2b 
a-b 
-b) 
a - b 
2b 
(5.33) 
which is in effect equivalent to the Altarelli-Feruglio model, with one Higgs singlet (the 
factor of ~ is omitted from the A4 product rules in Ref. [86], and the parameter d in 
Eq. (5.20) is called bin Eq. (5.33)). This matrix has eigenvalues a+3b, a and - a+3b, 
and is diagonalised by the TBM matrix, with only the normal hierarchy of neutrino 
masses possible. Note that a plot of a against b yields the same information as Fig. 5.5, 
i.e. , a very small allowed region in a- b parameter space. 
If the alignment in Eq. (5.32) is deviated to 
the mass matrices are 
and 
(
a+ 2b -b(EI + 1) 
M~ = m0 : 2b(E2. + 1) 
which can be analysed for deviations from TBM. 
-b(€2 + 1)) 
a-b 
2b(EI+ 1) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
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Figure 5.14: Scatter plots of mixing angle observables for the Morisi (Z2) 3 model, 
normal hierarchy. 
The only difference between this model and the Altarelli-Feruglio model (with one 
Higgs singlet) is the structure of the charged lepton sector: the deviated Me in Eq. (5.35) 
differs from t hat in Eq. (5.24). However, a comparison of Fig. 5.14 with Fig. 5.8(a) 
shows that the perturbations have almost the same effect, and the value of sin2 B13 
remains low (below 0.005). T he value of sin2 B23 deviates from maximal (both above 
and below 0.5) for increasing B13 , with slightly less deviation than in the Altarelli-
Feruglio model [Fig. 5.8(a)], since the deviated Me in Eq. (5.35) is diagonal. The 
plot of lcp against I Ud in Fig. 5.15 is similar to that in Fig. 5.8(b). The points in 
(mee)- I: m 11 parameter space (Fig. 5.16) confirm the similarity with t he A-F model 
[see Fig. 5.10(a)], with the only reason for the increase in I: m 11 being t he omission of 
the factor 1/ 3 in the A4 product rules, so that I: m11 = Ia + 3bl + lal + 1- a+ 3bl. 
5.4 Type B models 
Type B models have lepton doublets t ransforming as ,:i, charged lepton singlets as 
1, 1', 1", and right handed neutrinos transforming as .3_, with neutrino mass generated 
by the seesaw mechanism. T he Ma T BM model [31] with no right handed neutrinos, 
discussed in Section 5.3, was the first to predict TBM. However, t he original Ma model 
[34] was a type B model, which predicted degenerate neutrinos. This is not compat ible 
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with TBM and the current neutrino data (for a phenomenological analysis of this 
model see Ref. [257]), and radiative corrections can be used to lift this degeneracy [70). 
Table 5.4 contains a summary of published type B models, and the analysis that follows 
will focus on those that predict TBM. 
5.4.1 Babu & He model 
This model [72) is formulated "in t he context of low energy supersymmetry", with t he 
normal SM gauge group and A4. In addition to this, there is a z4 X z3 discrete symme-
try, which is broken softly in the superpotential. The introduction of supersymmetry 
and additional discrete symmetries is essentially a way to explain the VEV alignment 
- the superpotential of the model is formulated in such a way that the alignments 
('P) = (1•,v,v) and ('{)') = (O,v', O) (5.37) 
are obtained from minimizing the potential. In the analysis herein, details of the super-
symmetrical realization of the model are omitted, with the focus being the symmetry 
breaking structure (this is similar to the approach in Ref. [73), where the basic tree-
level structure of the model is discussed and details of its "dynamical completion" are 
in the appendix). 
Since the A4 particle assignments for charged leptons are the same as those in 
Type A models, the charged lepton mass matrix is also given by Eq. (5.7), and the 
VEV alignment in Eq. (5.37) means that Me is diagonalised by Uw. It follows that the 
deviated charged lepton mass matrix is t he same as Eq. (5.16), with the parameters 
t:f and t:ft defined in Eq. (5.15). 
The superpotential relevant for neutrino masses is 
(5 .38) 
with right-handed neutrinos NR, coupling constants /~, f<f'' and fv , and t he Higgs 
doublet hu. The first term in Eq. (5.38) is made up of two A4 triplets, so that the 
Dirac mass matrix is diagonal: 
(
Jv
0
vu 0 0
0 
) 
fifo= fvvu 
0 0 f vvu. 
(5.39) 
with Vu the VEV of the Higgs doublet hu. The second and third terms in the super-
Table 5.4: Summary of type B A4 models. 
Model Mt 111.., TBM? Comments 
("'"' h2V1 h,v, ) G 0 !) Ma 1 [3<1, 256, 257] ex h1 v2 h2wv2 h3w2v2 ex 0 No Degenerate ueutriuo masses h1v3 h2w2v3 h3wv3 1 
(' Ho+20+26' 6" ;" ) 
Babu, Ma, Valle [70] As above ex 6" c5 1 +7+c5 No Radiative corrections 
6" 1 + 60 + 6 
G 
0 n Babu & He [72, 73] As above ex 1- x 2 Yes SUSY 0 
C'-o' 0 -~o) Ma SUSY Seesaw [71] As above ex (b2 : c2) ~ ab Yes SUSY 
- ac ab 
0 JJ c+b 
b ,._~_,,,) ("' 1 b A-F Seesaw [33]a ex 0 y,, 2ab±b2 Yes SUSY ex 3a(a +b) b b-a b-a 0 0 b2 -ab-3a1 2ab±b1 
b-a ~ 
~o 0 ~) Yin [258] As in Ma 1 model a Yes 3-3-1 model fJ 
c~:.ao -a. -a, ) Chen & King [227J As in AFSS model Mo= 2as -as+ ao Yes W ith seesaw 
- a .• -a:.+ no 2a5 
~ (''' +,,,, st2t" su'") (3a+b b ,,_.:_,,,) AFSU5 [251] st st" 1 b 2ab±b2 Yes SUSY SU(5) 
ex 3a(a+b) b ~ b-a 1 b2 -ab- 3 a1 2ab±b2 
b- a ~ 
aThis model uses the A-F-basis for A4 . 
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potential define the couplings of right-handed neutrinos with the Higgs scalars, giving 
the Majorana mass matrix 
(5.40) 
where u is the VEV of the singlet~' and the triplet '{)1 takes the VEV in Eq. (5.37). 
Using the seesaw mechanism [Eq. (3.71)], the light neutrino mass matrix is 
(
1 0 X) 
Mv = iVfo 0 1 - x2 0 
X 0 1 
(5.41) 
where .~10 = /Ev~f€u/(Jzu2 - j~,v'2), and x = - f'Prv' / fE.u. Once again, this matrix can 
be diagonalised by the mixing matrix in Eq. (5.28), which combines with Uw to give 
TBM. 
The effect of deviating the VEV alignments of the Higgs triplet r.p is the same as 
that discussed in Section 5.3.1, so that the new charged lepton matrix is given by 
Eq. (5.16) . Changing the VEV alignment of the Higgs triplet cp' to 
(5.42) 
results in the new Majorana mass matrix 
(5.43) 
with b = !(u and c = f'P'v'. The seesaw mechanism gives the light neutrino mass 
matrix 
a2c(cE2 - bE1) 
a2(b- c)(b +c) (5.44) 
where m = b3 - c2(EI + E~ + 1)b + 2c3E1E2 , a = fvvu and the constant m 0 is used to 
fix the mass scale, as before. The scatter plots in Fig. 5.17 show the allowed region 
in a - b - c parameter space, before perturbations are applied. One can see that 
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the parameters a, b and c must take specific values in order to reproduce ihe correct 
neutrino mass-squared differences. 
An analysis of the deviations from TBM in this model gives rather general results, 
with the mixing angles spread across their 3a allowed regions, Jcp taking all possible 
values, and not much variation between the normal and inverted hierarchy. The results 
are similar to those shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. A feature of t his model is the distinct 
separation in the value of (mee), as seen in Fig. 5.18, where (mee)NH < (mee)m. In 
addition, the allowed region for (mec) and 2: mv in the normal hierarchy, unperturbed 
case is very small. The neutrino mass in the case of normal hierarchy lies in the 
hierarchical mass region, and the perturbations have the effect of increasing the allowed 
values of (mcc), whereas those for the inverted hierarchy lie in the quasidegenerate 
region, wiih perturbations having very little effect on the allowed region in (mcc) - 2: mv 
parameter space. As discussed in Ref. [72], it is possible to get degenerate neutrino 
masses with the inverted hierarchy for large m3 , and here the value of 2: mv increases 
above t he second cosmological limit in Fig. 5 .18. The inverted hierarchy in this model 
is compatible with the Heidelberg-Moscow Ovj3(3 claim [179, 180]. 
5.4.2 Ma supersymmetric seesaw model 
In this model [71] there are heavy right-handed neutrino singlet superfields, Ni, trans-
forming as~ under A4 . There are 3 Higgs doublets (;o~ , ;o~-) transforming as~. and 
when the VEV (:p~) = v (for i = 1, 2, 3), Me takes the same form as in the previous 
model. The neutrino sector contains the Higgs doublet (~+,~0), which is an A4 singlet. 
The most general invariant superpotential of Ni (up to quartic terms) is 
(5.45) 
where Afp1 = 1.2 x 1019 GeV is the Planck mass. By minimising the resulting scalar 
potential, Ma shows [71] that 
(5.46) 
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Figure 5.17: Scatter plots of the a-b-c parameter space for the Babu & He model, 
for normal (a) and inverted (b) hierarchies. 
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In order to deviate this VEV alignment, the fields 
(5.49) 
can be defined, with (N1)2 from Eq. (5.46). To find the new mass terms, the shifted 
fields Nf = Ni- (Ni) (i = 1, 2, 3) are substituted into the superpotential in Eq. (5.45), 
and terms quadratic in Nf are picked out as mass terms. After some algebra, the 
Majorana mass matrix is 
2y'E'l( a + 2b) + cfi2 
b(€2 + 1) + ~a(3El + €2) 
2fi2(a + 2b) + cy!Ei ) 
2~(a+2b)+c , 
b(€1 + 1) + ~a(€1 + 3€2) 
(5 .50) 
with a, band cas defined above. Using the matrix in Eq. (5.50) and the diagonal Dirac 
mass matrix, Mn, a new light neutrino mass matrix is obtained.9 The charged lepton 
alignment is deviated in the same way as before. 
In this model both normal and inverted hierarchies are possible, but once perturba-
tions are applied. the Fortran program takes very long to find solutions that lie within 
the 3cr range of the data. This could be attributed to the small allowed region in 
a-b-c parameter space in Fig. 5.19(b). As can be seen in Fig. 5.20, the value of 
sin2 013 deviates considerably from its TBM value of zero, with the majority of points 
lying close to the upper bound (at 3cr) of 0.046. The deviation from maximal ()23 is 
uniform across the whole 3cr range. 
In Fig. 5.21 the results for normal and inverted hierarchies are plotted in (mee) -
I: mv parameter space, but the effects of perturbations are shown only in the normal 
hierarchy case.10 With perturbations applied [Eq. (5.50)], specific values of the param-
eters a, b and c were chosen to allow the program to find solut ions, so that these points 
(red squares) lie in a certain region of parameter space. In the normal hierarchy, the 
effect of perturbations is to allow for a lower value of (mee) than in the unperturbed 
case, and the neutrino masses lie in the hierarchical region. For the inverted hierarchy 
and in the unperturbed case, (mee) takes its maximum value. 
9 An explicit definition of the deviated light neutrino mass matrix M~ is omitted, for brevity. 
10The program did not converge to solutions for the perturbed inverted hierarchy. 
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5.4.3 A lt arelli-Feruglio seesaw model 
The Altarelli-Feruglio model in Section 5.3.2 can be extended by introducing right-
handed neutrino fields vc, transforming as .Q. under A4 [33). The new Lagrangian 
contains all the terms in Eq. (5.17), along with the additional terms 
.z'Y(seesaw) = y(vc£)hu + XA~(llcllc) + XD('{/llcllc) 
[+xc~'(vcvc)" + xs~"(vcvc)'] + h.c. + ... (5.51) 
where y is a coupling constant.11 11ost details of the model remain the same, with the 
charged lepton mass matrix given by Eq. (5.19). The Dirac mass matrix is diagonal, 
and the Majorana mass matrix has the same form as Eq. (5.20). With the seesaw 
mechanism, the light neutrino mass matrix is12 
mo ( 3a+ d 
Mv = -3a-:-( a-+-d-:-) : 
d 
2ad+d2 
~ 
~-ad-3a2 
d- a 
(5.52) 
where a = 2xAT, d = 2xn~ and m0 = y2 i}-. In order for the correct values of the 
neutrino oscillation observables to be reproduced, the parameters a and d must take 
specific values, as shown in Fig. 5.22. This is similar to the A-F model without seesaw 
(see Fig. 5.5). Note that the inverted hierarchy is possible in the seesaw version of this 
model. 
With the deviated VEV alignment of Eq. (5.23), the charged lepton mass matrix is 
defined by Eq. (5.24) , and the light neutrino mass matrix is 
(5.53) 
with d1 = d, d2 = d(1 + E1) and d3 = d(1 + E2). 
Although the model in Ref. (33) has one Higgs singlet, it was shown in Section 5.3 
that it is possible to achieve TBM with both two and three singlets. This idea [243) 
11In Eq. (5.51) the compact notation ofEq. (5.17) does not apply. 
12For consistency with the analysis in Section 5.3.2, the parameter d was used, intead of b, which is 
used in Ref. [33]. 
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Figure 5.22: Scatter plots of the a-d parameter space for the A-F seesaw model, with 
one Higgs singlet, for normal (a) and inverted (b) hierarchies . 
can be applied to the A-F seesaw model: herein the case of t hree Higgs singlets with 
seesaw is analysed, where the deviated l\Iajorana mass matrix: takes t he same form as 
Eq. (5.27). The resulting neutrino mass matrix is 
(5.54) 
where 
NI{ 1 = ((d1 - 3a? - (3c + 2d2)(3b + 2d3)) (5.55) 
!vf{2 = (9b2 + 3d3b- 2d5 + (d1- 3a)(3c- d2)) (5.56) 
!v£{3 = (9c2 + 3d2c- 2d~ + 3bd1- d1d3 + 3a(d3- 3b)) (5.57) 
N/~2 =- ((3a + 2di)(3b + 2d3)- (d2- 3c?) (5.58) 
!vf~3 = (9a2 + 3d1a- 2d~ + 3b(d2- 3c) + 3cd3- d2d3) (5.59) 
M~3 =- ((3a + 2dt)(3c + 2d2)- (d3 - 3b)2) , (5.60) 
5.4. Type B models 
and 
m = 27a3 - 9a (9bc + di + 2d2d3) + 27b3 - 9b (2d1d2 + dD 
- 6d1d3(3c + d2) + (d2 - 3c?(3c + 2d2) + 2d~ + 2d~ , 
89 
(5.61) 
with d1, d2 and d3 as defined above. The parameters b and c arc defined by b = 2x 8 ~ 
and c = 2xcx· The scatter plots in Fig. 5.23 show the allowed regions in a - b- d 
parameter space. Since the condition c = b is required for TB~1, the effect of deviations 
can be studied by setting c = b(1 + E3). 
Fig. 5.24 shows scatter plots for the mixing angles, from diagonalisation of Eqs. (5.53) 
and (5.54). For the normal hierarchy, there is not much difference between the plots for 
one singlet and those for three singlets. Figs. 5.24(a) and 5.24(b) show that, in the case 
of one singlet, the deviations of sin2 813 from zero are greater for the normal hierarchy 
than for the inverted hierarchy. The solar and atmospheric mixing angles (812 and 823) 
take on a spread of values in the 30" range. The scatter plots in Fig. 5.25 show that 
for one Higgs singlet, the value of lcp is closer to maximal for the inverted hierarchy 
than for the normal hierarchy, but for three Higgs singlets there is little difference in 
the lcp values between mass hierarchies. 
It is interesting to compare the deviation of mixing angle observables in the A-F 
model with and without seesaw, as shown in Fig. 5.26. This comparison is only per-
formed for the normal hierarchy, since the inverted hierarchy cannot be realised in the 
usual A-F model with one singlet. Fig. 5.26(a) shows that in the case of one singlet, 
sin2 813 is closer to zero without seesaw than with seesaw, but in the case of three 
singlets [Fig. 5.26(b)] there is little difference in the deviation of sin2 813. 
The mass dependent observables are plotted in Fig. 5.27: in the one singlet case 
there is a distinct separation of normal and inverted hierarchy in the (mee)- 2: mv pa-
rameter space, and deviations simply allow for a smaller value of (mee). For the inverted 
hierarchy, the masses are in the quasi-degenerate region, and for l:mv 2::,0.17 eV, the 
deviations from TBM have little effect on (mee)· The scatter plot in the three singlet 
case in Fig. 5.27(b) is in fact similar to the plot without seesaw, [Fig. 5.10(c)], as the 
normal and inverted hierarchy regions are closer together. However, the deviations 
from TBM have little effect on the normal hierarchy, in contrast to the large deviations 
in Fig. 5.10(c). The value of L mv is greater in the inverted hierarchy, and deviations 
have the effect of allowing a smaller value of (mee)· 
Note that the "AFSU5" model [251]listed in Table 5.4 is in fact very similar to 
the seesaw model presented here, except that it is formulated in 4 + 1 dimensions, and 
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Figure 5.23: Scatter plots of t he a - b - d parameter space for the A-F seesaw model, 
with three Higgs singlet , for normal (a) and inverted (b) hierarchies. 
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Figure 5.24: Scatter plots of mixing angle observables for the A-F seesaw model [33], 
with both one Higgs singlet ((a) and (b)) and three Higgs singlets ((c) and (d)). Both 
normal (red circles) and inverted (green crosses) hierarchies are included. 
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Figure 5.25: Scatter plot of Jc p against IUd for the A-F seesaw model, with one 
(a) and three (b) Higgs singlets, for normal (red circles) and inverted (green crosses) 
hierarchies. 
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Figure 5.26: Scatter plots of sin2 023 against sin2 013 for the A-F model with one (a) 
and three (b) Higgs singlets, with and without seesaw. 
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Figure 5.27: Scatter plot of (mee) vs L mv for the A-F seesaw model, with one (a) and 
three (b) Higgs singlets. See the caption of Fig. 5.4 for an explanation of the symbols 
used. 
the matter fields are grouped into supermultiplets, transforming as 10, 5 and 1 under 
SU(5). The charged lepton mass matrix takes a different form, but the neutrino mass 
matrix is the same as Eq. (5.53). This model will not be studied here. 
5.4.4 The Yin 3-3-1 model 
The application of A4 to neutrino mixing is usually in the framework of the SM gauge 
group, however, this can be extended [258] to the local gauge group SU(3)c x SU(3)L x 
U(1)x, which is called the "3-3-1 model" . In this model there are additional negatively 
charged heavy leptons, which make up SU(3) triplets with t he usual SM lepton dou-
blets, as well as heavy right-handed neutrino singlets, N R· It is the A4 symmetry 
breaking structure of t he model that leads to TBM, and this can be studied without 
entering into t he details of the 3-3-1 structure of the model. 
With the lepton triplets t ransforming as 3. and right-handed charged leptons as 
l , l', l" under A 4 , the charged lepton sector takes the same form as before [Eqs. (5.7) , 
(5.15) and (5.16)]. The invariant Yukawa Lagrangian for the neut rino sector is 
(5.62) 
where a 3-3-1 singlet scalar generates the tree-level Majorana mass term containing 
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MN, and h. and /rp' are coupling constants. The bare Majorana mass term is trivial, 
so that the matrix MR is simply MN times the identity. The second term in Eq. (5.62) 
gives the term hu on the diagonal of the Dirac mass matrix ( u is the VEV of the 
singlet~). Assuming the VEV alignment 
(5.63) 
for the Higgs triplet :p', the Dirac mass matrix becomes 
Mn = ('f (5.64) 
and with the seesaw mechanism, the light neutrino mass matrix is 
(5.65) 
Note that the matrix in Eq. (5 .65) has the same form as the matrix in Eq. (4.24) 
(the Ma-AF model with one Higgs singlet). However, in this case the seesaw mechanism 
is present, whereas in the Ma-AF model the neutrino mass is generated by dimension-5 
operators. It is impossible to get the inverted mass hierarchy in this model. 
In analogy with Eq. (5.13), if the VEV alignment of cp' is deviated to 
(5.66) 
then the Dirac mass matrix gets additional off-diagonal terms, and the light neutrino 
mass matrix takes the form 
b(bE1 + 2aE2) 
a2 + b2(c~ + 1) (5.67) 
where the substitutions a= hu, b = frp'v', and c = MN have been made, and m0 fixes 
the mass scale. Fig. 5.28 shows the allowed region in a - b - c parameter space, with 
E1 = E2 = 0, and m0 = 0.025 eV. 
Once deviations are applied, the solar mixing angle sin2 B12 takes on a range of 
values (not shown here), and the value of sin2 813 is greater than zero, with most of 
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Figure 5.28: Scatter plot of the a-b -c parameter space for the Yin 3-3-1 model, for 
normal hierarchy. 
the points lying within the 1u range, as shown in Fig. 5.29. One can also see that the 
deviation of ()23 from maximal depends on the value of sin2 B13: there is more deviation 
for larger values of sin2 el3· 
Note from Fig. 5.30 that the neutrino masses lie in the hierarchical region (since 
the value of m 0 was fixed at 0.025 eV). The effect of TBM deviations is only seen for 
I: mv ;S 0.066 eV, where (mee) becomes smaller than in the undeviated case. 
5.4.5 Chen & King "alternative seesaw" model 
All of the models discussed so far have employed a diagonal Dirac mass matrix; here 
a seesaw model [227] in the diagonal right-handed neutrino mass basis is considered. 
The model is constructed in the A-F basis for A4 , so that the charged lepton mass 
matrix is diagonal, as in Eq. (5.19). 
The Dirac mass matri..-x is generated by two terms: the coupling of lepton doublets 
and right-handed neutrino singlets to (i) an A4 singlet (~); and (ii) an A4 triplet (r.p'). 
When the triplet acquires the VEV in Eq. (5.18), the Dirac mass matrix is 
(
a +2b 
Nfo = -b 
-b 
-b -b ) 
2b a- b Vu, 
a- b 2b 
(5.68) 
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Figure 5.29: Scatter plot of sin2 e23 VS sin2 el3 for Yin's 3-3-1 model, normal hierarchy. 
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Figure 5.30: Scatter plot of (mee) against I: mv for the Yin 3-3-1 model, for normal 
mass hierarchy, with symbols as defined in Fig. 5.4. 
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with 
u 
a= -
A 
v' 
and b =A , 
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(5.69) 
where u, v' and Vu denote the VEVs of C :p' and the Higgs doublet hu respectively. 
With right-handed neutrinos NR. t ransforming as ;J, under A4 , the Majorana mass 
matrix is 
MR = (~ ~ ~) M , 
0 1 0 
(5. 70) 
so that the neutrino mass matrix becomes 
2 ( a2 + 4ab + 6b2 - b(2a + 3b) 
Mv = ~t · b( 4a - 3b) 
0 • 
-b(2a + 3b) ) 
a2 - 2ab + 6b2 , 
b(4a- 3b) 
(5.71) 
where M is the mass scale of the heavy right-handed neutrinos. This matrix has the 
correct form for TBM, and can be analysed for deviations induced by changing the 
VEV alignment of i.p1 , as before [Eq. (5.23)]. In this case the deviations come from the 
Dirac mass matrix, and the new neut rino mass matrix is 
where 
M~1 = 2(c:I + 1)(c:2 + 1)b2 +(a+ 2b)2 
M~2 = -b (2a(E2 + 1) + b (2Ei + 4c:I + E2 + 3)) 
M~3 = -b (2a(E1 + 1) + b (2E~ + 4c:2 + E1 + 3) ) 
M~2 = b (b(c:2 + 1)2 + 4(a- b)(E1 + 1)) 
M~3 =(a - b)2 + 5b2(EI + l )(c:2 + 1) 
M~3 = b (b(c:I + 1)2 + 4(a - b)(E2 + 1)) , 
(5.72) 
(5.73) 
(5.74) 
(5.75) 
(5 .76) 
(5.77) 
(5 .78) 
and m0 = v~/M . Note that the inverted hierarchy is not possible in this model, and 
there is a narrow allowed range in a- b parameter space, as shown in Fig. 5.31. 
The scatter plots of mixing angle observables show a uniform spread of points, as 
in Figs. 5.2, but in this model the behaviour of Jcp is different . In Fig. 5.32, it can 
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a 
Figure 5.31: Scatter plot of the a- b parameter space for the Chen & King seesaw 
model, for normal hierarchy. 
be noted that for lUeS! ;=::: 0.1 , CP violation is close to maximal. In contrast to the 
claim made in Ref. [227], with m0 = 0.025 eV in Eq. (5.72), neutrino masses in the 
hierarchical region can be obtained (Fig. 5.33), and the effect of TBM deviations is to 
simply "extend, the allowed region in (mee)-I: mv parameter space, without changing 
its shape. The value of (mee) was found to be as low as 0.0014 eV in the perturbed 
case. 
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Figure 5.32: Scatter plot of Jcp against 1Ue31 for the Chen & King "alternative seesaw" 
model, normal hierarchy. 
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Figure 5.33: Scatter plot of (mee) against ,2: mv for the Chen & King "alternative 
seesaw" model, for normal mass hierarchy, with symbols as defined in Fig. 5.4. 
C hapter 6 
A4 Model Analysis: Type C & 
TypeD 
Type C and type D models are different to the models discussed in Chapter 5; in this 
case all the matter fields transform as .3. under A4 . This allows for the construction 
of grand unified models in SU(5) [79] and S0(10) [80-82], since all leptons can be 
accommodated in one multiplet of the gauge group. 
6 .1 Type C models 
The Type C models are similar to the Type A models discussed in Section 5.3 above, in 
that there are no right-handed neutrinos, but here the new particle assignments change 
the structure of the charged lepton mass matrix. There are a number of models of this 
type in the literature (see Table 6.1) , yet only two of them [78, 261] predict exact TBM. 
6.1.1 Ma supersymmetric A4 X z3 model 
Ma [77, 78] was the first to present an A4 model that could achieve TBM using a different 
particle assignment for the charged leptons. The particle content of that model is given 
in Table 6.2, and it exhibits the characteristic feature of all A4 models: there are a 
number of Higgs scalars transforming as singlets and t riplets of A4 . The Z3 symmetry 
ensures that the neutrino and charged lepton sectors do not mix, effectively disallowing 
terms containing the product of cp and :p' from appearing in the superpotential of the 
theory.1 
1 Ref. [78] also discusses a model without the Z3 symmetry, and in this case there are deviations 
from TBM due to corrections to the charged lepton mass matrix. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of type C A,1 models. 
11odel M, Mv TBM? Comments 
C'v' 
h2v2 h,v,) (a+b+c f 
e ) 
Six Higgs triplets 
Hirsch et al. [244) <X h3V3 h1V1 h2v2 <X f a+wb+w2c d No TBM only with assumptions 
h2V2 h 3113 h1v1 e d a+w2b+wc Focus on 011{3{3 
Zee 2 [74] As above Not explicitly stated No Zee's "Model B" 
c·~ h1v3 h,v,) ~ G 0 D Ma 2 [77, 78] <X h2V3 hovo h1V1 a Yes SUSY A4 x Z3 h1v2 h2v1 h2vo d 
~ G b 1,) SUSY Bazzocchi et al. (BM) [261] As above aw Yes A4 embedded into S0(3)L x S0(3)n 0 Discnssion of GUT group SO{lO) 
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Table 6.2: P article assignments of Ma's Type C TBM model [78). 
Superfield SU(2) x U(1) A4 z3 
L = (v, £) (2, -1/ 2) 9. 1 
{_C (1 , 1) 9. 1 
cf> 1 = ( ¢~) ¢1) (2, - 1/ 2) 1 1 
<I>2 = (<PI:¢~) (2, 1/2) 1 1 
l{J (1, 0) 9. 1 
:p' (1 , 0) 9. w 
~ (1, 0) 1 w 
- ( ++ + 0) X1 - X1 , X1 , X1 (3 , 1) 1 w2 
X2 = (xg, x2, x2-) (3, - 1) 1 w2 
In the charged lepton sector, the terms L tccf>1 and Lf.cVJcf> 1 result in the mass matrix 
(6.1) 
where v0 = (¢~)and ·vi= ('Pi)(¢~)/A (i = 1, 2,3), and ho , h1 and h2 are coupling 
constants. If the Higgs triplet :p takes the alignment proportional to (1, 1, 1), so that 
v1 = v2 = v3 = v, then the mass matrix in Eq. 6.2 can be diagonalised by Uw, viz. 
Me= Uw 0 hovo + (wh1 + w2 h2)v 0 U~ . (
hovo + (h1 + h2)v 0 0 ) 
0 0 hovo + (w2 h1 + wh2)v 
(6.2) 
The elements of the diagonal matrix in Eq. (6.2) should correspond to the charged 
lepton masses, leading to t he relations 
h - _!_me + m,_. + m.,. 
0- 3 ) 
vo 
(6.3) 
h - ~me + mJ.Lw2 + m.,.w 
1
- v 3 ) (6.4) 
h2 =~me+ mJ.Lw + m.,.w2 
v 3 (6.5) 
This means that h0 , h1 and h2 are fixed , up to phases, by the charged lepton masses. 
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If v0 = v = 1 and each mass m a is replaced by its experimental value, one solution is 
h0 = 627.327 , h1 = -313.918 - 482.43li , h2 = -313.918 + 482.431i , (6.6) 
which was used in this analysis.2 
The terms LL~x1 and LL:p'x1 define the neutrino sector, so that the neutrino mass 
matrix is 
Mv = (~::: ~~:: ~:::) , 
!1u2 !1u1 fouo 
(6.7) 
where u 0 = (0(x~)/A and ui = (<p~)(x~)/A. With the usual Higgs triplet alignment 
proportional to (1, 0, 0), i.e. u2 = u3 = 0, t he neutrino mass matrix takes t he form of 
Eq. (4.24), and exact TBM is obtained. The supersymmetry of the theory must still be 
preserved, which can be achieved [78] with the vacuum alignments used to get TBM. 
This is done by finding a solution (corresponding to the chosen VEV alignments) that 
will make the minimum of the resulting scalar potential equal to zero. 
Using the VEV alignments 
the deviations from TBM can be studied, so that the charged lepton mass matrix 
becomes 
h2v(1 + E~h)) 
h1v , 
hovo 
(6.9) 
and the neutrino mass matrix is 
(6.10) 
where a = f0 u0 and b = !I u . Note that in the case of no perturbations, the parameters 
a and bare related as in Fig. 5.5 in the A-F model, and that only t he normal hierarchy 
is possible in this model. 
The matrices in Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) can be numerically analysed, but it t urns out 
20ne could in principle vary the charged lepton masses around their experimental values, as dis-
cussed in Section 5.3.1. 
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that the charged lepton mass matrix in Eq. (6.9) is extremely sensitive to deviations. 
The Fortran diagonalisation program3 could not find solutions for deviations of order 
0.3, so that separate analyses were performed: (i) the neutrino mass matrix was per-
turbed with E "' 0.3 (keeping Me unperturbed), and (ii) both Me and Mv [Eqs. (6.9) 
and (6.10)] were perturbed with E "' 0.03. This technique was used for all subsequent 
type C and type D model analyses, since all of these models have the same charged 
lepton mass matrix structure. 
The scatter plots in Fig. 6.1 show the effect of perturbations on the mixing angle 
observables, and illustrate the point that the value of sin2 013 is lower with perturba-
tions to both Mv and Me of order 0.03 than it is for perturbations of order 0.3 to Mv 
only, which is to be expected. However, in Fig. 6.1(b) it is evident that the atmo-
spheric mixing angle 023 remains close to its maximal TBM value, even with deviations 
E "' 0.3 applied to Mv. Fig. 6.1(c) shows that if small perturbations are applied to 
both mass matrices, Jcp takes on specific values for each value of IUeal, but with larger 
perturbations to Mv only, it can take on values throughout the allowed range. 
The neutrino mass matrix in Eq. (6.10) is equivalent to the matrix in Eq.(5.25) ,4 
and Fig. 6.2 is similar to the plot of mass parameters in Figs. 5.10(a) and 5.16. The 
neutrino masses lie in the hierarchical region, and the effect of perturbations to Mv 
[Eq. (6.10)] is to allow for lower values of (mee)· Note that for small perturbations 
(E "' 0.03) in both charged lepton and neutrino mass matrices, there is very little 
deviation from the unperturbed case, and these points are not included in the plot in 
Fig. 6.2. 
6.1.2 Bazzocchi et al. left-right model 
The aim of this model is explicitly stated in Ref. [261] - to describe "the mass hier-
archy and the large lepton mixing angles" . Left-right flavour symmetry explains the 
mass hierarchies, whereas A4 symmetry explains the mixing patterns, and there is a 
discussion on the origin of the Cabibbo angle in the quark sector. 
The model is formulated in t he context of supersymmetry, \vith matter fields 
transforming as either (~. l) (left-handed) or (l, ~) (right-handed) under the group 
S0(3)L x S0(3)n, and as~ under A4 . There are the usual Higgs fields which trans-
form as singlets(~) and triplets (;o and tp') of A4 , and an additional Z5 symmetry which 
separates the charged lepton and neutrino sectors. 
3See Appendix C. 
4 Note that there is a different basis used for A4 in the two models. 
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Figure 6.1: Scatter plots of mixing angle observables ((a) and (b)) and Jcp against 
IUd (c) for .Ma's supersymmetric Type C model, normal hierarchy. Perturbations of 
order 0.03 were applied to both Mv and !vfe (blue plus signs), and perturbations of 
order 0.3 were applied to Mv only (red circles) . 
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Figure 6.2: Scatter plot of (mee) against 2::::: mv for 1,Ia's supersymmetric Type C model, 
for normal mass hierarchy, both unperturbed (black triangles), and with pert urbations 
in !Vfv (red squares). 
Details of the Yukawa terms and the left-right symmetry are omitted in this anal-
ysis; rather, the structure of the resulting mass matrices is studied. In most left-right 
symmetric models, the charged fermion mass matrix is the democratic mass matrix} 
and when cp takes the VEV proportional to (1, 1, 1), it is perturbed to take the form 
(6.11) 
which is similar to Eq. (6.2). This matrix can be diagonalised by Uw , as before, with t he 
parameters hi [Eq. (6.6)] chosen in order to replicate the charged lepton mass hierarchy. 
Note t hat in Ref. [261], a slightly different "magic matrix" is used, which is effectively 
just a phase change, viz. 
(6.12) 
5Th. . l . ( 1 1 1 ) IS IS t le matriX 1 1 I . 
1 1 1 
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In the neutrino sector there are Yukawa terms formed with both the singlet ~ and 
the triplet :p', and when the triplet takes the VEV alignment proportional to (0, 0, 1), 
the neutrino mass matrix is 
b 
wa (6.13) 
0 
where m 0 fixes the mass scale. This matrix is diagonalised by 
(
w 0 -iw) 
V: = -
1
- w2 0 i w2 v j2 , 
0 1 0 
(6.14) 
a rephased version of Eq. (5.28) , which combines with Eq. (6.12) to give TBM. The 
two parameter mass matrix in Eq. (6.13) is similar to the matrix in Eq. (6.7), so that 
in terms of A4 symmetry breaking structure this model is equivalent to l\1a's model in 
Section 6.1.1; only normal hierarchy is possible, and the a- b parameter space is again 
the same as that shown in Fig. 5.5. However, the rephasing of the fields does affect the 
response of observables to perturbations in the mass matrices, as noted below. 
VEV alignment deviations in the charged lepton sector give the mass matrix in 
Eq. (6.9), and if the triplet :p' takes the alignment 
(6.15) 
then the neutrino mass matrix becomes 
(6.16) 
In contrast to the scatter plot in Fig. 6.1 (b), here the atmospheric mixing angle 
023 deviates considerably from its maximal value, as shown in Fig. 6.3. There is a 
correlation between large sin2 e13 and non-maximal sin2 e23, so that if sin2 el3 takes 
values in the 1o- range, sin2 023 can be outside of its 1o- range, and if sin2 013 is close to 
its maximum value (0.046) then sin2 023 is necessarily non-maximal. For small sin2 813 
there is little deviation in sin2 823 . The blue plus signs in Fig. 6.3 show that there is 
little effect for small (~:,......, 0.03) perturbations to the mass matrices. 
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Figure 6.3: Scatter plot of sin2 823 against sin2 813 for the BM left-right model, normal 
hierarchy. Perturbations of order 0.03 were applied to both Mv and Me (blue plus 
signs) and perturbations of order 0.3 were applied to Nfv only (red circles). 
The phase change referred to above [Eq. (6.12)] has some effect on the value of 
(mee), as t his quantity depends on the Majorana phases. As seen in Fig. 6.4, in 
the unperturbed case the points lie in the middle of the best-fit allowed range in 
(mee) -I: mv parameter space. This is in contrast to all other models studied so far,6 
where (mee) takes its maximum value in the unperturbed case. The sum of neutrino 
masses I: mv is restricted to a certain range, regardless of perturbations, as the mass 
scale was fixed by m 0 = 0.025 eV. The effect of perturbations is to give a greater spread 
of (mee) values, with a minimum of 0.0034 eV, and a maximum of 0.031 eV. Note that 
there is not much difference between perturbing lvfv with E rv 0.3 and perturbing both 
mass matrices with € rv 0.03. 
There is no mention of the effects of VEV alignment deviations in Ref. [261]. How-
ever, there is some discussion of the origin of the Cabibbo angle, which is attributed 
to higher order corrections. There is also a brief attempt (continued in Ref. [82])1 
in constructing a grand unified 50(10) x SU(3) version of the model - in this case 
right-handed neutrinos are included and the model effectively becomes "Type D" in 
6 An exception is the Babu & He model. 
7See the BFM model in Section 6.2 below. 
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Figure 6.4: Scatter plot of (mee) against 2: mv for t he BM left-right model, for the 
normal mass hierarchy. Blue plus signs represent points with perturbations in lvfv only 
(E "'0.3), with an unperturbed Me; red squares represent points with perturbations in 
both mass matrices (E "' 0.03), and black triangles represent the unperturbed case. 
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the classification used here. 
6.2 Type D models 
In the final class of models studied, right-handed neutrinos are included, t ransforming 
as .3. under A4 . The other matter fields are also represented by an A4 t riplet .3,, as in 
type C models. Most models of this type attempt to embed the A4 discrete flavour 
symmetry into a larger GUT group like 50(10) [80-82], with different variants of 
the seesaw mechanism employed in each model (see Table 6.3). This is in a sense a 
combination of the top-down and bottom-up approaches [29], since the GUT group 
is chosen a priori, but the mass matrices are constructed to give TBM. There are 
other models [79, 263] based on the recently proposed minimal renormalisable SUSY 
SU(5) [268], which are not analysed here. 
Chen et al. [75] were the first to discuss a model with these particle assignments, 
but their model does not predict TBM. Different cases of this model give specific forms 
for the neutrino mass matrix, which affect the mass parameters and complex phases. 
Although different symbols have been used for the terms in the charged lepton mass 
matrix (see Table 6.3), the form of Me is essentially equivalent in all of these models. 
Thus the matrix Me in Eq. (6.2) and t he deviated matrix Me in Eq. (6.9) can be used 
in the analysis of these models. This means that the VEV alignment proportional to 
(1, 1, 1) is deviated to (1, 1 + E!\ 1 + E~h), as before. 
6.2.1 Morisi, Picariello, Torrente-Lujan (MPT) model 
In a similar approach to the left-right model [261] in Section 6.1.2 above, an S0 (10) 
realisation [80] of the A4 seesaw model can be constructed. The neutrino sector of 
the model is similar in structure to the Altarelli-Feruglio seesaw model discussed in 
Section 5.4, except that a different basis for A4 is used. 
The particle assignments of the model are given in Table 6.4: the fermionic matter 
fields are in the 16 representation of 80(10), with the SM Higgs doublet as a 10, four 
A4 singlets (one 1265 and three 45s), and two A4 t riplets (a 45 and a 126t)- The 
"extra Abelian factors" Y and T3R serve to separate the charged lepton and neutrino 
sectors [80]. 
It can be shown [80] that when the triplets 45c and 126t take VEVs in the directions 
{45c) = v4sc(l , 1, 1) and {126t) = v126t (1, 0, 0) , (6.17) 
Table 6.3: Summary of type D A4 models. 
Model Me Mv TBM? Comments 
C'"' h2v2 h,~) C" b ' ) "Hybrid seesaw model" Chen, Frigerio, Ma [75] ex h3v3 h1v1 h2V2 ex b d b2 be No Higgs doublets, triplets and singlets +- Different cases studied a d +a~ h2V2 h3V:J h1v1 a _!!f Focus ou mass parameters a a 
(~ A !) m& Ct 0 b~ ) SO(lO) x A 4 GUT model Morisi et al. (!IIPT) [80] ex B ho ex a(b2 - a2 ) - a2 Yes Type I seesaw A B b2 -a2 Numerical fitting of mass parameters 
( 1 1 +OJ 1+6,) G 
b 
1,) A4 embedded i11to SU(3) x U(1) 7n3 Bazzocchi et al. (BMSS) [81] ex 3 1 + 02 1 1 + 0} ML,Mo,MRex (U.V Yes S0(10) GUT 1 +OJ 1 +82 1 0 Type I & type II seesaw 
~ G (3 ~) ("' 0 0 ) Two alternative models: Hirsch et al. (HMV) [262] Q ex 0 a2 + b2 2ab Yes (i) A 4 x z2, (ii) A4 x z4 
'Y 0 2ab a2 + b2 Focus on Ov(3(3 phenomenology 
~ (~ B ~) ML, Mn,MR~ G 0 ~) SO(lO) x A 4 GUT model Bazzocchi et a l. (BFl\:I) [82] A c Yes Type I & type II seesaw c 0 With non-renormalisable operators 
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Table 6.4: Matter and Higgs field representations in the MPT 50(10) x A4 model [80]. 
50(10) 16 10 45r3R 45y 45c 45D 126s 126t 
~ l l l l l 
the charged lepton mass matrix takes a form analogous to Eq. (6.2), the Dirac mass 
matrix is proportional to the identity, and the Majorana mass matrix has the form 
(6.18) 
The terms a and bare proportional to the VEVs of the A4 singlet 1268 and A4 triplet 
126t. The light neutrino mass matrix comes from the type I seesaw mechanism, and 
is given by8 
(
b2 ~ a2 -~2 ~2 ) 
0 b2 -a2 
(6.19) 
where h0 is a coupling constant and Vu is the VEV of the up component of the 10. A 
scan of a- b parameter space (not shown here) gives the same results as those shown 
in Fig. 5.22. which confirms the similarity with the Altarelli-Feruglio seesaw model. 
The usual deviation of the VEV alignment gives the charged lepton mass matrix in 
Eq. (6.9), and the neutrino mass matrix 
(6.20) 
where m = a3 - ab2 (Ei + E~ + 1) + 2b3 E1E2 . Note that due to the charges Y and T3n, 
there are no deviations in the Dirac mass matrix. 
Both normal and inverted hierarchy can be realised in this model, and Fig. 6.5(a) 
shows a distinct difference in the response of mixing angle observables to perturbations 
in the different hierarchies. ¥lith the inverted hierarchy, for all values of sin2 013 , there 
is no deviation of sin2 823 from its maximum value of 0.5, but with the normal hierarchy 
the deviations in sin2 B23 increase with increasing sin2 813 . In Fig. 6.5(b) , t he dependence 
8This matrix is the equivalent of Eq. (5.53) in the neutrino mass basis. 
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Figure 6.5: Scatter plot of (a) sin2 e23 against sin2 e13 and (b) Jcp against IUd for the 
MPT SO(lO) model, with perturbations to Mv only and both normal (red circles) and 
inverted (green crosses) hierarchies. 
of Jcp on IUd differs between the hierarchies, with Jcp taking its maximum value in 
the inverted hierarchy but a spread ofvalues in the normal hierarchy. For IUe3 1,2: 0.125, 
Jcp also tends towards its maximum value in the normal hierarchy. 
The scatter plot in Fig. 6.6 shows similarity with Fig. 5.27(a) - there is a separation 
in the value of (mee) between normal and inverted hierarchies, with neutrino masses 
in the hierarchical and quasi-degenerate regions, respectively. The allowed region in 
(mee) - 2:: mv parameter space is quite small in the case of normal hierarchy, and 
the solutions found with perturbations of order 0.03 do not have any effect (they 
are not displayed in Fig. 6.6). The value of 2:mv can get close to the CMB limit 
in the inverted hierarchy. Note that in the case of inverted hierarchy, the Fortran 
program did not converge to a solution when perturbations of order 0.03 were applied 
to both mass matrices - Fig. 6.6 simply shows the effect of perturbations to .AJv of 
order 0.3. The effect on the normal hierarchy is to increases the allowed range of 
(mee) (0.0055- 0.011 eV), and there is little effect on the allowed range in the inverted 
hierarchy. 
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6.2.2 Bazzocchi, Morisi et al. seesaw (BMSS) model 
This model [81) is an extension of the left-right model [261) by the same authors 
(Section 6.1.2); the neutrino mass matrix takes a similar form, but the model also 
includes right-handed neutrinos, an (SU(3) x U(1))F flavour symmetry and an S0(10) 
GUT group. The idea is to take the ingredients of the left-right model, which address 
the charged lepton hierarchy and neutrino mixing, and combine them into a grand 
unified model under S0(10). 
Without outlining the details of the (SU(3) x U(1)l symmetry in the charged 
lepton sector, note that Me takes the form in Eq. (6.11) (diagonalised by Eq. (6.12)), 
and when the VEV alignment of the Higgs triplets :pis deviated, Me becomes Eq. (6.9), 
as before. The particle assignments are similar to those in Table 6.4 above, and when 
the Higgs triplet r.p' takes the alignment proportional to (0, 0, 1), the neutrino mass 
matrices take the same form as Eq. (6.13), viz. 
(6.21) 
The parameters a, b, c, d, e, f denote the products of different coupling constants 
with the VEV v' of the Higgs triplet r.p'. Using both the type I and type II seesaw 
mechanisms, viz.9 
(6.22) 
the light neutrino mass matrix is 
(6.23) 
9Note that in Ref. [81] there is a plus sign in the seesaw formula, in contrast to Eq. (3.75). 
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where 
l'Vf11 = e (ed2 - 2cfd- af2 + e (c2 + ae) w) 
M12 = e (- jc2 + 2dec+ be2) w- ef (d2 + bf) 
M13 = 0 
M22 = eu,• (e£- 2cfd- af2 + e (c2 + ae) w) 
M23 = 0 
M33 = (c2 + ae) w2 (e2w- ! 2) , 
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(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
and m = e(e2w- / 2 ) , with m0 fixing the mass scale. An analysis of the a- b-c-d-e- f 
parameter space shows a large allowed region. Since each of the mass matrices in 
Eq. (6.21) is diagonalised by the mixing matrix in Eq. (6.14), the light neutrino mass 
matrix Mv also has this property, and Eq. (6.14) combines with Eq. (6.12) to give 
TBM. 
By deviating the VEV alignment of (;p') [Eq. (6.15)], the neutrino mass matrices 
become 
M~ ~ ( : b b,,) u d d,,) wa bE2 M~= we dE2 , btl bt2 w2a dt2 U-'2C 
M~~u f f<,) and we j E2 , (6.30) 
jEl /E2 w2e 
and the resulting light neutrino mass matrix M~ is 
(M~1 M' = mo . v m' (6.31) 
6.2. Type D models 
where 
J\1{1 =a (e3w3 - ef2 (w (e~ + w) + e~) + 2f3 e1e2) + c2 (e2w3 - J2eD 
+ 2cdf (2/e1e2 - ew (e~ + w)) + d2e (ew (e~ + w) - 2je1E2) 
J\1{2 = ew3 (be2 + c2(- f)+ 2cde) + t1w ( E2(de- c/)2 - e f t 1 (bf + d2)) 
+ ! E2 (bf + d2) (2/El- eE2)- e fw2 (bf + d2) 
M{3 = eE1w3 (be2 + c2(- f)+ 2cde) + w 2 ( Ez(de- cf)2 - eje1 (bf + d2)) 
- efefw (bj + d2 ) + j E1E2 (bf + d2) (2/El- eE2) 
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(6.32) 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
J\!/~2 = w (e2w3 (ae + c2)- j2E~w (ae + c2) + E2(eE2- 2jEt) ( -af2 - 2cdf + d2e)) 
+ w (ew2 (-af 2 - 2cdf + d2e)) (6.35) 
Af~3 = w3 (eE2 (be2 + c2(- f)+ 2cde) + e1(de- c/)2)- ejE~E2w (bf + d2) 
+ jE~ (bj + d2) (2jE1- eE2) - efEzW 2 (bf + d2 ) 
J\!/~3 = w2 (e2w3 (ae + c2)- f 2w2 (ae + c2 ) + eE~w ( -a/2 - 2cdf + d2e)) 
+ w2 ( Ez(e€2- 2jE1) ( -aj2 - 2cdf + d2e)) , 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
and m = e3w3 - ef2 (w (€I + w) + €~) + 2j3E1E2 . This matrix is used to analyse the 
effect of VEV alignment deviations. 
The atmospheric mixing parameter sin2 023 is more constrained with perturbations 
to both Mv and Me of order 0.03 than it is for perturbations of order 0.3 to Mv only, as 
seen in Fig. 6.7(a). The solar mixing angle 012 is largely unconstrained in both cases, 
taking values throughout the 3u range. In Fig. 6.7(b), the effect of perturbations on 
Mv only is similar for both normal and inverted hierarchies, with sin2 023 deviating 
from its maximal value (0.5) for large sin2 013, but remaining close to 0.5 for values of 
sin2 013 close to zero. There is little difference in the allowed values of Jcp between the 
hierarchies (not shown here). 
As in the left-right model in Section 6.1.2 above, r ephasing has the effect that the 
points lie in the middle of the best fit allowed range in (mee)- 2: mv parameter space 
(Fig. 6.8). There is also some overlap of the allowed regions for normal and inverted 
hierarchies. Since each of the parameters in the neutrino mass matrix (a, b, c, d, e, 
f) were allowed to take values up to 2, there is a large allowed range in the 2:: mv 
direction. The effect of pert urbations is to increase the allowed range for (mee), with 
a minimum of 7.5 x 10-4 eV for the normal hierarchy and 0.025 eV for the inverted 
hierarchy. Once again, the Fortran program could not find solutions for perturbations 
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Figure 6.7: Scatter plots of mixing angle observables for the BMSS SO(lO) model. 
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Figure 6.8: Scatter plot of (mee) against L: mv for the BMSS 50(10) model, with 
normal and inverted hierarchy. The unperturbed case (black triangles for normal and 
indigo circles for inverted) as well as the effect of perturbations of order E rv 0.3 on 
f,;f v (blue plus signs for normal and green crosses for inverted) are shown. Red squares 
represent points with perturbations (E rv 0.03) in both mass matrices, for normal 
hierarchy. 
of order 0.03 to both mass matrices in the inverted hierarchy case, but the effects of 
these perturbations are shown in the case of normal hierarchy. 
6.2.3 Hirsch, Morisi, Valle (HMV) model 
There are two similar models presented in Ref. [262]: the first is invariant under A4 X z2, 
contains four S U (2) xU ( 1) Higgs doublets, and is renormalisable; the second is invariant 
under A4 x Z4 , contains one Higgs doublet and additional gauge singlet scalars , and 
is non-renormalisable. In both models, the VEV alignments proportional to (1, 1, 1) 
and (0, 0, 1) in the charged lepton and neutrino sectors, respectively, break the A4 
symmetry and lead to TBM. The only difference is that the scalars are either doublets 
(model (i)) or singlets (model (ii)) under the gauge group SU(2) x U(1). In order to 
separate the charged leptons from the neutrinos, the discrete symmetries z2 and z4 
are included in each model, respectively. 
Here the Majorana mass matrix is proportional to the identity, and the Dirac mass 
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matrix is 
(6.38) 
which is the exact opposite of the MPT model above [80]. The type I seesaw mechanism 
leads to the two parameter neutrino mass matrix 
(6.39) 
which is fully determined by three physical parameters: the moduli of a and b and 
the relative phase between them. This model is in fact similar to the model presented 
in Section 5.4.5, and the allowed region in a - b parameter space shown in Fig. 6.9 
is similar to the region shown in Fig. 5.31.10 •ote that the inverted mass hierarchy 
cannot be realised in this model. 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
a 
Figure 6.9: Scatter plot of the a - b parameter space for the HMV model , normal 
hierarchy. 
Deviating t he VEV alignment in t he neutrino sector to (<p') = (v'E1, v'E2, v' ) leads 
10The models are formulated in different bases for A4 , and the Chen & King model omits the factor 
of ~ from the A4 product rules. 
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Figure 6.10: Scatter plots of sin2 8 23 against sin2 813 (a) and Jcp against \Ue3 l (b) for 
the HMV model, normal hierarchy, with perturbations to both fovfv and Me of order 
0.03 (blue plus signs), and perturbations of order 0.3 to !vfv only (red circles) . 
to the mass matrix 
b2E2 + 2abE1 
a2 + b2 + b2ci (6.40) 
which can be combined with the deviated charged lepton mass matrix in Eq. (6.9) in 
order to analyse the deviations from TBM. 
The scatter plot in Fig. 6.10(a) is similar to Fig. 6.3 - for the case of perturbations 
(E ,...., 0.3) to Mv only there is some correlation between non-maximal 823 and large 
sin2 813. With smaller pert urbations ( E rv 0.03) to both mass matrices there is not 
much deviation from maximal 823 , but sin2 813 can take on a range of values. The 
plot of Jcp against \Ud in Fig. 6.10(b) takes the same form as Fig. 6.1(c), i.e. if 
small perturbations are applied to both mass matrices, Jc p takes on specific values 
for each value of \Ue3L but with larger perturbations to !Vfv only, it can take on values 
throughout the allowed range. 
Since the parameter m 0 was fixed to 0.025 e V, the allowed range of points in t he 
(mee) - 2: mv parameter space in Fig. 6.11 is in the hierarchical region for neutrino 
masses. VEV alignment deviations in fovfv (c "-' 0.3) allow for smaller values of (mee), 
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Figure 6.11: Scatter plot of (mce) against 2:: mv for the HMV model, normal mass 
hierarchy, with perturbations applied to the lepton mass matrices. See the caption of 
Fig. 6.4 for an explanation of the symbols used. 
with a minimum of 0.0015 eV in Fig. 6.11, but perturbations of order 0.03 in both mass 
matrices have little effect on the allowed range. The neutrino masses are well within 
the most stringent cosmological bound for 2:: mv. 
6.2.4 Bazzocchi, Frigerio, Morisi (BFM) model 
In Ref. [82] there is a systematic study of fermion masses and mixing in SO(lO) GUT 
models with A4 family symmetry. Once again, the matter particles are in the 16 repre-
sentation of SO(lO), and transform as J under A4 . There are additional Higgs singlets 
and an extra discrete symmetry that separates the charged lepton and neutrino sectors. 
It turns out [82] that TBM cannot be exactly realised with renormalisable models of 
this type, and non-renormalisable operators, proportional to powers of !vfcuT /A, where 
A is the cutoff scale,11 must be introduced. 
Without examining the charged lepton mass matrix in great detail, 12 note that 
when the Higgs triplet cp is aligned as (1, 1, 1), lvfe takes the same form as Eqs. (6.2) 
and (6.11) , is diagonalised by Uw, and deviations can be studied as in Eq. (6.9). 
11The cutoff scale can be either the Planck scale or the string scale. 
12In Ref. [82] there is a detailed proposal of a solution to the family hierarchy problem. 
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This model has the Higgs fields ¢ and ~, as well as the fl.avons a- and T, all trans-
forming as 1 under A4 . The :fl.avons :p and :p' transform as .3. (see Table II in Ref. (82] for 
details) . When the triplet :p' takes the alignment proportional to (0, 1, 0), the neutrino 
mass matrices are 
ML ~ (~ 0 ~) ~' (~ 0 a MR= a 0 0 
0 
and Mo= 0 
(e+ 2acd 
e + 2acd 
where 
b = hs(/)1 
A ' 
2bcd 0 
~) d' ' 
2bcd ) 
e + ~acd 
cP 
Y1CJVs 
e=--A 
(6.41) 
(6.42) 
and JI, hs and y1 are coupling constants. The terms v~ and vf are the VEVs of 
the singlets ~ and ¢, respectively, and M1 ensures the correct scale for light neutrino 
masses. 
With the type I and type II seesaw mechanism in Eq. (3.75), the light neutrino 
mass matrix becomes 
3 2 4ec ae
2 
- ac - d - (a2_b2)d2 
Mv= 0 
b ( (a2_:~2)d2 - 3c2) 
0 
(acd+e)(3acd+e) 
a& 
0 
b (ca2_:~2)d2 - 3c2) 
0 . (6.43) 
The matrices in Eqs. (6.41) and (6.43) are diagonalised by Eq. (5.28), which combines 
with the charged lepton mixing matrix (Uw) to give TBM. Since there are a large 
number of parameters (a, b, c, d, e) in this model, one should expect a large allowed 
region in parameter space. This is confirmed in the scatter plots of the a - b - c and 
b - c- d parameter spaces shown in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13. 
If one deviates the VEV alignment of :p' to 
(6.44) 
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Figure 6.12: Scatter plots of the a - b - c parameter space for the BFM seesaw model, 
for normal (red) and inverted (green) hierarchies. 
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Figure 6. 13: Scatter plots of t he b - c - d parameter space for the BFM seesaw model, 
for normal (red ) and invert ed (green) hierarchies. 
6.2. Type D models 
the neutrino mass matrices become 
bE2 b) 
a bE1 c
2 
, 
bE1 a 
(
e + 2acd 2bc:2cd 
and Mb = 2bE2cd e + 2acd 
2bcd 2bc:1cd 
2bcd ) 
2bc:1cd , 
e + 2acd 
and the light neutrino mass matrix is 
(!VI~ 1 M' = mo . v m' 
where 
M{1 = -3a4 c2d2 - 4a3cde + a2 (3b2c2d2 (Ei + E~ + 1) - e2) 
+ 2ab2cd (2e (ei + E~ + 1) - 3bcdE1e2 ) + b2ee1 (eE1 - 8bcdE2) 
M{2 = b ( ac:2 ( e2 - 3a2c2d2) + 3ab2c2d2E2 ( Ei + E~ + 1)) 
- b (6b3c2d2E1E~- be2E1) 
M{3 = b ( - 3a3c2d2 +a (3b2c2d2 (ci + c~ + 1) + e2) - be1c:2 (6b2c2d2 + e2)) 
M~2 = - 3a4c2d2 - 4a3 cde + a2 (3b2c2d2 ( Ei + E~ + 1) - e2) 
+ 2ab2 cd (2e (c:i + E~ + 1) - 3bcdE1 c:2) + b2e(e- 8bcdc:1E2 ) 
M~3 = b ( -3a3 c2d2El + aE1 (3b2c2d2 ( c:i + E~ + 1) + e2)) 
- b2 (E2 (6b2c2d2Ei + e2)) 
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(6.45) 
(6.46) 
(6.47) 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
(6.50) 
(6.51) 
(6.52) 
with m' = d2 (a3 - ab2 (EI + E~ + 1) + 2b3 c:1E2 ). The term m0 is included to fix the mass 
scale. 
The value of sin2 823 is more constrained around the TBM value for the inverted hier-
archy; for normal hierarchy the deviation increases for increasing sin2 813 [Fig. 6.14(a)J. 
The scatter plot in Fig. 6.15(a) shows that with small perturbations (E rv 0.03) applied 
to both mass matrices, there is little deviation from maximal sin2 823, and sin2 013 $ 
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Figure 6.14: Scatter plots of sin2 023 vs sin2 013 (a) and Jcp against \Ud (b) for the 
BFM seesaw model, with perturbations of order 0.3 to Mv only, for normal (red circles) 
and inverted (green crosses) hierarchies. 
0.012. In Fig. 6.14(b), Jcp is closer to its maximal value in the case of inverted hier-
archy, but can take on a range of values in the normal hierarchy. The effect of small 
perturbations is seen in Fig. 6.15(b), where Jcp takes on a spread of values for small 
\Ue3\, and as \Ue3\ increases, Jcp tends to be greater (but not maximal). 
This model has five parameters (a, b, c, d, e) in t he neutrino mass matrix, and 
the absolute value of each parameter was allowed to va.ry up to 2. The parameter m0 
was set to 0.025 eV and 0.05 eV for normal and inverted hierarchies, respectively. For 
this choice of values, the allowed region for (mee) and 2:: mv covers a large region of 
parameter space (see Fig. 6.16) , and I: mv exceeds t he CMB limit. In the unperturbed 
case, (mee) takes its maximum value, and the perturbations of order 0.3 applied to Af11 
allow for smaller values of (mee), with a minimum of 0.0030 eV in the normal hierarchy 
and 0.020 e V in the inverted hierarchy. The application of perturbations of order 
0.03 to both mass matrices has little effect in the normal hierarchy case. ote that 
in t he inverted hierarchy case the Fortran program did not converge to solutions if 
pert urbations were applied to fvfe and fvf11 simultaneously. 
I 
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Figure 6.15: Scatter plots of (a) sin2 e23 against sin2 e13 and (b) lcp against IUd for 
the BFM seesaw model, normal hierarchy, with perturbations of order 0.03 to both !vfv 
and Nfe (blue plus signs) and perturbations of order 0.3 to l'vfv only (red circles) . 
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Figure 6.16: Scatter plot of (mee) against L mv for the BFM seesaw model, for normal 
and inverted mass hierarchies, with perturbations applied to the lepton mass matrices. 
See the caption of Fig. 6.8 for an explanation of the symbols used. 
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Table 6.5: Particle assignments in the Frampton-Matsuzaki model [85] . 
Particle A4 z2 
h ~ +1 
7 c, /-Lc, ec 1 1' 1" _, _,- -1 
N(i) 
R 1 1' 1" _, _,- -1 
ha ~ +1 
h' 3 ~ - 1 
6.3 Other models 
Models of type A, B, C and D have been discussed so far , with an in-depth analysis of 
the deviations from TBM in each case. Table 5.1 on page 53 also lists models of type 
E, F , G and H, with different A4 particle assignments. Only those models [85, 87, 88] 
that claim to reproduce the TBM pattern will be considered below. 
6.3.1 Frampton and Matsuzaki 
Frampton and Matsuzaki [85] present a minimal renormalisable A4 model of lepton 
mixing, with only one A4 triplet of Higgs doublets coupling to neutrinos. This model 
claims more predictivity regarding neutrino masses, and a minimal number of free 
parameters in the Higgs sector. Although the model is constructed to give TBM in 
the neutrino sector, this is in fact not the case, as the VEV alignment proportional to 
(1 , -2, 1) gives the wrong mass eigenvalues for neutrinos. 
Note that in Ref. [85], the rnixiug matrices are defined different ly, i.e. , the mixing 
matrix is defined by 
(6.53) 
and the TBM matrix is defined by 
2) ~ J; ) (6.54) 
which is in effect "rotated" by 90 degrees from the TBM matrix in Eq. (4.9). 
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With the particle assignments in table 6.5,13 the right-handed neutrino mass matrix 
and if the Higgs scalar h3 takes the VEV 
the Dirac mass matrix becomes 
(
Yt V1 Y2V3 YaV2) 
Afo == Y1V3 Y2V2 YaV1 
Y1V2 Y2V1 YaVa 
Using the type I seesaw mechanism, the light neutrino mass matrix is 
with a = YU M1 and b == Y2Ya/ M2a· 
av1v2 + b (v~ + v1v2)) 
av2v3 + b (vi+ v2va) 
av~ + 2bv1va 
(6.55) 
(6.56) 
(6.57) 
(6.58) 
In order to produce the TBM matrix in Eq. (6.54), one must choose the correct 
alignment for h3 . In Ref. [85], two different alignments are studied. The first is 
(ha) = (v, v, v) , (6.59) 
which gives the eigenstates m1 = m3 == 0 and m2 == 3(a + 2b)v2 , and the wrong mixing 
matrix. These eigenvalues are clearly not compatible with the observed neutrino mass 
hierarchy. The second alignment studied in Ref. [85] is 
(ha) = (v, -2v. v) , (6.60) 
which gives the eigenstates m1 = 3(2a+b )v2 , m2 = 0 and m3 = -9bv2 • Once again, this 
is not compatible with TBM: although the mixing matrix is correct, the eigenvalue 
corresponding to the maximally mixed eigenvector (ex (1, 1, l)T) is zero. However 
13The Higgs doublet scalar h; is used to give the charged lepton masses. 
14This model is constructed in the flavour basis. 
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Ref. [85) claims that the mass spectrum is m3 » m1 = m2 , which is incorrect. 
There is a third VEV alignment 
(h3) = (v, 0, -v) , (6.61) 
which when substituted into Eq. (6.58) gives TBM, but again the eigenvalue with 
trimaximal mixing is zero. This means that the model presented in Ref. [85) cannot 
simultaneously produce TBM and the correct hierarchy of neutrino masses. 
6.3.2 Lin and Altarelli-Meloni 
In the models in category H [87,88) of Table 5.1, all three charged leptons transform as 
1 under A4 , which is different to the type A and type B models studied above, where 
each charged lepton is assigned to a different A4 singlet representation (1, l' and 1"). 
The neutrino sector is unchanged (at leading order), with the same structure as the 
original Altarelli-Feruglio model studied in Section 5.3, but the charged lepton sector 
is different. The VEV alignment of the original model [Eq. (5 .18)) is now modified to 
(<p) = (0, v, 0) ) (6.62) 
instead of (<p) = (v , 0, 0). The difference between these alignments is as follows: since 
(1, 0, o)n = (1, 0, 0) , all positive powers are aligned in the same direction, whereas 
for (0, 1, 0) , it follows that (0, 1, 0)2 = (0, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 0)3 = (1, 0, 0). The three 
different direct ions are used to give the observed hiearachy of charged lepton masses, 
so that [87, 88] 
(6.63) 
where Vd is the VEV of the SM Higgs doublet hd. An additional z3 symmetry is 
necessary to force the different charged leptons to couple with different powers of '-P· 
One can study (88) the effect of next to the leading order (NLO) corrections to Me, 
and the corresponding deviations from TBM. (This model was not analysed in detail 
here; further investigation is required.) 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
There is now conclusive evidence of the existence of neutrino oscillations. This means 
that neutrinos are massive and that the mass eigenstates mix, which implies some sort 
of physics beyond the SM. There exist a plethora of models t hat attempt to explain 
the origin of neutrino mass, with the seesaw mechanism as the most widely accepted 
theory. However, the heavy, sterile, right-handed neutrinos postulated in the seesaw 
mechanism have not been observed, and the Dirac or Majorana nature of neutrinos is 
still an open question. 
The TBM hypothesis presented by Harrision et al. [27] is a good approximation 
to the neutrino oscillation data, but recent global analyses [25, 104] have provided 
evidence of 813 > 0, which is not compatible with exact TBM. One can therefore regard 
TB11 as a zeroth order approximation to lepton mixing, as the allowed deviations can 
only be small (10-15%), and this has lead to extensive research into models of family 
symmetries. 
The majority of these models employ a bottom-up approach, in a simple attempt to 
link the three lepton families and their observed mixing patterns. However , models with 
discrete unbroken family symmetries are problematic, as the SU(2)L symmetry of t he 
SM is violated. The immediate implication is that the proposed family symmetry must 
be broken, and therefore several Higgs scalars with non-zero VEVs must be introduced. 
Type A and type B models are an example of this bottom-up approach. 
In order to link neutrino masses and mixings with the bigger picture of quarks and 
fundamental forces, one can also employ a top-down approach. The models classed 
as type D fit into this category, where the A4 family symmetry is combined with a 
GUT group, with implications for the properties of other fermions. The bottom-up 
and t op-down approaches complement each other , aud the ultimate theory of flavour 
may indeed result from a combination of these two techniques. 
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After the analysis of fifteen different A4 models in this work, there are various 
conclusions that can be drawn. The ultimate aim is to find a model that can successfully 
reproduce the TBM pattern at leading order. and that fits in with the global data from 
oscillation and Ov(J(3 experiments and cosmology. However, the current limits [25] on 
the neutrino oscillation data do not necessarily rule out any of these models; future 
precision measurements are required to distinguish the models. 
If the maximum number of VEV alignment deviations are applied, most of the 
A4 models deviate from TBM in a random fashion, and it is difficult to draw any 
conclusions. Some notable exceptions include: (i) the Morisi model, in which sin2 813 
lies below 0.005, and sin2 023 shows some dependence on sin2 013i (ii) all type c and 
type D models, in which sin2 0 23 is further from maximal for larger values of sin2 0 13 
(the Ma supersyrnmetric model is different, as sin2 0 23 stays close to maximal for all 
values of sin2 el3)· 
If sin2 023 deviates considerably from maximal, and one assumes that sin2 0 13 will 
be measured accurately within the present 10' range from Ref. [25], then t he l\1orisi 
(Z2) 3 model can be ruled out. The Ma TBM model (equivalent to the A-F model with 
three singlets) gives a random spread of points in the deviated case, and cannot be 
ruled out by the present data. In the MPT model, with inverted hierarchy, there is 
no deviation from maximal atmospheric mixing (sin2 0 23 = 0.5). However, the value 
of sin2 0 23 does deviate from maximal in the normal hierarchy case of this model. The 
inverted hierarchy also shows maximal CP violation. 
The Altarelli-Feruglio model includes three different cases, with one, two or three 
Higgs singlets, and these respond differently to deviations from TBM. The results show 
that the one Higgs singlet case has a low value of sin2 013 , and is effectively ruled out by 
the 10' range from Ref. [25]; the two singlet case shows more deviation from maximal 
sin2 0 23 and maximal CP violation than the three singlet case. In the Altarelli-Feruglio 
seesaw model, the inverted hierarchy case shows a low value of sin2 013, below the 10' 
range. A comparison of this model with and without seesaw, for one Higgs singlet, 
shows that a measurement of sin2 013 within the 10' range would favour the seesaw 
version. 
In the Chen & King and MPT models, CP violation is close to maximal if Ue3 lies 
within the 10' range, so that an accurate measurement of sin2 813 and 5 could potentially 
rule out these models. In the Ma supersymmetric type C model, sin2 0 23 is close to 
maximal, but larger deviations in Me could change this. In fact, the results obtained for 
type C and type D models could be improved upon by applying larger perturbations 
(E rv 0.3) to both mass matrices, not just Mv. However, this is difficult to achieve, 
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considering the fine tuning required in the parameters of .Me in these models. 
Of the model categories listed, only models of types A, B, C, D and H have been 
constructed to give TBM. The analysis herein concentrates on types A, B, C and D 
models, but one could also look at models of type H, and it may be interest ing to 
construct models of types E, F and G that can also reproduce TBM. 
The scatter plots of (mee) - I: mv parameter space were different in each model, 
and this is an indication of the importance of Ov/3{3 decay and cosmology in neutrino 
mass models. A positive signal for Ov/3/3 decay would provide a test for the models 
presented in this work, and in some cases would allow one to distinguish the favoured 
neutrino mass hierarchy. In addition to this, further accurate measurements of I: mv 
would clarify the absolute mass scale of neutrinos, ruling out certain models. 
The mass scale was fixed in the present analysis: the coefficient m0 was chosen 
to be 0.025 eV and 0.05 eV in the normal and inverted hierarchy case, respectively. 
However, this choice is rather prescriptive, and one could also investigate each model 
with different values of m0. This would allow the study of each model in different 
portions of parameter space, with both hierarchical and degenerate neutrino masses. 
With the chosen mass scale, the MPT and BFM models showed the highest values of 
I: m,1 , and are both ruled out by the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) data. 
The deviations induced by altering the VEV alignment had the effect of reducing 
the allowed value of (mee), and this can be attributed to additional complex phases, 
which cause cancellations in the calculation of (mee) (see Appendix B). The exceptions 
to this are the two models with rephased fields: the BM left-right model and the BM 
seesaw model. In this case the scatter plots show that in the unperturbed case (mee) 
takes a value close to the centre of its allowed range, and the effect of perturbations 
can cause an increase or a decrease in (mee) · In the Babu & He seesaw model, normal 
hierarchy, the effect of perturbations can also increase the value of (mee), but the 
allowed range is very small. 
Some of the seesaw models showed a large splitting between the value of (mee) for 
the normal and inverted hierarchies, which means that a measurement of Ov(3(3 could 
determine the allowed hierarchy in these models. The Babu & He model, the A-F 
seesaw model (one singlet) and the MPT SO(lO) model all showed this characteristic. 
The A-F model with one singlet gives a very low value (0.0042 eV) of (mee) for the 
normal mass hierarchy, too low to be probed by the next generation of Ov/3/3 decay 
experiments. Other models which give similarly small values of (mce) for normal hi-
erarchy are the Babu & He model, the BM left-right model, the MPT model and the 
HMV model. 
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The Altarelli-Feruglio model with one Higgs singlet showed some evidence of fine 
tuning between the parameters a and d, which come from the VEVs of the Higgs singlet 
E, and Higgs t riplet :.p' , respectively. There are three other models with essentially the 
same form in the neutrino sector: the Morisi model, the Ma supersymmetric type 
C model, and the BM left-right model. The neutrino mass matrix is determined by 
two parameters in each case; if both of the parameters are real then they must take 
specific values to reproduce the correct mass-squared differences, and if one parameter 
is complex the allowed region is not that much greater. 
Other models with a restricted parameter space include the Zee model, the Babu & He 
model, the Ma supersymmetric seesaw model, the A-F seesaw model, the Chen & King 
model and the HMV model. Although it is not true in every case, an overall conclu-
sion of this analysis is that models with less parameters have more predictive power, 
and the plots of mixing angle observables can provide useful relationships or show the 
dependence of one mixing angle on another. This can be seen in the A-F model with 
and without seesaw (one singlet), the Morisi model, the Ma supersymmetric type C 
model, the BM left-right model, the MPT model and the HMV model. 
In the BMSS and BFM models, the large number of parameters means that the 
parameter space is less restricted. However, one can still make some predictions from 
the mixing angle scatter plots, but in this analysis t he large (t: "' 0.3) perturbat ions 
were only applied to Mv. In these models there is overlap in the value of (mee) between 
the two hierarchies, in contrast to the other seesaw models, and t he greater number of 
parameters allows a larger value for L mv, with the same value chosen for m0 . 
The type C and type D models are attractive in that one can accommodate all the 
leptons in one representation. However, Mt is very sensitive to deviations, and the 
program used in this analysis did not converge to solutions with perturbations of order 
E rv 0.3 applied to Me. 
The A4 models analysed herein provide an attractive explanation for the neutrino 
mixing pattern, which is approximated by TBM. However , this requires several ad-
ditional parameters and an enlarged Higgs sector. The models depend on the VEV 
alignment of these Higgs scalars, and the model predictions are affected to some de-
gree by deviations in this alignment. The present analysis can be extended to include 
the effects of radiative corrections and the rcnormalisation group evolution of neutrino 
masses [250]. One can also study t he exact origin of the VEV alignment deviations in 
more detail, by examining the Higgs potential in each case. The approach used in this 
work can be applied to models with other symmetry groups, allowing a comparison of 
the predictions of those models with the A4 models analysed here. 
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A complete understanding of the physics of flavour will ultimately require a com-
bined effort between theory and experiment. Future precision measurements of the 
neutrino oscillation and neutrino mass parameters will help to reduce the number of 
models that are allowed, and may lead to more economical and natural theories. 
Appendices 
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Appendix A 
A4 Tetrahedral Symmetry 
The following is an outline of the A4 symmetry group (34, 74,228, 269], upon which the 
models in this analysis are based . 
A.l Introduction to A4 
A4 is the alternating group of order 4, and is also the group of all even permutations 
of four objects, isomorphic to the group of rotational symmetries of the regular tetra-
hedron. It is a finite, non-Abelian subgroup of S0(3) (270] and SU(3). A 4 has 12 
elements, which can be divided into 4 conjugacy classes with membership 1, 3, 4 and 4. 
The dimensionality theorem implies that there are 4 irreducible representations with 
dimension di such that Ei d] = 12. The only solution is d1 = d2 = d3 = 1 and d4 = 3, 
and the representations are labeled as l, 1', 1'' and ~' which means that there are 
three one-dimensional representations and one three-dimensional representation. The 
character table of A4 is shown in Table A.1, with w = ei21r/3 the cube root of unity. 1 
Table A.1: Character table of A4 , where n represents the number of elements in each 
conjugacy class. 
Class n x1 X 1' X 1" x3 
c1 1 1 1 1 3 
c2 4 1 w w2 0 
c3 4 1 w2 w 0 
c4 3 1 1 1 -1 
1Note that w = ei2"13 = -1/2 + V3/2 satisfies w2 = w• and 1 + w + w2 = 0. 
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A.2 Bases for A4 
There are two bases for A4 commonly used in lepton family symmetry models: the 
Ma-Rajasekaran basis and the Altarelli-Feruglio basis. 
A.2.1 Ma-Rajasekaran basis 
A4 can be generated by two basic permutations S and T, given by S = (4321) and 
T = (2314), where the generic permutat ion (1 , 2: 3, 4) ~ (n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 ) is denoted by 
(n1n2nan4) . It follows that 
(A.1) 
which defines a "presentation" of t lle group. The one-dimensional unitary representa-
t ions are generated by 
1 S=1 T= 1 
1' S=1 T = ei2rr/3 = w 
1" S = 1 T = e i4rr/ 3 = w2 
' 
(A.2) 
and the three-dimensional unitary representation (in this basis) is built up from the 
generators 
(~ 0 ~J (~ 1 !) S= -1 T = 0 (A.3) 0 0 
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The 3 x 3 matrices of the natural three-dimensional representation ~ are: 
(~ 0 ~). c1 : 1 0 
(~ 0 ~) · C 0 ~) ' (~ 0 -1) c 0 -1) c2 : 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 1 1 - 1 -1 0 0 1 0 
(~ 1 l(~ 1 ~}(~ -1 ~). (~ - 1 ~} c3 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 
(~ 0 0) c 0 0) c 0 ~) c4 : -1 0 , 0 1  ' 0 -1 (A.4) 0 - 1 0 0 -1 0 0 
where each matrix is a product of the generators SandT in Eq. (A.3). It is evident 
that the characters of the~ representation (the last column of table A.1) are simply 
the traces of the matrices in each class. 
The multiplication rules are given by 
1X1=1 , 
1' X 1" = 1 
- - -' 
1" X 1' = 1 
- - - ) 
1' X 1' = 1" 
- - - ' 
111 X 1" = 1' 
- - - ' 
~ X ~ = 1 + 1' + 1" + ~s + 1s 1 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.10) 
where ~s and ~ are "asymmetric" and "symmetric" combinations respectively. If 
~ rv (al , a2 , a3) and~ rv (bl , b2: b3) are two triplets transforming by the matrices in 
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Eq. (A.4) , then t he three singlets and two triplets in the product in Eq. (A.10) are 
l = a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3 , 
l' = a1b1 + w2a2b2 + wa3b3 , 
l" = a1b1 + wa2b2 + w2a3b3 , 
~h rv (a2b3 , a3b1 , a1b2) ' 
~2 rv (a3b2, alb3, a2bl) . 
A .2.2 Altarelli-Feruglio basis 
(A.ll) 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
In t he Ma-Rajasekaran basis, the generator S in Eq. (A.3) is diagonal. However, one 
can also represent A4 in a basis where T is diagonal, obtained through the unitary 
transformation: 
(1 0 0) T' = vtrv = o w o , 0 0 w2 (A.16) 
(A.17) 
where 
(
1 1 1) 
V = - 1- 1 w w2 . 
v'3 1 w2 w 
(A.18) 
Note that the matrix Vis the so-called "magic matrix", which appears in A4 models as 
the unitary matrix that diagonalises the charged lepton mass matrix. In the S' , T' basis, 
the multiplication rules are identical to those in Eqs. (A.5) - (A.lO), but the product 
of two triplets gives the composition of the following irreducible representations: 
l = a1b1 + a2b3 + a3b2 , 
l' = a3b3 + a1b2 + a2b1 , 
l" = a2b2 + a1b3 + a3b1 , 
1 ~,......, 3 (2a1b1 - a2b3- a3b2 , 2a3b3 - a1b2- a2b1 , 2a2b2- a1b3 - a3b1) , 
1 ~s,......, 3 (a2b3- a3b2 , a1b2 - a2b1 , a1b3 - a3b1) 
(A.19) 
(A.20) 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
(A.23) 
Appendix B 
Model Building and Analysis 
This Appendix describes in detail the model building procedure for the case of dimension-5 
operators, and covers various other details used in the analysis in Chapters 5 and 5. 
B.l Neutrino mass matrix from dimension-5 oper-
ators 
The deviated neutrino mass matrix in the Zee model [74] was given in Eq. (5.31) in 
section 5.3. Using the A4 multiplication rules in Section A.2.1, this matrix can be 
constructed with dimension-5 operators, as shown explicitly below. 
The Higgs scalars transform under A4 as ~ "" l and :p' ""' .Q, and t he lepton doublets 
f = ( ee, e/1., eT) transform as f ""' .Q. There are three dimension-5 operators allowed: 
(~e)2 , (~e)(:p't) and (r.p'/'.)2. In what follows, a and b denote the terms that come from 
the VEVs of~ and :p', respectively. 
The first operator is 
(B.1) 
which contributes a term proportional to the identity matrix multiplied by (~)2 (which 
is a2). The second operator is 
If the VEV alignment is proportional to (0, 1, 0), this results in terms in the (1 , 3) 
and (3, 1) positions, denoted by f3 in Eq. (5.29) , but if this VEV alignment is devi-
ated [Eq. (5.30)], there are additional off-diagonal terms. Thus the operator (~e)(r.p'f) 
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contributes the following terms to the mass matrix: 
(B.3) 
The operator ( cp' e)2 is more complicated, since it is formed by Gi x .3,) x (.3. x .3,), 
which contains 1 x 1, 1' x 1", 1" x l', ~ x .3,, .3. x .3. and .3. x .3,. Each of these operators 
contributes to the mass matrix as follows: 
(B.4) 
gives 
(B.5) 
gives 
( 
b2f.2 
1 
wb2f.l 
w2b2f.l f.2 
(B.7) 
and 
gives 
(B.9) 
There are four ways of forming .3, x .3_: 
.3.1 X .3.2: ( cp;e'T) :p~ee, 'P~ ep.). ( :p~ep. ; :p~ eT. Afe) = :p;eT cp~ef.L + :p~ee:P~ eT + :p~ fp.cp;ee 
(B.lO) 
gives 
(B.ll) 
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.a2 X .al : ( cp~£1' ' cp~ eT' cp;ee). ( :p;eT) cp~le, cp~ el') = :p~fl':p;eT + :p~ eT:p~fe + :p;ee:P~ el' 
(B.l2) 
gives 
( 
~ b2; 1 b2o~:2) 
b2t}t2 0 0 
(B.13) 
.a1 x .a1: (cp;er, cp~Ce, :p~f~<).(:p;er , Aee, cp~f~<) = (cp;er)2 + (:p~fe)2 + (:p~f.~<) 2 (B.l4) 
gives 
(B.l5) 
and 
gives 
(B.l7) 
The terms in Eqs. (B.l), (B.2), (B.5), (B.7), (B.9), (B.ll), (B.l3),(B.l5) and (B.l7) 
can be combined1 to form the mass matrix in Eq. (5.31), viz. 
. (B.l8) 
Here, the coupling constants in front of the operators in Eqs. (B.l4) and (B.l6) are set 
to be equal, which is not the general case [74] . 
B.2 Calculation of observables 
This section provides explicit expressions for the mixing angle, CP violation and mass 
dependent observables, in terms of the eigenvectors (Uak) and eigenvalues (mk) of 
the diagonalised mass matrices. The standard parameterisation of the PMNS matrix 
1 Note that 1 + w + w2 = 0, so that the antisymmetric terms in Eqs. (B.5), (B.7) and (B.9) cancel 
each other out. 
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(without Majorana phases) is 
s13e-ic5) 
S23C13 , 
C23C13 
(B.19) 
with Cij = cos fJiJ, sij = sin Oij and 6 the CP violating Dirac phase. Rewriting this 
matrix as 
(B.20) 
it follows that the mixing angle observables are given by 
. 2 () !Ue2l2 
sm 12 = 1 _ !Ud2 , 
sin2 813 = jUeJ!2 , 
. 2 B IU,d2 
sm 23 = 1 -!Ue3J2 (B.21) 
The J arlskog invariant 
(B.22) 
was defined in Section 2.3, and this can be explicitly calculated from UPMNS · 
The mass dependent observables are the neutrinoless double beta decay amplitude 
3 
(mee) = .z= u;i m i , (B.23) 
i=l 
and the sum of absolute neutrino masses 
(B.24) 
respectively, where mi is a complex mass eigenvalue. In t he standard parameterisation 
[Eq. (2.25)], (mee) becomes 
(mee) = !ci2ci3rnl + e2i>.2 si2ci3m2 + e2i(..\.3 -ci)si3m3! 
= I!Ue1!2m1 + eia:2 IUd2m2 + eia:3 IUe3l2tng l , (B.25) 
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with the definitions a 2 = 2.>-2 and a3 = 2(.>-3 - c5). Using the mass-squared differences 
(B.26) 
one can define the mass of each neutrino in terms of the lightest neutrino mass and the 
observed mass-squared differences. For the normal hierarchy, m 1 is the lightest mass, 
and 
m2 = .jm? + .0.m~1 , 
m3 = .jm~ + .0.m~1 , 
whereas for the inverted hierarchy, m3 is the lightest mass, and 
m1 = .jm~ + .0.m~1 , 
m2 = .jm~ + 6.m~1 + 6.m~1 . 
With these definitions, (mee) and 2: mv can be expressed as 
for the normal hierarchy, and as 
(B.27) 
(B.28) 
(B.29) 
(B.30) 
for the inverted hierarchy. Eqs. (B.29) and (B.30) v:ere used to plots the limits in the 
(mee) - 2: mv parameter space in Fig. 2.4 and in the subsequent model analysis, with 
the phases in the range 0 ::; ai ::; 2rr, and the neutrino oscillation parameters taking 
the best-fit and 30' values in Table 2.1. 
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B.3 Normal or inverted hierarchy? 
It is possible to determine [243], from an expression for the mass eigenvalues, whether a 
specific model allows for the normal or inverted mass hierarchy, or both . In the original 
Altarelli-Feruglio model (Section 5.3), the neutrino mass matrix takes the form 
(
a+ 23d 
111 = _!f: 
v 3 
d 
-3 
with eigenvalues a + d, a and -a+ d. Hence, the mass squared differences are 
6.m~1 = ( -d2 - 2ad) , 
6.m~1 = -4ab. 
(B.31) 
(B.32) 
Since it is known [24] that 6.m~1 > 0, it follows that - 2ad > d?, which implies that 
-2ad > 0. This means that a and d have opposite signs, and from Eq. (B.32), .6.m~1 
must be positive. In other words, the inverted mass hierarchy is impossible in t his 
model. 
This procedure was applied to all of the models analysed in this work, to ascertain 
which of the neutrino mass hierarchies was allowed in each case. 
B.4 Rephasing of complex parameters 
T he Majorana mass terms in Eq. (3.41) couple left- and right-handed neutrino fields, 
and the complex symmetric Majorana mass matrix in Eq. (3.56) couples three gen-
erations of such neutrino fields. Although a general complex symmetric matrix has 
12 parameters, breaking t he A4 symmetry with the required VEV alignment results 
in lepton matrices with less parameters. In order to reduce the number of parame-
ters even further , it is possible to rephase these fields and absorb some of the complex 
phases. This can be illustrated with a simple example from the Altarelli-Feruglio model 
(Section 5.3.2), with one Higgs singlet. 
In this model [32], the deviated neutrino mass matrix is given by Eq. (5.25), which 
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results in t he mass term 
(B.33) 
where a, d, E1 and E2 are complex parameters, as are the left- and right-handed neutrino 
fields !Ia and v;. Expanding Eq. (B.33) gives the individual mass terms, 
+ dt:1 v~v!J. + av~vr- dv~vr- dv~ve- dE1ll~lle + av~v!J.- dv~v!J. + dv~vr + dE2ll~ llr , 
(B.34) 
where the coefficients - ~ and ~ have been omitted. In order to eliminate the complex 
phase of a, denoted by </>a, the products v~ve can be given the additional phase -¢a· 
However, Eq. (B.34) also contains the terms av~vr and av~vp., so that the products 
v,:vr and v~vp. must also be assigned the additional phase -¢a· This means that each 
individual !Ia and v~ field has the additional phase -r/>a/2, and there are effectively 
only four different types of terms in Eq. (B.34), given by 
ialei<Pa 1/ ' (B.35) 
I dl ei<Pd v ' (B.36) 
I dj ei<Pd jc 11 ei¢,1 v ' (B.37) 
jdjei<l>dj E2 jei4>.2v , (B.38) 
where v denotes the product v;vc., and v has the phase -¢a· The phase of a is absorbed 
by the rephased product v , but since the term jdj ei<Pdv appears in Eq. (B.36), the phase 
of d cannot be eliminated. However, one can add -¢t1 to the phase of d, so that the 
terms in Eqs. (B.37) and (B.38) become 
jdjei(¢d-<l>q )jE1 jei¢,1 v = jdjei¢d !E1jv , 
jdjei(<l>d-cbq ) IE21ei¢,2 v = ldleifi>djf21ei(¢,2 - <P'dv ' 
(B.39) 
(B.40) 
and the phase of E1 is also eliminated. However, from Eq. (B.40), it is evident that the 
phase of E2 cannot be eliminated. Alternatively, if the phase of E2 was eliminated, t he 
phase of t:1 would remain; the phases of t:1 and E2 cannot both be eliminated. 
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In this model, the parameters a and E1 can be taken as real, with d and E2 com-
plex. The technique outlined above was applied to the charged lepton and neutrino 
mass terms throughout this work, with as many of the complex phases eliminated as 
possible. 
Appendix C 
Details of Numerical Analysis 
C.l Fortran code 
C.l.l Algorithm 
This is an outline of the Fortran program used to analyse the deviations from TBM in 
different A4 models: 
1. Input the desired number of points, the hierarchy (normal or inverted), and the 
allowed data range (3o- or lo-)1 
2. Generate an array of random numbers, initialising the random number generator 
with the system clock 
3. Use the array of random numbers to create the charged lepton and neutrino mass 
matrices, with the form of the matrix dictated by the A4 flavour symmetry and 
the specific particle assignments of the model 
4. Combine these matrices into the hermitian matrices MeMJ and MvM~. 
5. Diagonalize both matrices using ZGEEV 
6. Sort the eigenvalues in ascending order, and keep the corresponding eigenvectors 
in the same order 
7. For the neutrino sector, determine the mass hierarchy, and if inverted, shift the 
eigenvectors so that they correspond to t he correct sorted mass eigenvalues 
1 Although the program allows the user to choose between the 3a and l a ranges, only the 3a range 
was used in this analysis. 
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8. Combine eigenvectors from the charged lepton and neutrino sectors into the 
Up M N s mixing matrix 
9. Calculate values for mixing angles, mass-squared differences, CP violation, double 
beta decay amplitude and sum of neutrino masses 
10. Check whether the calculated mixing angles and mass-squared differences lie 
within the allowed ranges in Table 2.1: if they do then write the values of all of 
the observables (step 9) to file 
11. Repeat steps 2- 9 until the desired number of points are found2 
C.1.2 Testing 
In order to make sure that the Fortran program returned the correct results, tests 
were performed using the Mathematica package Mixing Parameter Tools (MPT) 1.0 
[271] . By inputting the same mass matrix into both programs, one can check that the 
calculated values of the mixing angles and mass-squared differences match up, as well 
as the amplitude for Ovf3f3 and the sum of absolute neutrino masses. The program was 
also tested with different mass matrices that yield both hierarchical and degenerate 
neutrino masses. 
C.2 Efficiency of numerical diagonalisation 
In this analysis the 3{) range was used as an input to the diagonalisation program, as 
the program was very slow in finding points within the 1{) range. The mass squared 
differences and charged lepton masses play the major role here: without these con-
straints the program would easily find points that satisfy the 1{) limits of the three 
mixing angles. The two mass squared differences have different orders of magnitude, 
and therefore require very specific eigenvalues to give the correct values for both, as 
well as for the mixing angles. 
Another consideration is the choice of diagonalisation package, which in this case 
was the ZGEEV subroutine from LAPACK. This routine is designed for general complex 
matrices, however, since the program diagonalised two hermitian matrics, i.e. M,)\II! 
and MeMJ, it may have been more expedient to use ZHEEV, which only accepts hermi-
tian matrices. 
2In this analysis 1000 points were recorded in each case. 
Although the LAPACK routines are numerically accurate, they are designed mainly 
for large matrices. In this work the matrices are all 3 x 3, and thus computational 
power is wasted. Ref. [272] discusses the accuracy and speed of different methods of 
diagonalising 3 x 3 matrices, comparing different algorithms used in this process. It 
turns out that Jacobi's method is t he most accurate but also the slowest, and the 
conclusion is that the LAPACK routines are suitable for most applications. However, 
the author of Ref. [272] provides a simpler implementation of ZHEEV entitled ZHEEVQ3, 
which is specifically designed for 3 x 3 matrices. Thus the Fortran program developed 
for this work could be refined to incorporate these packages, which would hopeully 
improve processing speed. 
There is also a lesser known method for diagonalising complex symmetric matrices: 
the Takagi method [20, 273]. Here the N x N matrix is split into its real and imaginary 
parts, so that the problem is reduced to the diagonalisation of a 2N x 2N real symmetric 
matrix. This method was not attempted in this thesis, but could indeed provide greater 
speed and accuracy in diagonalising the complex symmetric neutrino mass matrices. 
C.3 Model parameters 
Each of the models analysed in this work had different numbers of real and complex 
parameters, as discussed in Section B.4. Furthermore, in each numerical run the pa-
rameters took different values. These details are presented in Tables C.1 and C.2. 
All parameters were taken to be complex, except those that were real after rephasing, 
indicated in the last column of each table. 
The Yukawa coupling constants Ye, YJ.< and Yr were taken to be real, and were set 
to specific values in the model analyses. In type A and type B models, they were 
randomly varied over the ranges 
0.45 s; Ye s; 0.55 : 
95 s; YJ.< s; 115 , 
1600 s; YJ.< s; 1950 , 
(C.1) 
(C.2) 
(C.3) 
and Me was multiplied by the factor 106 eV or 106/J3 eV to set the mass scale, 
depending on the basis used for A4 . 
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Table C.1: Details of the real and complex parameters used in t he type A and type B 
A4 model analysis in Chapter 5, for normal (NH) and inverted (IH) hierarchies. 
Model Mass matrix parameters Deviation parameters Real parameters 
NH IH (E ~ 0.3) 
ial ~ 1 iai ~ 0.5 E1 , E2, E3 
MaTBM lbl ~ 1 lbl ~ 1 Ech Ech 1 , 2 a, E!, E2 
ldl ~ 2 ldl ~ 1 
A-F 1 Higgs ial ~ 1 n/a E1 , E2 ch 
ldl ~ 2 n/a Ech Ech a, E1 , E1 1 , 2 
A-F 2 Higgs lei~ 2 lei~ 1 E1, E2, E3 ch 
ldl ~ 2 ldl ~ 1 ch ch e, E1, E1 E1 ' E2 
iai ~ 1 lal ~ 0.5 E1, E2, E3 
A-F 3 Higgs lei~ 1 lei~ 1 Ech Ech ch 1 , 2 a, E1 , E1 
ldl ~ 2 ldi ~ 1.5 
Zee lai ~ 2 a~1 E1, E2 a lbl ~ 1 lbl ~ 1 Ech Ech 1 ' 2 
Morisi iai ~ 2 n/a E1 , E2 ch Ech lbl ~ 0.5 n/a Ech Ech a, E1 , E1 , 2 I > 2 
ial ~ 1 ial ~ 3 E1, E2 
Babu & He lbl ~ 2 lbl ~ 5 ch ch E1 > E2 a, E1 
l ei~ 2 lei~ 5 
iai ~ 2 lal ~ 1 E1, E2 
Ma SUSY Seesaw lbl ~ 2 lbl ~ 4 Ech f.ch 1 , 2 a 
lei~ 2 lei~ 4 
A-F Seesaw 1 Higgs iai ~ 4 iai ~ 2 €1, E2 ldl ~ 4 ldl ~ 1.5 Ech f.ch a, E1 1 ' 2 
ial ~ 4 Ia! ~ 2.5 €1, €2 , E3 
A-F Seesaw 3 Higgs lbl ~ 2.5 lbl ~ 1.5 f.ch f.ch 1 ' 2 a, E1 , €3 
ldl ~ 4 ldl ~ 2.5 
ial ~ 1 t}' t2 
Yin lbl ~ 1.5 Ech Ech 1 ' 2 a, E1 
lei~ 2 
Chen & King iai ~ 1.5 E}, f.2 lbl ~ 1 Ech Ech a, E1 1 ' 2 
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Table C.2: Details of the real and complex parameters used in the type C and typeD 
A 4 model analysis in Chapter 6, for normal (NH) and inverted (IH) hierarchies. 
Model Mass matrix parameters Deviation parameters Real parameters 
NH IH (~ ~ 0.3) or (E:::; 0.03) 
Ma SUSY iai :::; 2 Et, E2 dt 
ch ch a, Et, E1 lbl ~ 1 lbl :::; 1 El , E2 
BM Left-Right lal ~ 2 E1, E2 ch lbl ~ 1.5 Ech Ech a, Et, E1 1 ) 2 
MPT iai :::; 3 iai ~ 1 Et 1 E2 ch 
lbl ~ 4 lbl :::; 1 Ech Ech a, E1 , E1 1 ) 2 
B11 Seesaw lal, lbl, lei ~ 2 iai, lbl, lei~ 2 Et, E2 ch ldl, lei, 1!1 :::; 2 ldl, lei, IJI ~ 2 Ech Ech a, E1 , E1 1 ) 2 
HM\' iai ~ 1 Et, E2 ch 
lbl ~ 1 Ech f.ch 
a, Et, E1 
1 ) 2 
BFM lal, lbl, lei ~ 2 lal, lbl, lei ~ 2 Et , E2 ch ldl, lei :S 2 ldl, lei~ 2 Ech f.ch a, c11 c1 1 ) 2 
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